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PREFACE
The Applications of Tethers in Space Workshop was held in Venice,
Italy during the period October 15-17, 1985. The Hotel Excelsior,
located on the island of Lido, provided outstanding accommodations for
the workshop, which was jointly sponsored by the Italian National Space
Plan, National Research Council, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Office of Space Flight, Advanced Programs Division.
Workshop, coordination was provided by the Centre Internazionale Congress!
and- General Research Corporation. Aeritalia generously provided a gala
dinner banquet for the workshop attendees and their guests, and the
office of the Mayor of Venice hosted a reception at the city hall.
General Research Corporation would like to thank and commend every-
one who organized, coordinated, and participated in the workshop. The
panel co-chairmen are especially noteworthy in fulfilling their roles of
directing and summarizing their respective panels. We are proud to have
participated in the workshop and be a part of the advancement of this
exciting and challenging field which, as is evident in these proceedings,
is evolving into a technically sophisticated and mature science. The
complete documentation of this workshop is contained in the Workshop
Proceedings, Volumes 1 and 2. The Executive Summary, which contains an
abbreviated compilation of the panel summaries, is also provided.
William A. Baracat
McLean, Virginia
March 1986
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FOREWORD
The Tethers in Space Workshop held in Venice, Italy, follows by only
two years the one held in Williamsburg, Virginia, in June 1983. Yet,
much has happened. The most significant events are: (1) the passing of
our beloved leader, Giuseppe Colombo, (2) the announcement by President
Reagan of the Space Station as a national goal, and (3) the initiation of
several tether demonstration missions, already in hardware development or
design phases.
Bepi, whom we call the "Father of Tethers," would be pleased at the
pace of this emerging technology. The development of the Tethered
Satellite System (TSS), a joint U.S. - Italy project, is on a firm
course, with the first launch scheduled for 1988. The announcement of
the Space Station goal by the President has provided an anchor for
serious studies of the use of tethers on the Space Station'. A whole
panel session was devoted to this subject at this workshop, and was the
second best attended. NASA, Italy, and industry continue to examine the
benefits and technological problems associated with placing a tether
system on the Space Station. We fully expect to see this happen,
although it may be after the Initial Operational Capability (IOC).
Are there other tether and tether related missions that can be flown
in the next few years on the Shuttle in addition to the TSS? The answer
is yes. NASA, with Italy's involvement, will be verifying the principles
of electromagnetic tethers in space to produce power or drag. A series
of flight experiments are either hardware ready, or in hardware develop-
ment. These experiments should enhance the TSS-1 mission, and may use at
some point the disposable tether, which itself will require a preliminary
demonstration. Looking to the future, there is much interest in the
tethered platform, with the tether assisting in platform pointing.
NASA's Ames Research Center, again with the Italians, are engaged in a
definition study on this, called the Kinetic Isolation Tether Experiment
(KITE).
PrtulLWMG PRGE BLAMft rc-
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Our reach in this workshop has not only been to Earth orbit but also
to the planets. Serious attention to tether operations near the Moon,
Mars, and other planets is underway. Some of these ideas are presented
in the workshop proceedings. Although it may sometimes seem that we are
getting ahead of ourselves, these applications may be here sooner than we
think.
Paul A. Penzo
March 1986
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IINTRODUCTION
OPENING ADDRESSES
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ORIENTATION AND PURPOSE
Luciano Guerriero
PSN
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT
It is a privilege and a pleasure for me to welcome such a qualified
audience here in Italy and, in particular, the beautiful city of Venice,
for this second workshop on the "Applications of Tethers in Space".
Two years ago, the first and very successful workshop on this
subject was organized by NASA in the historical town of Williamsburg,
Virginia. Now, I am really grateful to NASA and to my good friend Ivan
Bekey, that they proposed to have this second workshop in Italy, and
have offered to alternate between the U.S.A. and Italy for future
editions of this meeting.
It is indeed a nice and friendly way to recognize the role and the
efforts that Italy is providing to the development of the initial program
and in the exploration of the full potential of tether concepts.
The choice of Venice has for me an additional important meaning:
Padua University, 20 miles from here, one of the oldest In Italy and in
the world, has for many centuries been the State University of the great
and glorious Republic of Venice.
From Padua University came Bepi Colombo, whose ideas have been of
such exceptional importance for the development of the tether concept.
It is very sad that Bepi, who has been friend and guide for many of us,
is not with us anymore. However, I believe that your enthusiasm and your
efforts to develop successful applications of the tether concept, is the
best homage that can be attributed to his memory.
Now we have to move into the program.
The Mayor of the city of Venice, Mr. Nereo Laroni, was expected to
be with us. Unfortunately, he had to modify his schedule. We will meet
him tonight, when he will host the reception at the City Hall.
We are glad to have with us Mr. Salvador!, Assessore a'l Turismo, who
will now briefly address the audience, and officially open the meeting.
(Mr. Salvadori's address appears following this presentation)
I have now the honor and the pleasure to Introduce the Italian
Minister for Science and Technology, Sen. L. Granelll.
Sen. Granelll has the political responsibility for all Italian space
activities. I must say that in Italy we are all very grateful to Mr.
Granelli for this.continuous and determined action in support of the
Italian and European space programs.
I like to remember that, under his leadership as.President of the
Council of the European Space Agency, Europe, has 'adopted very important
decisions for the cooperation with the United States on the construction
of the future space infrastructure in Low Earth Orbit. .
The,present cooperation program between,Italy and the United States
on the Tethered Satellite System, and the perspective of a continuing
cooperation on tether applications, have been strongly encouraged and
supported by the Italian political authorities. , . . =
The presence of Minister Granelli at this meeting is certainly the
best evidence of. the Italian interest and commitment. . • . .,
(Mr. Granelli's address appears following .this presentation)
Two years ago, the first workshop on the Applications of Tethers in
Space, held in Williamsburg, was very successful. At that time many .
interesting ideas were explored and evaluated...;"_• : -
During the past two years, while preparation of the first, flight of
the TSS was proceeding and taking us closer to the first and extremely
important experimental test of the dynamic and electrodynamic properties
of the tether systems, studies have been carried on,. both:
 :in. the USA and
in Italy -on tether applications.
We would :like to verify at this meeting what progress has been made,
and to review;-together where we stand concerning:
- Theoretical and technical feasibility
Cost effectiveness ,
 : . . _ ; :•'••• ~~ ' • • • • •
Constraints, in particular .in connection with Space Station
applications
- Preliminary design
- Possibilities for flight demonstration
We will try to maintain the organization of this meeting as close as
possible to the one at Williamsburg.
Today we will have only a plenary session. We will start with a
keynote address on the evolution of ideas on tether applications. This
will be followed by a presentation of the status of the joint program on
the TSS. A tutorial session on tether fundamentals and a survey of
tether applications and related technology will occupy the rest of the
day.
In the second and third days the participants will be divided into
working panels. The panel tasks are similar, but a little more ambi-
tious, than the tasks set for Williamsburg. In particular, these tasks
are:
- Identify additional new applications for tethers in space
Analyze, critique, and evaluate feasibility of all identified
tether applications relative to their practicality, cost
benefit, and operational requirements.
Identify those critical design, performance, operational
factors and technology advancements that must be included in
the evolution of the practical feasibility of each tether
application.
Identify demonstration missions necessary to implement tether
applications in space projects.
Provide recommendations to NASA and PSN/CNR for the continued
evaluation and definition of the tether applications identi-
fied.
': 8
Plenary sessions in the afternoon of the second and third day will
be used to present and discuss preliminary findings and recommendations.
The panel co-chairmen are expected to product a final report
document before leaving. Thank you.
9
WELCOME
Augusto Salvador!
City of Venice
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It Is with much pleasure that I offer my personal salutation and
that of the City of Venice to the illustrious guests participating at
this workshop, which is sponsored by NASA and the Italian National Space
Plan.
The choice of an Italian seat emphasizes the profound significance
intrinsic in the scientific and industrial collaboration between our
country and the United States.
The choice of Venice, in particular, of which we are all delighted
and proud, enriches this significance. In fact, I believe the intention
of the participants can be considered as a recognition of Professor
Colombo's work and study. I concur with this feeling, for it was
Professor Colombo who originated the proposal that has permitted the
extraordinary space applications of tethered satellites.
But let me bring up another consideration: For a long time, there
has been the question of the "two cultures", humanistic and scientific.
I am convinced that this is not a problem because, when man engages his
best energies and his life searching for answers, searching for truth, he
discovers himself and he contributes to his heritage. In one word, he
makes culture.
Italy and Venice, birthplaces of historical humanism and renais-
sance, offer hospitality to a symposium of experts in high technology and
operators of principal industries. The roots of this workshop lie in
common ground with man's work for progress and peace.
12
OPENING ADDRESS
Luigi Granelli
Minister of Scientific Research and Technology, Italy
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We wish to thank the representative of the mayor of Venice for his
welcome address to this audience. We are very happy to participate in
this workshop which -will strengthen the cooperation between the United
States and Italy in the field of space exploration and utilization.
We would remind everyone that a basic step of this cooperation is
the Memorandum of Understanding for the "Tether" program that was signed
in Italy by Mr. Beggs and Professor Quagliariello for NASA and CNR in
March, 1984.
We feel that this program has great importance and is a beautiful
example of the aforementioned international cooperation. As everyone
knows, the tether is a very new system, so new that we could call it the
second, or the new, generation of satellites.
The tether was born from an original idea of the lamented Professsor
Giuseppe Colombo of the Padova University. This idea is so original that
it will be possible to apply many of the tether concepts to the Space
Station. To mention only a few of these applications: the capability of
generating power, the possibility of assembling large structures in
space, and the possibility of generating a variable microgravity environ-
ment. Before concluding this brief address to you, we would like to make
two points of a general nature. The first one relates to the Italian
National Space Plan. We are in the process of adjourning and updating
its budget for the next five years. This would be done before December
1986. We have in mind a number of practical projects that will make it
possible to increase the Italian space capabilities. The second general
point is the cooperation between Europe and the United States. This
cooperation is the best way to overcome the difficulties that will
certainly be present in the European and American space programs.
In conclusion, we are sure that the results of this workshop will
give us new elements for a better definition of the "Tether" application
field.
14
KEYNOTE ADDRESS . ,
Ivan Bekey
Office of Space Flight, NASA Headquarters
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It is really heartening to see so many of the tether faithfuls In
the room today who are willing to sacrifice and come to a small island
away from everything just to talk about the strange things we can do with
a string and a ball in space. .
It is heartening for.several reasons. First of all, when we started
the concepts of doing things with balls and strings two and a half years
ago, there were only a few. Even at the.meeting in Willlamsburg, we were
only starting to talk about the concepts, whereas now we will be able to
talk about a study of results as well as concepts.
So we're making progess. Let's remember that, throughout history,
progress was made by small groups of dedicated people who were willing to
believe in their causes and faithfully followed them, and. they did so in
the face of disbelief by even their own colleagues. . .
This has included explorers, discoverers, lone scientists, religious
sects, technicians, tinkerers, and even, some courageous politicians.
They all had one thing or several things in common. That is, they had
initiative. They believed in what they were doing; they were, stubborn;
they were willing to endure ridicule and some even punishment. In many
cases, they also had to have a sense of humor to survive.
Many started here in Italy. In fact, there are some very famous
names that you can associate with. Galileo,.Columbus, Volta, Marconi,
Vermi, Colombo, just to.name a few.. , ,
And so it really is fitting, as was said by both Professor Guerriero
and our representative of the City,of Venice.this morning, that we should
meet here in Italy, and this is where our band of tether faithfuls will
begin the second round in our series of workshops. It should give us
inspiration, because we really have come a long way.
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In the past few years, we have seen some real growth from initial
ideas to beginnings of recognition. We have had, and continue to have, a
cooperative hardware program. Also, the beginnings of recognition for
tether applications, though a bit reserved, include acceptance of some of
our ideas. '' ' •
From the initial identification of some concepts by Professor
Colombo many years ago, and the work we have done since, the future
applications are beginning to emerge. It wasn't until two and a half or
three years ago that we really began to understand what we have. We have
something very'fundamental in applications of tethers, and many of us are
convinced that it will lead to a revolution in 'the many ways in which we
can behave in space and do business in space. ''
In order-to take full advantage of tethers, we have to get very,
very:fundamental. In fact, we-have'to get so fundamental* that most of us
have forgotten how; and we have to go back to first year of college
dynamics to remember how. We have to get back to basics.
It is very much like the field of architecture in the 1930's, for
example, when designs of buildings were'becoming more and more ornate,
and beginning to'lose their function. Architects became enlightened and
finally said, "Less is mdre." Perhaps It is that way with tethers as
well."- • ' ; •'• ' -• ;" •••••••-•-' '••- . ' • • • ' . • ' • • "•:' -
We really have to realize that, in our rush to exploit the power of
rockets, which has resulted in the heavy cost of free flight in space, we
have really forgotten and 'overlooked something very"fundamental. We
really have to learn again how to exploit tethers and' bodies which are
attached by tethers in some very fundamental ways in space.
Not all people in history have forgotten. 'In fact, there has been
some notable exceptions of people who have actually utilized"tethers in
history and utilized them'very' successfully; In one example, for
instance, David used it very successfully against Goliath; I •''might say
with stunning success.
17-
Now tethers are very powerful tools, and we are just beginning to
understand what we can.do with them, and the ranks of believers are
swelling. It is very heartening to see new faces in the crowd and,
hopefully, to see .the band of tetherists growing.
We have made a lot of progress since Williamsburg, and perhaps one
way in which I judge how much progress we have made is that people don't
laugh at me as much any more. They don't give me as many condescending
looks. They may still make weak jokes, but nonetheless we have a solid
hardware program in the implementation phases between PSN and NASA and a
group of international scientific users, who have been formally selected
to exploit the initial flight or two.
We have also been quite busy in telling people what we can do with
the concept after we have demonstrated that the TSS will'work. We have
been getting some glowing.reports from scientific advisory .bodies, from
military groups, and from commercial groups that we have made presenta-
tions to. Everywhere.there's a growing realization that one can do
unique things with tethers which one cannot do any other way. Even if
there are applications that are not unique, at least they are very
interesting, and may perhaps be even more cost-effective than using the
conventional approach.' •.• . . .-
We havei identified ways to change orbits without propellants. We
have identified ways to generate power without solar arrays. We have
identified ways of holding satellites in a fixed orientation relative to
each other without propellants or guidance, and many other-things.
A most recent and interesting set of applications came out of a
mini-workshop we. had in Washington less than a month ago.. The purpose
was to look at planetary applications, both unmanned and manned, in the
far reaches of the solar-system. Some of these will be explored here at
this workshop. Of-these applications, some are unique and highly
advantageous. Some are just barely competitive, in our judgments, and
some that are no good whatsoever. But they were simply thought through
and identified in the process of brainstorming.
18
That really points the direction for the workshop, because that's
what we really have to do. We have to work hard to understand what we
really do have, and to highlight the very promising ideas: define them,
design them, and make them happen. We must also identify the non-
competitive or impractical ideas so that we can reject them.
This is what the workshop is all about. This is why it's a workshop
and not simply a symposium where people talk to an audience. We need to
get down and do some real work.
If this workshop is successful, we are thinking of having a sympo-
sium perhaps a year from now to broaden the audience; but we must do much
more before we can really be able to do that.
Thank you for coming this far with us. It's gratifying to see so
many fine brains here, and I know you will do a very good job and work
hard both here and when you get back to you offices; and, with your work,
we can continue to gain credibility and acceptance for tethers and their
applications.
Especially, however, we ask your help in weeding out the poor
concepts or the marginal applications, because nothing hurts the chances
of a new.idea as much as being touted as a cure for all ills.
So, thank you for coming. Enjoy the company of your peers. Work
hard. I-look forward to working with you during these next two days.
Also remember in the process of your work that saying that "Invent a
better mousetrap and the world will beat a path to your door." We think
that's probably true here except it's probably "Unreel a tether to your
spacecraft" rather than "beat a path to your door."
19
GUEST SPEAKER
James Arnold
California Space Institute
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Thank you. Considering that it is nearly 11 pa, I am reminded of a
time when I was at the University of Chicago and was invited to be the
after-dinner speaker at a dinner which started not at 9 pm, but at 6:30.
There happened to be eleven Chicago municipal judges at the top table.
Each of them had to make a few remarks and by the time I got to speak it
was about 10:53 pm. About one quarter of the diners were still in the
hall — and you see we started later so we are just steaming up. Of
course it is quite a pleasure and honor to be here and most of all
because it is an opportunity to share in this event which exists because
of a great Italian scientist — Bepi Columbo.
I can't imagine starting my talk in any other way. I knew him as a
planetary scientist for a good many years, but something like three
years ago he came to La Jolla to contribute to one of our studies on
Shuttle External Tanks. In his typical way that morning he made right
away some quite unbelievable statements about external tanks and teth-
ers. As chairman, I asked him to give a little tutorial on tethers
after lunch. I am in this hall, and Joe Carroll is in this hall,
because of the effect of that tutorial.
I suspect that a fair number of other people here had similar
experiences, and that those of you who did not have that direct contact
were probably converted by Ivan Bekey or someone else he converted. He
would certainly deny that the field of tethers was invented by him.
22
There were a number of other pioneers before he got into the field. It
was in a different sense that he created the field of tethers. The
community exists because of him. If it succeeds, the TSS and all
related projects will be attributed to him, to a man who not only dev-
ised many of the most exciting ideas, but who also persuaded other out-
standing scientists and engineers to join him. We can learn just by
knowing that there are such wonderful people in the world. Now this
field has a life of its own.
I came armed tonight with some documentation on an earlier Italian
navigator. As a matter of fact, they had the same name. I never asked
Bepi if he was in any way a cousin of the earlier Italian Columbo. I
did worry a little bit whether I could talk about this earlier Genoese
in Venice, because I remember that there was a certain rivalry between
Venice and Genoa. In fact, after his famous triumphs he might have
ended up in jail rather than being honored as his merits deserved.
However,! was reassured when I examined the document which I will read
to you a little bit which is the biography of the gentleman by his son.
Now Venice was, as everyone knows, a center of exploration and a
seafaring and trading port. One other distinction, which is very per-
tinent tonight, is that in the early period after Gutenberg invented
printing, Venice was the great center of printing in Europe for many
decades, and many important books saw the light first here. And so,
although Columbus was a Genoese, and his son Ferdinand by all standards
was Spanish, nonetheless the first edition of Ferdinand Columbus' biog-
raphy of his father was in fact printed in Venice. So I feel safe in
quoting from his book.
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I don't quite remember who first called my attention to this biog-
raphy. But if you are an American, as some of you are, you learn about
Columbus in school in a haze of myth. You have the feeling that he was
somebody so dim in history that it would be almost ludicrous that he
could have a son who was an author. But it turns out that he is one of
the best documented characters in history. Spanish records, which are
very full, contain thousands of letters, charters, and so on.
I used to read passages from Ferdinand Columbus' book about his
father in connection with struggles to mount a mission called the Lunar
Polar Orbiter, which we are still struggling to get started. 1 think
that these quotations are also appropriate on this occasion, and not
only because of the coincidence in names between our Columbo and that
Columbo. I think it will not be difficult for some of you to recognize
some of the trials the earlier Columbo went through as similar to the
tribulations of the newer man and his friends. Ferdinand describes his
father's efforts to sell his plans to various nations. Portugal and
Spain were the United States and Soviet Union of that particular period
of history. At any rate, he tried first in Portugal to persuade the King
of Portugal to send a craft to discover the New World, but that didn't
work. He sent his brother to England, and he was corresponding with the
King of France. He knew the rule: don't put all your eggs in one basket.
In Spain, when Portugal said no, he made contact with some influential
persons to get to others. Finally after a whole series of adventures,
he penetrated the Spanish establishment, and got the leading friar (of
course the clergy and the scholars were all one group in those days),
to undertake his cause in the court of Spain. My first quotation from
this book describes this particular period, about 1491, when he was
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trying to get his grant approved. And the text goes like this — I'm
skipping a little:
"But since the affair had more to do with basic scientific doctrine
than with words or favors, their Highnesses referred it to the Prior del
Prado, later the Archbishop of Granada, ordering him to form a council
of geographers who should study the proposal in detail and then report
to them their opinion." This is called peer review today.
"As there were not so many geographers then as now, the members of
this committee were not so well informed as the business required. Nor
did the Admiral wish to reveal all the details of his plan, fearing lest
it be stolen from him in Castile as it had been in Portugal. For this
reason the replies and reports that the geographers gave their
Highnesses were as varied as their grasp of the subject and their opin-
ions. Some argued in this way: In all the thousands of years since God
created the world, those lands had remained unknown to innumerable
learned men and experts in navigation; and it was most unlikely that the
Admiral should know more than all other men, past and present. Others
who based themselves on geography, claimed the world was so large that
to reach the end of Asia, where the Admiral wished to sail, would take
more than three years." (There is a footnote here: in fact my friend
Carl Sagan pointed out to me that if there wasn't a North American and
South American continent in the way Columbus could not have carried
enough provisions on the ship to reach Japan and return. There was
indeed risk, but there were benefits.) And then he goes on to quote the
other authorities, "Others argued as some Portuguese had done about the
navigation to Guinea, saying that if one were to set out and travel due
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west, as the Admiral proposed, one would not be able to return to Spain
because the world was round. These men were absolutely certain that one
who left the hemisphere known to Ptolemy would be going downhill and so
could not return; for that would be like sailing a ship to the top of a
mountain: a thing that ships could not do even with the aid of the
strongest wind.
"The Admiral gave suitable replies to all these objections, but the
more effective his arguments, the less these men understood on account
of their ignorance: for when a man poorly trained in mathematics
reaches an advanced age, he is no longer capable of apprehending the
truth because of the erroneous notions previously imprinted on his
mind." Some of us have had such experiences. And then he goes on —
let me skip to a later part of the story — because of course Columbus
succeeded. He had driven a bargain with the monarchs of Spain, Ferdinand
and Isabella, and so he was adorned with titles and promises of money,
not real money, promises of money. He was of course the great sensation
of the European courts — for a period of many years this was the most
exciting thing that had happened and there was an enormous PR success.
But there were problems. Ferdinand and Isabella had financed this
expedition with the expectations of cash. They expected a quick payoff
from CoIambus's discoveries.
I will read to you now something that Ferdinand told from his own
point of view, as a son of a suddenly high member of the Spanish nobil-
ity. Here he describes a scene ten years later, when he was a teenager,
a page in the court of Spain.
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"With these and similar calumnies they importuned the Catholic
Sovereigns, complaining that the Spaniards had not received true value
for their contributions for many years past, etc. . I remember that when
I was at Granada, more than fifty of these shameless wretches bought a
quantity of grapes and sat down to eat them in the Court of the Alhambra
loudly proclaiming that their Highnesses and the Admiral had reduced
them to that pitiful state by withholding their pay, adding many other
insolent remarks. They were so shameless that if the Catholic King rode
out, they would crowd about him, shouting, 'Pay, pay!' and if my brother
and I, who were pages to the Queen, happened by, they followed us cry-
ing, 'There go the sons of the Admiral of the Mosquitoes, of him who
discovered lands of vanity and illusion, the grave and ruin of Castilian
gentlemen,' adding so many other insults that we took care not to pass
before them."
Now some of us .in America have heard this • kind of talk too.
Twenty-five years after Sputnik, and fifteen years after the landing on
the moon, there are the occasional Congressional figures or newspaper
columnists who use language pretty similar to language used here. But
the most pointed quotation is the one which I will use as the text (as
the preacher says) for the rest of my sermon. This is this last one.
When the Spanish sovereigns were faced with the fact that Columbus
had succeeded in making a great discovery they didn't quite know how to
deal with it. The general recipe was that as soon as he got back from
the Americas with a new collection of discoveries — islands named Isa-
bella and Ferdinand for example — they would propose another expedition
and send him back to the new world again. As long as he was in the new
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world, he wasn't in their hair. This went on and on. Naturally
Columbus, who thought he had done something remarkable, became frus-
trated by this treatment. The son describes a letter the Sovereigns
wrote to Columbus, just after the third expedition suggesting a fourth
expedition. Then he says, "The Sovereigns made these promises and
offers to the Admiral because he had resolved to have nothing more to do
with the affairs of the Indies and to turn them over to my brother, con-
cerning which he reasoned well. For, said he, if the services he had
already performed did not suffice to secure the punishment of those
wicked men, his future services would avail even less. He had already
accomplished the main thing that he had offered to do before his
discovery of the Indies, namely, to show that there were islands and a
continent to the west, that the way thither was easy and navigable, the
advantages plain, and the inhabitants very gentle and unarmed." I can't
refrain from repeating that last phrase, "the inhabitants very gentle
and unarmed." "And since he had personally verified all this, it
remained only for their Highnesses to continue what he had begun, send-
ing out people to discover the secrets of those countries. Now the gate
was open, anyone could follow the coast, as some were already doing who
improperly called themselves discoverers, not considering that they had
not discovered any new land, but only followed in the wake of the
Admiral after he had shown them the way to those islands."
I may remark that I come from a continent called America not Colum-
bia, and if you think about history a little bit it shows that this
remark is very much to the point. Amerigo Vespucci was a Florentine, but
we are not in Florence. "However, since the Admiral had always had a
great desire to serve the Catholic Sovereigns and especially the most
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serene Queen, he was content to return to his labors and make the voyage
to be told of hereafter. For he was convinced that new treasures would
be found daily, as he had earlier written to their Highnesses in refer-
ence to the discovery: 'It must be followed up, because it is certain
if not now, then later some new thing of great value will be found."1
The son ends his remarks, "Mexico and Peru have since shown the truth of
this observation, but at the time nobody believed what he said. Yet he
said nothing that did not prove in time to be true."
We are just now coming out of a parallel period. At least I
believe so. We have gone through a time when space was the most excit-
ing thing that anybody could have envisioned. We have watched Apollo's
television ratings drop. The budgets dropped as the ratings dropped.
Real dollars for civilian space in the United States are now only
approximately 1/3 the original budgets of 1968. I believe the period we
are just now entering will be parallel to the experience of Cortez and
Pizarro, with a single remarkable, and to my mind a very pleasant excep-
tion. We will not be doing it out of the blood and sweat of inhabitants
who are very gentle and unarmed, but out of technology and the intelli-
gence which we ourselves apply to the problem. I think that this is a
stage in history where the second takeoff is on the way, and I believe
(as you do or you would not be attending the conference) that tethers
are one of the paths to- the future.
The technology of today is the key to the state we are in. We have
got to where we are in the exploration of the solar system and astro-
nomical satellites in earth orbit, the whole range of space activities,
using the tools developed by Werner von Braun and his contemporaries.
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Von Braun in the early 1930's joined a small German club called the
Verein for Raumschiffahrt. He then began using the German government and
then the American government to accomplish his own goals, to go into
space. That technology, it appears to me, has now matured. While incre-
mental advantages can always be expected you still need 80 tons of
rocket fuel to lift one ton of useful payload to low earth orbit. In
the future that may come down to 70 tons or 60 tons or 50 tons. But
still because of the deep gravitational well we find ourselves in, we
have reached some kind of maturity in the Columbus-stage of our explora-
tion.
If we want to have a second stage we have to be smart. This
conference is about that and tethers are surely the most prominent of
the next wave of promising technologies. I think it would not be a com-
plete waste of time, even this late in the evening, to say that this is
not the only promising technology around. While I don't know one better
than tethers, as one penetrates into space one finds what Enrico Fermi
found in high energy physics, that phenomena and possibilities open up
that you would never imagine at the start. More and more new things
appear.
Let me read my own personal list: Ion engines — they have been
around for a long time. Right now, just as Italy is pushing tethers,
the Germans are pushing ion engines and I am delighted that is true.
This is in a way an old idea which has been proposed in many varieties.
There are a whole range of electromagnetic launching schemes; this is
only one. Rockets are chemistry, and I am a chemist. I think I under-
stand this subject. There is a limit with what you can do with chemistry
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— you can get a few electron volts per atom at most. Electromagnetic
induction — here you get into devices not so well developed as tethers,
devices called railguns, devices called mass drivers, devices recently
named coil guns. I think that these things may have some prospect of
actually launching useful payloads from the earth. Tethers aren't very
close to doing this, up to now. There are good prospects of launching
payloads from the moon. Solar sails — these have been around for a
while. . What's so exciting to me about solar sails is that this project
has been carried on by amateurs. Some of the highest priced talent in
the world is working for free Saturdays and Sundays to develop solar
sails to a practical level. You've seen in the case of Gossamer tech-
nology on earth that this can be successful.
Ivan is sitting here waiting for me to mention External Tanks. Let
me add to the External Tank story, something closely related to it. My
phrase is: external tanks and other forms of space salvage. External
tanks have uses beyond the space junk business, but the space junk busi-
ness may turn out to be a real winner for some people even if the title
lacks . glamor. We have the problem of thousands of orbiting objects
threatening the tethers which we want to use in low earth orbit. What a
great idea it would be to retrieve them using tethers as fishlines.
Lunar Resources — a little further down the road this will surely be
important.
The United States now has a Presidential Commission looking at 21st
century plans. People are looking at manned missions to Mars, and all
sorts of giant steps. One need not lift huge things from the deep well
of the earth. In the case of the moon, the energy required to lift
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objects into orbit is only a few percent of what it is on the earth. No
one will be surprised to learn that Joe Carroll has ideas for lifting
lunar materials from the surface using tethers. And if we give Joe a
little more time to find materials with a higher strength to weight
ratio, he may sling these things right off the earth for all I know.
Beyond all these things there are the moons of Mars, asteroids, and
who knows what. Christopher Columbus did not in fact become rich doing
what he did. If one could revisit the fifteenth century and ask him if
it mattered very much, I suppose he would say it did not. However, his
son, who undertook to write his biography, was prosperous enough to
build one of the best scholarly libraries in Europe. Cortez and many
others, who made few discoveries, became wealthy beyond their dreams.
And if money is to be made in space, it will not perhaps be the Columbos
who become rich either. At the California Space Institute, we have a
term for this part of our activities — space manufacturing — and to be
frank about it that is what I would call a code word. If you want to
persuade practical people to do something useful you have to use modest
terms. But in reality, I myself believe the game is much larger than
that.
I got into it first because I was a planetary scientist and wanted
to go back to the moon and study and continue the adventure which had
begun with Apollo and Viking, the exploration of the moon and planets.
But I have come to realize that there is much more to it. What we are
talking about, if the tether experts here really succeed, and if other
technologies begin to develop, is not a way of making chips in space so
that the Silicon Valley people can make more money, or somebody else can
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put the Silicon Valley people out of business — those will be incidents
of the early life of the project. What we are really talking about is
the movement of humanity, and the variety of earthly life which we
represent, into space. We are talking about settling the solar system,
about a vista so long that, in a phrase I used in an earlier talk, we
can speak of our descendants of whatever species. Human beings, once
they are on the moon, once they are on Mars, once they go around
Jupiter on various satellites, will not be the same as they are now.
That will be a fairly decisive change, one which will make the first
Columbo explorations look relatively small.
I don't think the twentieth century has been very benign. Like the
fifteenth century which produced Columbus, like the centuries which pro-
duced other great human triumphs, it has been a pretty bleak, a pretty
brutal century. I sometimes think there is an association between the
two — creativity and inhumanity. All the same, if in fact we are tak-
ing part in a revolution which brings humanity into a new sphere, then I
think our descendants, whether they are still Homo sapiens or something
we cannot now imagine, will remember that we have not lived in vain.
That is a goal, I believe, worthy of Bepi Columbo, and of our own best
endeavors. Thank you.
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Thank you, Professor Guerriero.
Ivan, you mentioned the sometimes rather derisive remarks people
make to you regarding tethers. When they make them to us, they ask how
the tether is going, and we tell them we're hanging in there.
If you cannot see these charts clearly, they will be in the pro-
ceedings of the workshop and, in fact, the charts that I will submit for
the workshop will go into more detail. We had to trim our presentation
down. Also, if there are any questions, I'd be happy to answer those at
any time during the proceedings.
If you don't mind, I'll look here and address the viewgraph rather
than turn my back on you.
(Chart 1) The objective of the tethered satellite — the TSS-1 —
is to develop the hardware, both on the satellite and a deployer side,
for either a 20-kilometer or 100-kilometer deployment of the tether,
either away from or toward the Earth. As you see, there are a variety of
scientific interests; magnetometry, electrodynamics, and atmospheric
science are of great interest.
(Charts 2-4) And I think, as has been discussed this morning, that
the endeavor between the Italian government and the United States govern-
ment in a joint development is very important. I'm not going to bore you
with a detailed organization chart — but I think it's very important for
you to understand the relationship between the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and Italy's PSN/CNR organization in carrying out
this program.
On the left, you see the responsibility of the United States and
NASA in the development of the deployer, which fits in the orbiter cargo
bay, and the integration of the satellite to the deployer and the conduct
of the mission.
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On the right, you see the responsibility of the Italian government,
leading down to the contractors on both sides in this very important
endeavor. On the United States side is Martin-Marietta Aerospace at
Denver, which is responsible for hardware and integration for the United
States' responsibilities. On the Italian side is Aeritalia, who is
developing and designing the satellite.
Along with that are the scientific responsibilities between the two
countries. All of the European science investigations are the respons-
iblity of PSN and Aeritalia. And, on the United States side, are all
non-European scientific investigations, .the development of those instru-
ments, and also the integration of all instruments on the deployer.
So the only reason I show this is to emphasize the very important
relationships between the two countries.
(Chart 5) A few words about the first mission. The first mission
is an engineering verification and electrodynamics, science mission. That
is, we must certainly prove without a.doubt .that we can deploy and
retrieve a satellite safely. The first mission will be a 20-kilometer
upward deployment with a conducting tether to demonstrate the electro-
dynamics science.
I will show you the timeline in a few moments. It's nominally a 38-
hour mission at. a 160 nautical mile Shuttle orbit.
The deployer design for all missions is to be able to fly a conduct-
ing or non-conducting tether up to a hundred kilometers. We have a full
length boom of 12-meters to extend the satellite out away from the
deployer prior to deployment.
The satellite itself is a 1.6 meter, SOO^-kilogram satellite, with
lateral and in-line tether satellite thrusters, to maintain .control at
the close-in distances. That is the first TSS flight on which we are
proceeding.
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(Chart 6) This is the configuration that is under development at
this point in time. This is the forward direction in flight. We have
the basic Spacelab pallet with the deployer and satellite mounted on the
pallet. We have a structure called the Mission Peculiar Equipment
Support Structure (MPESS), which is nothing more than a structure to
support scientific payloads. The advantage of this is to be able to put
most of the scientific instruments on a separate structure from the
deployer to simplify reflight. It makes a much simpler integration job.
(Chart 13) For those who may be interested in the configuration of
the tether that we have to date — this may not be the final flight
configuration, but it's very close to it.
The tether itself has a Nomex core around which is wrapped a copper
conductor equivalent to a 24-gauge conductor, with an insulator wrapped
around that. And then the load-carrying member is Kevlar 29. It has
about a 400-lb. strength capability. And then around that is woven a
Nomex jacket to protect against monatomic oxygen effects, which we have
noticed on past Shuttle flights.
The diameter is about two millimeters. On the first mission, since
only 20 kilometers are reeled out, the loads on the tether itself will be
very small.
If you would care to look at this after the session or any time this
week, I would be happy to show it to you.
(Chart 14) I won't go into this in a lot of detail because I don't
know a lot of the details about it. The thing I wanted to point out is,
I personally came into the project with people telling me it's a very
simple, straightforward easy-to-accomplish, inexpensive project. The
more we get into it, the more complex it is. I had one individual tell
me that the communication links between a deployed satellite with which
you still have control, the orbiter, its communications system, the
enhanced pallet, which has a computer system on the pallet that talks to
the deployer as well as the pallet, as well as the scientific instru-
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ments, the communications links — oh, pardon me — and the S-band
communication link, the Ku-band man tracking it all the time; he felt the
communication loops between tether were more complex than Spacelab 1.
And Spacelab 1 was very complex.
We have a lot of organizational interfaces, and anytime one has
organizational interfaces, trying to build a payload or fly a mission,
it's very complex, and the communication between us must always be very
clear. That's one of our — I think — our greater challenges.
So we have the orbiter with the pallet. We will use the Marshall
Space Flight Center — Payload Operations Control Center — as well as
the Johnson Mission Control Center. Johnson will be responsible and have
control of the total mission.
This is the data display control unit. That is what is called the
DDCU computer for what I'll call it the SMART pallet. We will do some
science processing with that.
And these Items here on the flight deck, which .will be under control
of the Payload Mission specialists.
So I think the communication loops are very complex.
(Chart 15) As I said, for the mission.operations, we will have use
of the Huntsville Operations Support Center, which will do the engineer-
ing support for the deployer, and the Spacelab pallet. It is the
engineering support to Houston which will conduct the mission. We will
use the Payload Operations Control Center at Marshall to do the scien-
tific support. We will also use, that is, plan on using, the Payload
Crew Training Complex, which was used on the Spacelab missions for
training the onboard crew for operations.
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We have recently established a Flight Operations Working Group to
start that endeavor. And we are just beginning to get fairly deep into
the integration of JSC on the conduct of the mission and the payload
operations functions.
(Chart 16) I'll say a little bit about the timeline for the total
38 hours. This has been modified, or probably will be modified, some-
what. We had the second investigators working group meeting in Italy
last week, and they had some recommendations that change the timeline.
But, in essence, the deployment will take about ten hours, the
reason being, at this point in the baseline, that we have two stops. We
would like to deploy out to about ten kilometers, stop, spin the
satellite up, take science data for about an hour and a half, and then
de-spin it. And then go on to station at 20 kilometers for about 18 to
20 hours.
I show a crew sleep cycle there, although I don't really believe
that will ever happen. I can't imagine a satellite being deployed out on
the station and people sleeping with the satellite out, but that's in the
timeline.
For planning purposes, I think that's a good idea, because we
should, I believe, baseline ourselves such that we can control the
science from the ground during that time period with the crew in the
monitoring mode. I believe that's the way they will end up with it.
And then, at the end of that 31 hours total, would be a retrieval.
At this point in time, we see no reason to stop on the way back in. It
would take away from the time on-station, so our plan right now is to
start the retrieval and pull it straight on in at the end of the 38
hour s.
(Chart 17) I'll say a few words about the science that has been
selected, and then just leave it at that.
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The science is split between the satellite, that is the science that
goes on the satellite, and that which goes on the deployer. Marino
Dobrowolny has been selected to do the electrodynamic tether effects, Dr.
Nobie Stone at Marshall Space Flight Center on the satellite, and
Professor Mariani at the University of Rome with the magnetic fields.
This is orbiter instrumentation. That's really science instruments that
go on the deployer. Peter Banks at Stanford with his experiment. That
has been changed to Drobot, I believe, on the plasma coupling studies.
Gullahorn at the SAO, and Bergamaschi at Padua, and Bob Estes on the
electronic emissions.
That's all the charts I had. The status we're in right now; we're
coming up on a critical design review for the deployer in about a month.
In fact, it's already started. And that means that we have about 90
percent of the design complete on the deployer.
And we are into the first parts of structures manufacturing, so we
are in a position now of cutting hardware for this.
The first flight is scheduled for September 1988 — and that may
seem a long time away, but it will be here before we know it.
Thank you very much.
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TETHER FUNDAMENTALS . 
Joe 'cartoll  
Energy Sclence Labs 
PLENARY SESSION— TETHER FUNDAMENTALS PRESENTATION
Joseph A. Carroll
Energy Science Laboratories, Inc.
Sorrento Valley Rd., #112
San Diego, CA 92121
Buongiorno.
When I was finishing college 15 years ago, I had an interest in some
space-tether concepts which I guess I had first heard of through science
fiction. But I decided not to pursue them at that time because I thought
that there was simply no way that anybody would ever take them seriously,
even though they seemed to be physically possible. And then I found out
several years ago that tethers were beginning to be taken seriously.
We are indebted to Professor Colombo for many things, but I think the
greatest of them is that he spent the last nine years of his life convincing
people that tethers are indeed something worth taking seriously. Many of his
analyses on tether dynamics may have been difficult to do, but his greatest
t
accomplishment really seems to be simply this: that he got the aerospace
community to look seriously at tethers as something not just for science
fiction authors but also for engineers and even for national space programs.
It is amazing.
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I have just one very basic overall point to make on the subject of tether
fundamentals. A simple slogan or way of putting it is that tethers may be one-
dimensional physically, but analytically they are very, very multi-dimensional.
For example, I have a new tether material here—Spectra 900 fiber—which has
a higher strength-to-weight ratio than Kevlar. But it has two idiosyncrasies
that limit its applications: it rapidly loses strength above room temperature,
and it is very sensitive to atomic oxygen. These limitations may seem
extraneous, but they are real—and may be crucial in some applications.
So the point of this presentation is going to be that in order to make
these tether applications work, we have to "lose our technological innocence"
or "engineering innocence"—and not just in one particular area, but in at
least a dozen different areas. All the things that I'm going to say in the
rest of the talk are just examples, one after another, of the many different
ways in which we have to lose our innocence technologically, in order to find
out which tether applications are truly practical.
We are here in the city of Venice which has an illustrious history that
is highly tied to its accomplishments in maritime technology and sailing.
Tethers, ropes, cables, hausers—and ways of using them well—are intimately
tied to the history of Venice. We at this workshop are basically where Venice
was over a thousand years ago: 90% or maybe even 99$ of the things that we are
going to consider or try to do are not going to work. But that doesn't matter
because there are so many possibilities that, even if only 1$ of them work
out, we can end up with a technology which is as rich as sailing technology,
and which perhaps will have as many effective applications for ropes, strings,
tethers, cables, and so forth, as sailing technology found for them over a
1,000 year period in Venice.
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Now as my first example, look at gravity-gradient effects. We find that
they are there whether we want them or not. We may want a micro-gee facility
in low earth orbit. We find that, for example, if we want less than one ten-
millionth of a gee, the maximum vertical dimension over which we can have that
is quite small: about .5 meters, or .25 meter above and below the CG of a
space station. If you relax the requirements to 1E-5 gee, you still can't
meet that requirement over a vertical distance greater than about 50 meters,
or something less than half the height of the planned space station. This is
an idiosyncracy of being in a low orbit. It may turn out to be crucial in
some applications, and may be entirely irrelevant in others.
As shown in the figure, gravity-gradient forces are simply the difference
between centrifugal force, which increases linearly as you go out along the
structure, and the gravity force, which increases as you go inward. These two
forces cancel out precisely only at one place, which is very nearly the CG of
the structure. Above or below that point you have a force which very nearly
scales with the vertical distance from the CG. So at the bottom of the long
cylinder shown in the figure, you can stand up, with your feet oriented down;
at the middle, you can float; and at the top, "down" happens to be outward.
This can be put much more simply to highlight the counter-intuitive aspects
of tethers: you can only climb halfway up a tether; beyond that you are
"really" going down—and you can prove it by sliding the rest of the way!
When I say "counter-intuitive," I really mean "counter to the untrained
intuition." One of the really remarkable things about human beings is the
extent to which they can—and do—train their intuitions. A good experienced
pilot knows what to do in ordinary cases and in emergencies because his intui-
tion is trained. He has a feeling or image of what is going to happen when he
does a certain thing to the plane. And part of what we are going to be doing
in the next three days, and in the next ten years, is training our intuitions
in this new area, just as a pilot trains his by practice in a new plane.
Note: Most of the following viewgraphs are from the
Guidebook for Analysis of Tether Applications
(prepared by the speaker for Martin Marietta)
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This viewgraph shews what is involved in libration. I could spend half
an hour on each of these figures. But the basic point is that you can draw
the vectors for the gravity and centrifugal forces at each end of a dumbbell.
When you compute what they are, and the directions in which they act, then you
find that there is a net force at each end of the dumbbell. This force has a
component aligned with the tether that causes tether tension, and a restoring
component which tends to swing you back towards the vertical.
The forces are very small, and so the resulting pendulum dynamics are,
well, not very exciting. If you want excitement, look at the minute hand of a
clock, because it rotates faster than a gravity-gradient pendulum does. It's
good to keep in mind this image—that in a local-vertical, local-horizontal
reference frame, the rotation of a gravity-gradient pendulum is slower than
the rotation of the minute hand of a clock.
One subtle effect that turns out to be important for several reasons is
that the tension in an elongated object varies during libration. As shown at
bottom left, the tension can go up by a factor of three (compared to a hanging
dumbbell) during the middle of a wide prograde swing. But during the return
(retrograde) swing, the tension on a dumbbell beam can go negative. If the
dumbbell beam is a tether, the tether will go slack. This ends up being a
problem with some applications. In others, it may never be a problem—either
the libration isn't wide enough, or you retrieve the tether to take in slack,
or you convert the swing into a spin before you ever start to go retrograde.
So there are constraints, and there are sometimes work-arounds, and sometimes
these work-arounds suggest new ideas, and you go on from there.
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Now we can start thinking about how to control these tether dynamics.
The early work on the TSS emphasized tension control, and since then there has
also been work on thruster-aided controls. But there also at least four other
tools available to use in controlling the behavior of tethers. And even this
viewgraph leaves one out: you can retrieve tether fast enough near the end to
cause the whole TSS-orbiter system to go into a slow spin. This replaces the
gravity-gradient environment (which involves very weak forces when the tether
is short) with an artificial-gee environment. The control laws are different,
and they may be easier to deal with in some cases. But that gets into shuttle
operational issues, and questions like: Is it permissable to make the shuttle
spin at a rate of five or six times per hour? This is an example of controls
and operational issues that we have to lose our innocence on before we ever
find out whether we have a good idea.
Now, as several examples of the importance of operational issues, I have
some cartoons which really require no explanation...
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Tether Control Strategies
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These are real issues.
The point is for us to show with high assurance that these cartoons do
not represent plausible tether operational failure modes—before someone else
suggests that they might. If we do our homework ahead of time, these remain
only cartoons. OK?
And here we have a cartoon which highlights another tether operational
issue. If we happened to live in a solar system where micrometeoroids were
rare, we wouldn't have to worry about this sort of thing. But in many tether
applications, it turns out that the longevity of the tether & the feasibility
of the given operation entirely depend on micrometeoroid sensitivity. There
are some early tether applications !• am studying in which the tether mass
required to keep this risk below .1$ is about 20 times the tether mass needed
simply to support the payload.
There is a very ambitious concept proposed by Jerome Pearson, which seems
feasible from a dynamics and strength-of-materials point of view . It involves
a beanstalk which rises from the moon's surface and supports itself by hanging
past the L-1 point into the earth's gravity field. It requires a tapered
tether of something at least as strong as Kevlar, but it can be done with
current materials. The main problem is that you can invest 3»000 tonnes of
tether in making this system and then start deploying it, and it will probably
be broken before it is half-way deployed, because it's an immensely long
tether with a lot of area and a lot of exposure. Now one can cure this
problem by making the tether in the form of a net or a "tensile Eiffel tower,"
and having automated "linemen" repairing it all the time. But the point here
is that the practicality or the design can be driven by the fact that we live
in a solar system where, one might say, "the gods throw rocks" (and gravel,
and sand, and dust).
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Now to look at impact hazards more carefully, it turns out that because
of hypervelocity effects, even a fairly small particle—1/3 the diameter of
the tether—can cause fairly significant damage. And the problem is not just
that gods throw rocks—in addition to that, we leave debris in space. When
you start looking at the debris problem, you realize that the effective area
of a tether for collision with objects much wider than the tether is really
the length of the tether, times the width of the DEBRIS. The major debris
risk to tethers seems to be associated mainly with the few hundred largest
objects, whose combined width is several kilometers. When you take that
width, times the length of a tether, times the average relative velocity of
objects passing each other in low orbit, which is about ten kilometers per
second, then you find that tethers can be effectively sweeping out very large
volumes of space.
Now luckily, the worst risk is above the proposed space station altitude-
the densest region is 600 to 1100 kilometers. But if you want to have a long
tether deployed permanently above the space station, figure on it getting cut
about every 1,000 kilometer-years. If it's a 100-km tether, it will be cut
once every 10 years, on the average. If it's a 500 km tether, then every two
years, on the average. And this risk is independent of the thickness of the
tether. It can be many cm in diameter—thick enough that the probability of
failure due to meteoroids is low—but still, impact with debris will cut it.
In the lower right corner of the viewgraph, we see the space elevator
concept. The main debris hazard is in the lowest 4000 km, and again, it is
primarily between 600 and 1100 km. And it turns out that a space elevator
like this will be cut a little more than once a year on the average, because
the total width of the stuff that can cut it is on the order of 5 km—and
that's only the current debris population.
So micrometeoroids and debris are important issues.
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Another entirely different sort of issue which, again, has nothing to do
with tether dynamics per se, but affects the feasibility of tether applica-
tions, is differential nodal regression in LEO. If you have two facilities
in orbits with the same inclination but different altitudes, they periodically
are in the same orbital plane. But at other times, they are not. And so, if
you have a multi-stage tether transportation scheme which might be described
as a "staircase to the stars," or a "fire brigade", where you get thrown from
one stage to the next, and are then caught and thrown from that to another
one, you may end up—to change the analogy again—spending a long time waiting
for the bus in between steps. This is because you have to wait until you and
the next stage have regressed into the same plane. Thus you may spend years
getting from LEO to GEO. And those years happen to be in the Van Allen belts,
which are not a nice place to be.
So one has to look at these constraints.
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Orbital Perturbations
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Another issue is aerodynamic drag, and the resultant heating. It turns
out that on the tethered satellite, for example, the drag on the tether
(mainly on the bottom 10 km of tether) will be about twenty times the drag on
the satellite itself. Now this is entirely acceptable for a one-day mission,
but for space-station-based applications, hanging a satellite down this far
would have a very large effect on the space station over long periods.
The resulting drag can cause out-of-plane libration dynamics, due to the
equatorial bulge in the atmosphere and the out-of-plane drag component due to
the atmosphere's rotation with the earth. And low altitudes also increase the
tether's exposure to atomic oxygen, which degrades most tether materials.
Aerodynamic drag is also important in an entirely different way. An
understanding of aerodynamic drag and its effect on orbital life is important
because the main reason for boosting objects into higher orbits in LEO is to
reduce the amount of aerodynamic drag. Since tethers tend to boost objects
into eccentric orbis, the question arises: How do I compare the tether boost
effect with a two-impulse rocket boost into a circular orbit? Well, probably
the fairest way to do so is to find what circular orbit gives the same orbital
life as a given eccentric orbit. And so that requires an understanding of
aerodynamic drag and orbital decay.
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Now, to put this all together, the major constraints in momentum-transfer
applications, which is what I'm mainly interested in and will be working with
the most in the transportation session, are shown in the top row of the top
table. For all momentum transfer applications you face constraints with
apside location, forces on the end masses, micrometeoroid sensitivity, and
tether recoil. And in the different subsets shown, you have issues that can
crop up and be quite important in specific cases.
When you look at permanently dployed tethers—constellations, platforms,
and things like that—you have to worry more about things like aerodynamic
drag, libration, tether degradation, meteoroids, debris, and recoil & orbit
changes after a tether break. Looking at tether operational issues, which are
really important due to the constraints they impose that you simply have to
learn to live with, I think the best thing for the space station is to assume
that tether breakage is possible, no matter how many backups you have—such as
five separate tethers or something. If you assume that failure is possible,
then you have to have a recovery from a tether failure that is do-able, that
is imaginable, that can be costed into the normal operating procedures. So
don't regard tether failure as a low-probability system failure mode, because
someone in an operations group will determine whether your system will fly,
based on whether your proposed backup modes after tether failure are things
that are feasible and cost-effective.
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Generic Issues in Various Tether Applications
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Now, I'd like to summarize and end with a couple of images, since the
senator who just spoke referred to the importance of imagination. One is that
Professor Colombo, at his banquet speech two years ago in Williamsburg, talked
about a group which I would like to learn more about: the "imagineers"—the
people who are engineers, but who have flights of fancy that they turn into
practice. I think that we have to have analytical skills among us. And what
we don't already have individually, we have to acquire by sitting with the
right people at lunch and at dinner, so that we can do the ten-dimensional
analysis of this one-dimensional physical structure.
But we also have to have imagination. And here's an example of the sort
of menagerie, or zoo, of applications that one can imagine using animal
analogues.
First, the TSS is like a spider: it goes down and can go back up on a
string. Next, the space station might be configured like an animal that has
its eyes on long stalks, because that has advantages in some cases. A space
station may not be as clean as one would like, since it will be working with
the shuttle and OMV and OTV. So putting the eyes of the space station—the
astrophysical eyes—out on the ends of long tethers may be beneficial to both
the eyes and the space station, by allowing them to play their individual
roles with less interference. Another analogy is that the STS can act like a
fish biting a baited hook. Or if the active object is an OMV at the end of
the tether, the OMV can act like a chained dog and bite the ET on the nose to
capture the shuttle.
A "monkey" can climb along tethers and other structures, and can free-
fall from one structure to another merely by letting go at the right place.
This is a way of getting around, not just in a forest on earth, but also in a
forest or parade or large advanced infrastructure in LEO. The next image is
of a water-skimming bird picking up small payloads: there is a possibility of
doing some ram air-collection in the future—30 or 40 years from now perhaps.
And then, for ambitious developments on the moon, you can be in lunar orbit
and reach down and pick small objects off the surface, using a swinging or
spinning tether much like an elephant uses its trunk. You can do prospecting
over the whole moon with one facility in lunar polar orbit.
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I think may be useful to send our imaginations back to the birth of
sailing, and remember that the people who were developing sailing technology
did not know the thousands of ways in which ropes would end up being useful.
They worked on them a few at a time. And perhaps over the next 1,000 years,
we will find as many uses for ropes in space as Venetians found for ropes on
sailing ships.
I would like to end with a rather amusing image, that I think will bring
home a point powerfully. And that is a cartoon which I saw recently. It
shows a young lady, standing, and a young man, standing on her head. And he
is saying to her, "Well, we've taken our clothes off, and I've gotten on top
of you, but somehow I think we are doing something wrong. It doesn't feel
very good." And she says, "I know what you mean. I'm getting cold, and I
think I'm getting a headache."
The point—the relevant point here—is that, when you hear about
something entirely new and different from anything you've ever done before,
make sure you learn the relevant facts of life—because otherwise you will not
only not do it right, but you may not ever even realize what a good thing it
was that you were missing out on.
So what we need to do in the next three days—and over the next 10 years-
is to literally lose our technological and engineering innocence, so that we
can go home with something a lot better than a cold and a headache.
CARROLL: Now I would like to introduce Professor Silvio Bergamaschi, from the
University of Padua. He is going to talk in far more detail about one of the
subjects I have mentioned. Realistically, for a good introduction to tether
fundamentals, we need to have ten such talks, one on each of the many topics
that I have touched on. But we are still beginners, and Professor Bergamaschi
will introduce us to one of the few fields in which we are now able to make
this sort of introduction.
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INTRODUCTION
A Calk 'in the general field of tether fundamen-
tals cannot be started without a mention to the S.A.0.report of
September 74 (Owhere the "Skyhook" (this was the first name g^_
ven to the TSS) was presented. In fact, as pointed out in {2}
and (3), it is true that tethers in space have been conceived
since the last years of the 19-th century, but it is also true
that until the 70-s they had been part of more or less visiona-
ry concepts. On the contrary, in {1 } the idea was put on sound
engineering grounds and the compatibility .with the Space Shut-
tle was clearly shown. Consequently, investigations of possible
uses of tethers in space were undertaken and in the succeeding
years ^ the peculiarities of TSS motion were investigated extensi
vely, so that at present it can be said that, if elastic effects
are ignored,' TSS dynamics is sufficiently well known. Further,
it can also be said that the experience acquired in past and
present investigations is sufficient to allow the simulation of
the motion of more complex tethered systems with a reasonable d£
gree of accuracy. <
SOME FEATURES OF TETHER DYNAMICS
In order to make a review of the most peculiar features
of tether dynamics let us consider the simplest mathematical mo
del having been used for the simulation of TSS motion. However,
as it will appear from the assumptions below, the sa'me model is
also useful to investigate a larger class of tethered platforms.
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iln fact, most of the systems proposed so far for future appli-i'
cations have mechanical features (mass, inertia moments, or-
bit) and operational requirements which are largely different
from those of the first.satellite, but the relevant environmeii
tal forces (gravity gradient, Coriolis during manoeuvres,eccen
tricity excitation,etc.) will be the same.
Let us assume that:
the system is composed by a massive main body (space station
or other) in circular orbit and by a smaller platform conne£
ted to it by means of a variable length tether; moreoverjthe
mass of the tether is negligible;
the Earth is spherical and homogenous, so that oblateness
and higher order gravitational perturbations are ignored;
- non gravitational forces, as aerodynamic drag or other ela-
sticity effects are very small so that they can be neglected;
- 'the platform is a point mass.
. In this case, it is well known that the system
has two stable equilibrium configurations, aligned with the l£
cal vertical, so that the classical methods of mechanical vibra_
tions can be used to investigate the motion of the platform in
the neighbourhood of them. Therefore, if the gravitational e-
nergy is reduced to a quadratic form with respect to the ratio
I/a of the tether length to the semimajor axis of the station
orbit arid if the small amplitude approximation is also made,the
dynamical equations can be written as:
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SL ,
+ 2 — <J> + 4n <]
Jt
(1)
(2)
where:
- 9 is the offset angle from local vertical in the orbit
plane
- $ is the out of plane offset angle
- n is the orbit mean motion
- the dots mean differentiation with respect to time.
First, let us consider station keeping condi-
tions, where tether length is constant. From (1) and (2)it is im
mediate to verify that motion is stable, consisting of two un-
coupled librations with constant amplitudes. It can be seen
from fig. 1 that tether periods are slowly increasing functions
of the altitude h.
T(m)'
60-
56-
52-
48-
44-
200 4o"b"~
FIG. 1.
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h(Km.)
If tether length is not constant in time, as
during deployment and retrieval, the terms proportional to £
in eqs.(1) and (2) are different from zero. First, let us con_
sider the last (forcing) term in the 9 equation; its structu
re suggests that it is originated by-the Coriolis force which pu_
shes the platform away from the local vertical. In plane in-
stability can occur during the first phase of deployment and
the last of retrieval; if the same control law for S. is used
in the two phases, they are equally critical. The asymmetry be_t
ween deployment and retrieval is apparent from the velocity de^
pendent terms in both the equations: it is -seen that when the
coefficients are positive (i.e.during deployment) librations
are damped by length increase, on the contrary, during retri^
val self excited librations can occur, so that the most critjL
cal situation is encountered in the last phase of retrieval.
ELASTICITY EFFECTS
The considerations made so far have ignored £
lasticity effects. Unfortunately, (from the point of view of
simulation problems), the tether is an elastic continuing so
that it can undergo a variety of vibrations: longitudinal, to_r
sional, lateral (both in plane and out of plane). A prelimin£
ry evaluation of the frequencies involved in the TSS case has
been made in {4} and {5} and further investigation is curren-
tly in progress.The same analysis can be extended to different
tethered systems, but since-now it can be expected that the
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frequencies of elastic modes will be much higher than those
of pendulum-like librations. This is a well known feature of
TSS dynamics; its occurence is the cause of serious difficul_
ties in simulating the motion with purely numerical methods.
In fact the integration step must be small enough to allow
correct simulation of the short period component of the mo-
tion, so that the time needed for a physically meaningful
numerical simulation can easily be excessive.
A major problem is the evaluation of the dy_
namical noise acting on the platform. In fact, one appealing
feature of tethered platforms is the possibility of attaining
high pointing accuracies by isolating them from the noise origi
nated in the primary. To make an example, Aeritalia has inve-
stigated the possibility of actively controlling the motion
of the point of attachment of the tether to the SATP (Science
and Application Tethered Platform) in order to achieve a poin_
ting accuracy of the order of 1 arcsec in attitude control.In
this frame the tether itself can be viewed as a passive damper
the efficiency of.which must be tested carefully.
This is because at present very scarce infomia
tion is available even about the properties (in particular a-
bout structural damping) of the materials to be possibly used
in the first TSS flights. It is expected that post flight an£
lysis of the accelerations at the satellite will provide some
informations on tether damping, but the tuning (if possible)
of a tether to a given.system,in order to maximize energy di^
sipation, will certainly require further experiments.
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One additional problem is the possibility of
j
coupling between the attitude motion of the platform and so-
me of the higher modes of tether lateral vibrations. While
coupling can be expected on the basis of approximate modal a_
nalysis, a reasonable estimate of vibration amplitudes requi^
res the knowledge of excitation sources and system damping.^
gain, at present experience is lacking , so that the analysis
on TSS will be useful as a first step to understand more com
plex systems and, in particular, to discriminate between what is
really important from what is negligible (at different levels of
accuracy).
Perturbation sources
In spite of the problems, mentioned above, a pre_
liminary knowledge of the response of a tethered system to
most likely perturbations is fundamental, in order to make an
evaluation of the order of magnitude of the dynamical noise
to which it is expected to be subject.
What follows is a tentative list of the best
known mechanical perturbing actions; from the comparison of
their dynamical features with system natural frequencies it
is possible to have a feeling of their impact on the motion
and, consequently, on experiments requirements.
Orbit .eccentricity
Nominally, the orbit of the Space Station (S.S.)
will be circular, but the actual orbit will be allowed a resi-
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dual eccentricity e. In a pendulum-like system e affects the
in plane motion originating a forced libration with amplitu-
de equal to e and period equal to the orbital period. With
3f 1
-7
-4
e = 10 and a tether length o  0 Km, the acceleration am
plitude would amount to ~ 1.2*10
Earth oblateness
The well known secular regression of the li-
ne of nodes and advance of the apsidal line should not cause
major dynamical problems to a tethered system. However, per-
haps it is less widely known {6} that Earth oblateness causes
both semimajor axis a and inclination i of a circular or-
bit to undergo variations with periods equal to half the orbit
period, i.e. with frequency equal to the out of plane libra-
tion frequency. Therefore resonance can occur and vibration am
plitudes can increase in time.
The mathematical modelization of this dynami-
cal feature is not simple. At present, it is believed that,
due to the relatively short time span of the mission.TSS li-
bration amplitudes cannot grow to undesired levels; however
further investigation is needed if longer missions, in con-
nection to the S.S., are envisaged.
Temperature changes
Tether length in the stressed equilibrium cori
figuration parallel to the local vertical depends on tempera-
ture. In low altitude, low inclination orbits, space tempera-
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ture changes by some 10 deg. twice per orbit, so that the pojs_
sibility exists that longitudinal vibrations be excited du-
ring the transition from sunlight to Earth shadow and vice-
versa.
The maximum acceleration at the platform d£
pends on the coefficient of thermal expansion a of the tether.
Testing of candidate materials should take into account also
this aspect of"the problem; in fact it does not seem impossi-
ble, in line of principle, to use a tether with a very small
a value.
Internal sources of perturbation
One of the features of platforms tethered to
the S.S. is the possibility to act as almost independent sub_
systems with minimum interference with other S.S.activities.
The tether, however can transmit disturbances to the plat-
form; in this way noise can be originated by Shuttle docking,
station keeping manoeuvres, crew motion, etc.
At present, no reliable estimate is possible
of the dynamical noise at the platform, because of lack of
information on tether damping properties. In this concern,as
mentioned before, the results of a study about the possibiljL
ty of using the tether as a structural damper could pay for
the effort.
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JNatural frequencies
From the review above it can be seen that
perturbing forces can be categorized into two groups with
respect to the frequency of the excitation. Long period
forces are those with frequencies comparable to the mean
motion (eccentricity and Earth oblateness effects) while
short period forces are .those with much higher frequencies
(at least one order of magnitude). The former ones are not
likely to excite tether elastic modes,while the latter, on
the contrary, can do that. This is the reason why a numeri-
cal example of the frequencies possibly involved is preseii
ted below in a study case.
Let us assume that the orbit is circular
4
at 500 Km height and that the platform mass is m:5*10 Kg.
Also, the tether parameters are:
p = 1.5 Kg/m2 mass density
y = 0.5 Kg/m mass per unit length
E = 7*1O10 N/m2Young modulus
Longitudinal vibrations
If it is assumed that the tether end at the
S.S. is fixed and that, at the platform, the inertia force
must be balanced by the elastic stress, approximate values
of the periods of the first longitudinal vibration modes
can easily be found {7}.
The first f-ive periods are reported in Tab.1
for two different tether lengths.
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T(sec)y(Km)
T 1
T 2
T 3 • ' • ' - •
T 4
T 5
1
9.2
0.29
0.15
0.10
0.07
10
29.5
2.9
1.5
0.98
' 0.7
TAB. 1. -
Lateral vibrations
The same approach can be adopted for lateral
vibrations. The main difference is that in the fundamental mo
des elasticity is not relevant and that in plane and out of
plane librations have different periods. On the contary, ela-
stic effects are dominant in upper modes, so that higher fre-
quencies are almost coincident. For this reason, only the pe-
riods from T 2 to T 5 are reported in Tab.2.
T( seem (Km)
T 2
T 3
T 4
. T 5 .
- 1 .
141
70
47
,35
, 10 .
306
156
105
79
TAB. 2. -
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Torsional vibrations
Torsional vibrations are believed to have a
minor impact on the overall noise, because of the very large
ratio between platform yaw moment of inertia and tether iner-
tia. Only the torsional spring mass mode could be excited by
disturbances originated in the platform itself. No evaluation
is made of the corresponding period because of the uncertain-
ty of the parameters involved.
The period of the upper modes is, however,
in the range of 1 sec or less for both the lengths.
Platform attitude motion
The evaluations of the periods is quite un_
certain, because of the large variability range of the para-
meters involved. However, let us assume that the distance of
the platform c.o.g. from the tether attachment point be equal
to 5 m and that the radius of gyration both in pitch and in
roll be 3 m. The periods are shown in Fig.2 vs.tether length.
A
Ta(sec)
120-
80-
40-
8
FIG. 2. -
/(Km.)
4J&.
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(CONCLUSIONS
Tethered systems provide a very interesting
and, in some sense, unique opportunity for scientic activity
in space. Some of the experiments envisaged so far, however re_
quire the measurement of .very small mechanical quantities (ac-
celerations etc.). This implies that the level of dynamical
se on instruments output be low or that system response to
tations, either external or internal, be sufficiently known.
In this respect, the first TSS flights will
be very useful, but much work will be needed in order to have
reliable estimates of structural damping in different future
systems.
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1 GENERAL.
The possibility of doing science by tethers and/or tethered
vehicles is now in the process of becoming a reality in the next
few y ears .
Following early qualitative suggestions and studies, a serious
start of quantitative studies is due to G.Colombo and M.Grossi,
who in the early 1970's suggested .to tether satellites to the
Shuttle by means of long strings up to a length of 100 km.
A cooperative program was estabilished in the following years
between USA and Italy, until in 1983 a M.O.U. was signed by the
two countries; this was followed in 1984 by an A.O. stating that
NASA and PSN/CNR "joj.njt_li ___ a.Q.D.P.un^ e ___ an __ oggor tijnity_ __ for
_p..a.rjt_§._c_i.p._§.t_i.on __ _in __ th^ __ firs t __ thr.6..6. __ f .lights^ __ of __ the ___ Tethered
Sjrtj:_l_l_ijtj __ System __ l!SSl_on_the_Sp.ace_Shuttle^ __ These_f light s_a re
®2S£JCt_ed_to__qccur_between_1.987_and_i990J. __ The_TSS_is_cgmp_r^sed_of
two_major_jl.ements^_the_De2ioy_eri_to_be_sup_p_lied_by__NASAJ __ and_the
SajteJ.j._iteJL_to_be_provided_by__PSN/.CNRi __ I_n __ additign., ___ i.t __ i.s __ the
_injt_enjt_ion __ of __ NASA __ and __ PSN/CNR __ to __ sup.Eiy_ __ two __ li.erns_gf _cgre
^3uJ:£niJJ}^_f or_jthese_f l^igh ts^j^_a_thr ee_-axi§_ __ agceiergmete.!! j ___ E.L§.c.e_d
on-bo^rd_the_Sajte_ll. i. t6j __ and_an_e_iec trgn_gun_, __ tg_be_rngunted_gn_tlie.
^ __ Scj.ence_instrumentatign_can_be __ accgmmgdated. __ on __ b_Q_£.b.
Theoretical and experimental proposals for the definition and
development of investigations for the first three flights and for
analysis and interpretation of data were solicited. The answer
by the scientific community was very encpuranging : about 80
proposals were presented, approximately 1/5 from Europe and Italy
in particular, 4/5 from USA and non-european countries.
It is my intention in this presentation, to summarize possible
scientific applications in the field of the neutral or ionized
atmosphere and of the solid Earth. As concerns the field of
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electrodynamic interactions, it will be the subject of another
presentation so, here, I shall only list as an appendix a summary
of the satellite and deployer scientific instrumentation selected
for the first mission (the electrodynamic mission).
It is very important to remark that the TSS environment is a
sort of huge laboratory where many different physical parameters
influence each.other in a very complicate way, under the external
influences of the solar EUV radiation and the magnetospheric
particles and the internal influence of the terrestrial gravity
and magnetic field. It is worth to point out that while the
interpretation of data from some types of experiments does not
require a very precise determination of the geographic
coordinates of the TSS-satellite, in other cases there are very
stringent precision requirements, to the point that these may be
the absolutely essential feature before significant physical
interpretation can' be attempted; this is the case of all
parameters defined in a reference system anchored to the solid
earth (gravity and geomagnetic field).
In this respect the study of TSS dynamics is interesting and
useful "per se" because of the novelty of the system and the
related need of better understanding. But from the view point of
other experiments, the TSS dynamics is also inherently related to
the possibility of measuring fine quantities. For example doubts
have been expressed about the feasibility of gravity gradient
measurements because "the dynamic noise expected in a ' tethered
satellite is far higher than in a free flyer and may negate the
advantages of flying at this unusually low orbital height". This
same comment also applies to geomagnetic field measurements.
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2 NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC MOTIONS AND COMPOSITION.
To study vertical, zonal and meridional neutral winds and
temperature, whose extensive variations suggest importance of
energy transfer mechanism in modifying the structural properties
of the region. Thermospheric circulation models suggest
existence of horizontal scale vortices generated by auroral
processes at high latitudes, between 120 and 200 km altitude.
In this region, minor neutral constituents generated by
auroral and solar particles are conveyed to other atmospheric
regions by the winds. Also, the distribution mechanism of the
EUV energy is an important goal. The EUV • energy flux is
relatively small (;yieV/cm /sec), but the gas density also is
small, so large effects are produced by this energy source.
Another energy flux reaches the upper atmosphere from the solar
wind and the ionization through the magnetosphere, in the form of
precipitating particles. This effect is dominant at high
latitudes, but global effects can also be observed during
geomagnetic disturbances. Electric currents and ion drifts
transfer energy and momentum to neutrals, producing winds at
velocity of I km/sec.
Energy of tidal motions can also propagate from lower
atmosphere to the thermosphere where it is finally.dissipated.
In this region also important ionospheric effects are generated
by the wind system (S dynamo currents, electrojects, etc.).
All above processes strongly affect the composition and the
thermal and dynamic regime of the neutral atmosphere, in-the
range from 100 to 200 km altitudes where only a few in-situ
observational data do exist. -
A major factor which may limit the accuracy or even the
feasibility of in-situ measurements by hypersonic vehicles at.TSS
low altitudes is represented by the collisions suffered by free
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stream neutrals and ions as they pass through the ram cloud ahead
of the satellite.
Also important is the ionization produced by neutrals
impacting the exposed surface of the s/c and the instrument
sensors.
3 IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON AND ION COMPOSITION. IRREGULARITIES AND
DISTURBANCES.
Below the F region, "intermediate layers" of high plasma
density are often observed. These layers propagate to lower
altitudes with drift velocities of the order of 20 m/sec.
Composition and motion of this layers are important parameters to
be measured by the TSS, in order to understand their
phenomenology, also in conjunction with ground-based radar
observations. A variety of plasma structures at different
spatial and temporal scales in the lower F region will be
studied.
Local measurements of electron densities and temperatures, as
well as of d.c. electric fields and ionospheric current will
contribute basic informations on the overall energy balance.
Large and medium scale travelling ionospheric disturbances
will -also be studied. These disturbances have typical
wavelengths of some thousands .km and can propagate from high to
equatorial latitudes. Also, acoustic-gravity waves generated in
the E region, which might be the source of the spread-F, will be
possibly, 'observed .
A number of metallic ions (Na , Mg , Si , Fe , etc) are mixed
to the most commom ions. Some of them are long-lived and can be
transported by both neutral winds and electric field. Ion
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composition measurements will help to sort out the most important
ion sources and to determine the role played by meteoritic ions.
4 FLUIDODYNAMICS.
Basic fluidodynamics problems can be studied onboard tethered
satellites. In particular, aerodynamic and heat transfer
coefficients within a variety of conditions which cannot be
obtained by the current wind tunnel technology, due to the
impossibility of making thermo-fluid-dynamic measurements at
combined low Reynold number and large Mach number regime. An
additional advantage of using the TSS as "open wind tunnel" is
the long time range of operation, as compared with any existing
or proposed ground facility.
5 MAGNETIC FIELDS.
The magnetic field at TSS altitudes is the sum of fields from
different sources: the global geomagnetic field of internal
origin, the field due to anomalies of limited extent associated
with permanently magnetized subsurface structures, ionospheric
currents driven by large scale atmospheric motions or originating
in the magnetosphere and, finally, the induced electric current
flowing along the tether (in the case it is conducting).
Separation of the different contributions may become a
formidable task unless the dynamics of the tethered satellite
(location and attitude) is perfectly known and any possible
spurious field from the s/c is below the magnetic sensors
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sensitivity.
Studies will be conducted on the structure of the equatorial
electrojet, in particular its longitudinal and meridional extent.
Also, the closure of the current loop as a whole will be studied.
Toroidal magnetic field structures, not observable from ground,
have been suggested, which can only be detected by in-situ
measurements.
The S diurnal field variation will also be observed and the
q .
induced effects on the Earth will be possibly determined in a
more direct way by comparison with ground observations.
Crustal field anomalies will be detectable, hopefully,
expecially for the lower altitudes flights.
Magnetic measurements will also be used to probe the tether
current distribution in the plasma sheath around the s/c, as a
necessary complement to the local plasma parameters
determinations.
6 GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT.
Exact knowledge of the Earth's gravitational field is
important in many technical and scientific areas (Earth
resources, oceanphysics, motions of tectonic plates, inertial
navigation, etc.). The low altitude TSS missions will be useful
to this end, if the dynamics of the tethered satellite will be
sufficiently well known to determine gravity gradients with the
required, high, accuracy. Studies presently in progress seem to
indicate good chances of flying gravimetric gradient instruments
in the following missions.
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7 REMOTE SENSING.
The TSS facility for remote sensing purposes may prove useful
to increase significantly the accuracy of future real time
cartographic systems from space. In • this framework, two
operational missions have been suggested: one using two linear
array systems for along-track stereoscopic observation; the other
using a synthetic aperture radar combined with an interferometric
tecnique. Feasibility studies are presently in progress.
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Mans reach goes beyond Earth orbit into deep space, and as you
know, there has been growing interest in trying to decide what will come
beyond the Space Station. In fact, such inquiries are being made today
by the National Commission on Space, for example, to decide and to
justify, in part, the Space Station itself.
The Space Station in the large sense could be considered to be part
of what might eventually be an infrastructure; that is, part of a system
of capabilities which will eventually take man back to the moon, and
then to Mars and beyond.
What roles can tethers play in deep space? With the current
interest in long-term space activities, this question is presently being
addressed. In Advanced Programs, we held sort of a one-day workshop
with a few people from NASA centers at NASA Headquarters to consider the
applications of tethers for planetary missions. The contributors for
this one-day workshop are here today, which is very fortunate. I would
encourage them to specifically attend the Science Applications Panel and
expand on their ideas; the ideas which they contributed to the meeting
at NASA Headquarters.
I will start with the Moon and work outwards (Figure 1). At the
Moon, one proposal which Giusseppe Colombo proposed was simply an
instrument package tethered from a satellite in orbit about the Moon.
It would be in a polar orbit so that complete coverage of the Moon could
be obtained. The satellite could be at a high and safe altitude, say
300 km. Because of the Sun and Earth perturbations, the lifetime of a
lower satellite could be short, perhaps a few months, before it would
impact the Moon.
Now the tethered instruments could be as close to the Moon "as
desired, perhaps a few kilometers, with the satellite remaining in a
stable lunar orbit. It may be necessary to adjust the tether length
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occassionally to prevent impact of the instrument package. This mission
would result in high resolution data for gravimetric measurements, gamma
ray spectrometer measurements, and so forth.
Now I will move on to something which is much more in the future
and this is an idea by Joe Carroll (Figure 2). He'll probably discuss
it in a panel session. This idea is to build a sling on the surface of
the Moon which would take solar energy, for example, and build up
momentum of the sling. Two payloads would be at the tips of the sling
and each would be released at a precise time. The payload at each end,
assumed to be rocks, would be only ten kilograms. The advantage is that
10kg could be launched every five minutes, amounting to 1,000 tons per
year. Once certain amounts were in orbit, they would be collected by a
Lunar Orbiting Tether Station (LOTS) (Figure 3).
Half of these rocks would then be loaded into an Aerobraking Ferry
Vehicle (AFV), deployed on a tether, spun up, and released to transearth
injection. The momentum lost by the station would be recovered by
ejecting the other, half of these rocks back to the Moon. This allows
transportation of lunar material to the Earth without use of
propellants. The problem of lunar orbit debris still has to be
addressed. At Earth, the AFV aerobrakes into LEO and rendezvous with a
Tether and Materials Processing Station (TAMPS). An unloaded AFV is
then returned to the Moon to repeat the process.
Now, moving on to Mars (Figure .4), there is a Mars Aeronomy Orbiter
(MAO) being planned by NASA. This is different from the Mars.Orbiter
which is currently planned for launch in the late '80s. The MAO mission
would be launched in '94 or '96, and is included in NASA's Solar System
Exploration Committee (SSEC) Core Program.
This application would simply use a tether to enhance the planned
Mars orbiter. The purpose of the mission itself is to analyze the
atmospheric composition and chemistry for one Martian year. The" idea of
the tether would be to send instruments to lower altitudes periodically
for in-situ measurements. That is, a tether, say 200 km in length,.
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would not simply;be deployed and left deployed. The instrument package
would be deployed periodically, maybe every two months, for a period of
a few hours and then retrieved. During deployment, the instrument
package would make measurements of the upper atmosphere of Mars at that
lower altitude. This would enhance the science benefits that you would
get from just the orbiter. Cost, of course, would increase.
In a radically different application, it is proposed that a tether
can be attached to an asteroid during a spacecraft flyby and, holding
the length of the tether fixed, to cause the spacecraft to rotate around
the asteroid at a fixed radius (Figure 5). The tether can then be
released and the spacecraft will go off in a different direction.
This is exactly what happens with the gravity assist technique.
The gravity of a large body causes the direction of a spacecraft to
change thus producing a gravity assist. For example, Voyager 2 flew by
Saturn in '81, and will reach Uranus-this coming January. It could not
have done that without the gravity assist of Saturn. In this
application, an asteroid could be chosen which was between Earth and
Mars and used essentially in what would be an artificial gravity assist
mode.
At launch, then, the total energy would not be necessary. Only the
energy to get to the asteroid would be needed. The tether attachment
and fly around would provide the gravity assist. The length of the
te.tner need only be one or two kilometers long. You would have to have
some means, of course, of flinging the tether and attaching it to the
asteroid, and then detaching it after you swing around the asteroid.
You would need, according to the velocities that would be required for
the fly-by, a'material which was two or three times stronger than
Kevlar.
That incidently is something that should be considered in
general. That is, we talk about Kevlar, and sometimes we restrict our
analysis to the strength of Kevlar. In most cases, this is quite
appropriate; However, that doesn't mean it should be exclusive. We
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should also look at possible missions, even in Earth orbit, which may
require materials which are stronger than Kevlar. And, as Joe Carroll
has said, there are materials which are stronger than Kevlar. This will
expand the types of applications that we can look at.
Now, lets go on to artificial gravity. It's possible to have a
manned mission to Mars and physiologically require artificial gravity.
If that turns out to be the case, how do we get artificial gravity?
We can get it through rotation, and I have shown here in Figure 6
two possible,concepts of a transfer vehicle which would go from the
Earth to Mars. The concept on the left is based on the planned space
station technology. There would be four manned modules two at each end
of a rotating beam. Two manned modules are shown at the bottom of the
station. The length of the structure from the center of mass, where the
solar dynamic power system is located, is 100 meters. Now, you would
not rotate the whole system. The solar dynamic power system itself
would be despun and pointed to the sun. The part that spins is simply
the beam to which two manned modules at each end are attached. This
would be a dual spinning system. ,
Also, in order to service the subsystems, and transfer men and
supplies to the modules, an elevator which travels along the rotating
beam would be ued. It would carry men to the center hub and also to the
other side of the two modules. This system would remain spinning until
it reached Mars,, and then it could be de-spun with the rocket motor
shown below the modules.
It is also possible to rendezvous with this spinning system. There
would be a de-spun docking platform off the center hub where docking
would occur. Then when the rotating beam aligned with the docking
system, it would attach to the rotating system. The men and supplies
would then transfer to the rotating beam.
Now the system could be simplified by using a platform, as shown.on
the right.side of Figure 6. The platform for economy could use solar^
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arrays instead of a solar dynamic system. The subsystems are at the
center, including the reel mechanism for the tether system. The two
manned modules (this is only a two module system), would be extended on
a ten kilometer tether and then use a propellant motor, located
underneath the manned modules, to spin the total system. The solar
panels, however, would be de-spun. This is obviously a much simpler
system; a smaller system and less costly. This would, in fact, be a
better system for artificial gravity, because now, for Mars gravity, for
example, the rotating arm length is three kilometers, not just a hundred
meters. The disadvantage of this system is the high spin velocity
required, i.e., 125 meters per second, versus 20.
In Figure 6, the rotation rates are given in the tables. For a
level of 1-g, the station would rotate once every twenty seconds. This
rate is quite fast and may introduce strong Coriolis forces. The
tethered platform system on the other hand would rotate roughly once
every hundred seconds resulting in considerably lower Coriolis forces.
Now, concentrating on Mars itself, it is possible to use tethers to
provide a transportation system for payloads which are coming to the
surface from escape, and which are leaving Mars and escaping from Mars
itself (Figure 7). This method utilizes the two satellites of Mars;
Phobos and Deimos. These satellites, 10-20 km in diameter, are large
enough to be considered to be stations in orbit about Mars. At each,
tethers could be extended upwards and downwards with the lengths given
in Figure 7. At Phobos for example the downward tether is 1160 km, and
the upward tether is 9^0 km as shown on the left. At Deimos, the
downward tether is 2960 km and the upward tether is 6100 km.
These are quite long, and it turns out they can weigh a few to many
tons. A Kevlar tether, with a diameter of three or four millimeters is
quite strong enough to handle 20,000 kg payloads. '
To understand how this system would work, consider a payload
tethered upward 375 km from a spacecraft in a 400 km altitude orbit..
When released, the payload would rise to an altitude 1160 km below
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Phobos, and have the right velocity to rendezvous with a hanging tether
from Phobos.
To continue the operation, the payload would then have to climb
that 1160-kilometer tether to the other side of Phobos and up the 9!*0-km
tether. It could then be released and be on an orbit whose altitude is
sufficient to reach the lower tip of the 2960 km tether at Deimos,
There would be no velocity difference there (or anywhere else) so that
no propellants are used at all, except for corrections and rendezvous.
When the payload is released at the end of the 6100-km tether at Deimos,
it will escape from Mars. A spacecraft which is coming into Mars on an
escape trajectory could rendezvous with the 6100-km tether and be
brought down to Deimos and then to Phobos, and then to low orbit. The
tether mass here, using Kevlar, ranges anywhere from three-tenths of the
payload mass to roughly five. This is quite acceptable for a system
which is intended to have repeated use. Novel ideas will be needed to
construct and maintain this system. Also, we still have the problems
which Joe Carroll alluded to, and that is micrometeoroid impact causing
the tether to be cut. This can be handled with redundant systems and
rapid repair. . .
There has been considerable study at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
on collecting comet or asteroid samples and returning them to Earth. Of
particular interest is a comet sample return. The conventional approach
would be to rendezvous with the comet or asteroid and release a lander
(Figure 8). The lander would drill for a core sample, return to
rendezvous with the oribter, and finally the sample would be brought
back to Earth. The cost estimate is $1 billion or more, somewhat like
the Viking mission to Mars.
A tether approach would be not to rely on a lander for sample
collection but simply to have tethered penetrators which could collect
samples. The rendezvous with the comet or asteroid may be very close,
such as 50-100m, so that the tether need not be very long. The-tethered
penetrator would be ejected from the spacecraft into the comet, and
samples would then be returned via the tether to the spacecraft itself.
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What could the penetrator look like? First, the penetrator would
have enough force to dig into the comet, and the shell of that could
remain with the comet (see Figure 9). Holes in the shell would allow
material to enter a cup inside the shell. A means other than holes may
be devised. After penetration, an explosive charge could force a cap to
seal the cup, and blow the cup from the shell. Using rotation to cause
tension in the tether, the spacecraft could then reel in the cup (this
may be a complex procedure) and store it into a compartment for return
to Earth. . . .:•
Now with several of these penetrator/sampler systems on a
spacecraft it is possible to collect samples from different spots on the
comet, as opposed to the lander, or to collect samples from other
bodies. The lander and penetrator methods are complementary. The
lander provides single very deep sample, whereas the penetrator can
provide smaller samples from different parts of the comet or asteroid.
Combinations of tether techniques discussed so far may be used in
an ambitious main belt asteroid tour and sample return, as shown in-
Figure 10. Now, I will discuss the fascinating area of electrodynamic
tethers at Jupiter (Figure 11). '
Jupiter has a strong magnetic field, about twenty times that of
Earth. However, distances of Jupiter orbits are also larger, which tend
to counterbalance the effects. We know that strong electric fields are
present in Jupiter's magnetosphere; because of lo's flux tube, for
example. Thus, if electrodynamic tethers work well at Earth, they
should work even better at Jupiter. This, of course, has to be shown.
What we can do is make the computations for Jupiter that are made -
for Earth, and an important parameter is the induced voltage in a
conducting wire. In computing this, how does the rapid rotation of
Jupiter affect the calculations? "
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Specifically, this is a question which I wish to throw out to
you. With Jupiter's rapid rotation of one revolution per ten hours, it
turns out that if you get beyond 2.2 Jupiter radii (1.2 in, altitude) the
magnetic field is rotating faster than the satellite. If that is the
case, then Jupiter's magnetic field is rotating faster than a satellite
in circular orbit. That means that you not only get power with an .
electrodyna.mic tether, but also thrust. . . .
At the Ear.tn, below the geosychronous orbit, the satellite is.
moving faster around the Earth than the magnetic field, and so you get
drag. That is, you lose orbital altitude when you use the
electrodynamic tether to draw power. . . . , .. . ;,
At Jupiter, the electromagnetic field is going .faster.above 2.2
Jupiter radii, so that means that-you get thrust, in addition,to power,
with t h e tether. . - . . - . . : . . . . . .
I would assume that this is the case. This should be looked at, of
course. And so, when I show here minus'150 volts per, kilometer of
conducting tether at the Earth, I'm indicating drag. If.you had a low
Jupiter orbit,, the orbital period is faster than .the rotational.period,
and it's minus 10 kilovolts per kilometer. You switch from 150 v.olts to
10 kilovolts. If you go up to lo's orbit, the voltage per kilometer is
a plus 108 volts per kilometer, which -is of ..the prder of low Earth
orbit, but positive. . • ...\. •
So, the strong Jupiter magnetic field, because you are further
away, gives you the equivalent of Earth's magnetic field at lo.
Then, of course, if you go further out, you get lower magnetic
field strength, and hence lower voltages per kilometer, of,tether
reducing the power that you could get frpm the system. . .
 :
The applications of such a tether at Jupiter are.numerous.- Close .
in to Jupiter, the spacecraft could sample the atmosphere or produce
drag. At higher altitudes, the thrust on the tether could aid satellite
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tours, increase orbital inclination, or rendezvous with a Galilean
satellite. In general, the electrodynamic tether would simply help you
wherever thrust and power are needed.
The Sun also has a strong magnetic field and a large solar wind.
These may be used to draw power, or create drag or thrust as proposed by
the Nobel prize winner Hans Alfven. (Figure 12)
Finally, there are other ideas (Figure 13) which I will just throw
out here.
1. Anchored lunar satellite proposed by Jerome Pearson in 1979. This
is a very long tether off the moon, in order to fling lunar
material out towards the L5 point, for example.
2. Use tethers to catch aerobrake vehicles from GEO, Moon and Mars.
This would decrease the propellant requirements.
3. Rotating tethers for sensitive gravimetric measurements. Long
tethers for sensitive gravity wave detection. The latter was
proposed by Bertotti and Thome. .
U. Sample atmospheres of planets using tethers, or scoop the
atmosphere for propellant production. Gather up oxygen, for
example, with a tethered scooper.
5. Use a ribbon tether for cosmic dust collection, or fly by a comet
using a ribbon tether. That is, as you fly by, the comet dust
would stick to a deployed ribbon tether, and then be reeled in to
be returned back to Earth.
6. Use a tether to capture particles in Saturn's rings. You could
orbit Saturn very close to the rings; even above it using low
thrust, so that you are in a minor circle instead of a major circle
in orbit about Saturn. As the spacecraft orbits above the rings,
it can extend a rotating tether, for example, to collect particles
in the rings themselves.
Some of these are naturally very futuristic type applications, but
we can start thinking about these ideas today.
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I will give a general introduction on the electrodynamic interaction
of long metallic tethers with the ionosphere. Although I will not get
into any detail, this will serve as a basis for J. McCoy's presentation
on the use of electrodynamic tethers for power generation and thrust.
Figure 1 shows the basic concept of electrodynamic tethers. It
refers explicitly the TSS but, of course, the concept is more general.
Due to the tether's motion across the Earth's field, we have a polariza-
tion electric field along the tether. For an observer at rest in the
ionosphere, this is given by
-V x B
and is so directed that the upper end of the system is positive with
respect to the lower end. For this reason, in a system like TSS where
the tether is coated with dielectric and the electrical contact is
between its two terminations and the ionosphere, the upper end termina-
tion will collect electrons and, in a passive system, the lower end will
collect ions. Alternatively, with a plasma emitter or electron gun at
the lower end, the electrons collected above will be re-emitted in the
ionosphere.
For the tether of TSS 1, the voltage across the tether amounts to a
maximum value
Vmax~5Kvolts
and, of course, varies along the orbit. In general, space charge regions
will develop around the two terminations of the system, which can be at
considerable potential with respect to the unperturbed ionospheric plasma
and the current in the tether will be most significantly determined by
local processes in such-space charge regions.
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Our knowledge of the behavior of highly charged bodies in a follow-
ing plasma in a magnetic field is indeed quite limited, both theoretical-
ly and from the laboratory point of view, and the investigation of such
local processes is certainly the primary goal of the first TSS electro-
dynamic mission.
Having pointed out the importance of these local processes, let me
now outline a qualitative view of the global perturbation induced by TSS
in the ionosphere (see Figure 2). An observer sitting on the tether will
see a dc current in the tether itself going out into the ionosphere along
the magnetic flux tubes intercepted by its two terminations. The cur-
rent, as indicated in the figure, is assumed to go away along such
magnetic flux tubes until it reaches an altitude low enough that conduct-
ivity transverse to magnetic field lines becomes appreciable and allows
current closure across the ionosphere.
The picture is different for an observer in the ionosphere or on the
Earth's surface. At a certain time the tether will apply a voltage
between the flux tubes intercepted by its two terminations at that time.
The voltage pulse will last a time
D
V
where V is the system velocity and D is one dimension transverse to'the
motion. As the charge separation set up by the tether, at that given
time cannot be discharged across magnetic field lines, it will rather be
propagated as a pulse in the ionosphere. The duration of the pulse
also sets up the upper limiting frequency
f* ~
of the electromagnetic radiation caused by the tether's motion. If we
use for D the diameter of the TSS satellite (D = 1.2m) we obtain f*~7 kHz
so that the perturbation will include not only low frequency EM waves
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but will extend in the whistler range. One of the interesting applica-
tions of electrodynamic tethers, as you all know, is that of using them
as low frequency wave generators to communicate to the Earth at ELF/ULF.
There are theoretical investigations of the power emitted by long tethers
at these low frequencies which give the indication of low powers in the
ionosphere (typically 1 watt for 1 ampere and 100 km tether). Such
investigations are, however, based on very simplified models, and the
truth is that we have not been able so far to adequately describe the
phenomenon. Ground observations of TSS radiation are indeed foreseen in
conjunction with the first TSS flight, and perhaps will give some
positive indication of the phenomenon. For the understanding of the
global perturbation associated with electrodynamic tethers, it would,
however, be essential to have ionospheric measurements from a free flyer
at variable distances from the tether system and on magnetic flux tubes
intercepted by the tether.
Based on what I have said about local interaction processes and the
global interaction with the ionosphere, let me now describe an equivalent
circuit of the tether system (see Figure 3). Here Z represents the
impedance of the current closure in the ionospheric E layer. ZTR
represents the impedance of the magnetic flux tubes intercepted by the
two terminations of the system which act as transmission lines in the
ionosphere. Z and Z . represent the impedances of the space charge
UKJ5
regions around the orbit and the satellite, for the case of TSS, or in
any case, around the two conducting terminations of any tether system.
In terms of what I have said before, Z^ represents the effect of the
tether's radiation or, if you like, the global perturbation induced by
the moving tether in the ionosphere. On the other hand, ZQRB and ZgAT
represent the local interaction processes determining charged particle
collection.
In this same figure I have also written the basic equation of the
circuit. What is written is, more precisely, that the total voltage drop
156
across the tether (AV = VBL - RI) which is given by the electromotive
force due to the motion minus the ohmic losses due to the tether's
internal resistance, equals the sum of all the remaining potential drops
in the circuit
AV = VBL - RI = A0QRB +
Of these, A0 is the total potential drop across the ionosphere and hence
represents the magnitude of the pulse which is really applied to the
ionosphere. On the other hand, A0ORB and A#SAT rePresent the potential
drops across the space charge regions around the two terminations of the
system. The problem with this equation is that A0 and A0-.™ are
complex nonlinear and unknown functions of the current in the tether.
These are the results of the local interactions that I was talking
about before. We also see clearly from this equation that global and
local interactions are part of the same picture and, for example, until
the current voltage characteristics are determined, we cannot tell how
much of the perturbation is applied to the ionosphere. It is also clear
from the same equation that, in order to have maximum current in the
tether, we have to reduce as much as possible A0flRR and A0gAT» i.e.,
improve .the electrical contact between the two terminations of the system
and the ionosphere. This is indeed the situation one should aim at for
the purpose of such applications as power generation and thrust.
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To begin with, I will be concentrating mostly on power and thrust
applications, although there are a number of other applications of the
electrodynamic tether.
To orient you, (Fig. 1) these two very similar looking spacecraft
configurations are exact opposites. This is a power generator, and this is a
motor. - . • ..
The differences are Just a little bit subtle. The induced voltage in the
tether wire is in the same direction in both cases, and the difference involves
whether you allow that voltage to drive a current to generate power.
Or, if you use an onboard power supply with a higher voltage to drive a
current in the opposite direction, which then provides thrust.
If you are generating power, the magnetic field's (IXB) force on the
current in the tether wire is directed against the orbital velocity and gives
you a drag force. Neglecting losses in the system, this force provides exactly
the mechanical work (F-V, in joules/sec) to balance the amount of power that
you are producing (in watts) as electricity.
The forces and currents in the motor operation are in the opposite
direction, but the forces and the flow of energy still balance, neglecting
electrical resistance losses, air drag and so forth. The electrical power that
is involved in driving this current against the induced voltage in the tether
is exactly equal to the mechanical energy being added into the orbit by
accelerating the spacecraft.
:The key factor in doing this is the fact that you have a return circuit,
which is stationary throughout, for the current due to the moving "armature
wire", if you will, in this "motor-generator" system.
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You have to spread these (return circuit) currents out through the
ionosphere sufficiently so that ionosphere conductivities are very high and so
that you don't produce anomalous resistances in the ionosphere which would
prevent the current from flowing. This is largely a function of the plasma
contactors that are used, which can be of a number of varieties. There have
been three systems most frequently considered. For example, on the TSS
satellite, the top contactor here is a conducting balloon. It makes contact
over a sufficiently large area of the surrounding ionosphere via a combination
of magnetodynamic waves and, mostly, just a large enough physical dimension so
that the current in the tether is spread over a large enough surface area that
the current densities are reduced to the external ionosphere current densities.
The ionosphere can then sustain these currents.
At the bottom end, a similar contact could be made by a conductive surface
of the Shuttle (or whatever spacecraft it is attached to), but the surface
area required for a given current in collecting ions at this end, as opposed to
electrons which have higher thermal currents up here, would be much larger and,
in fact, you are limited to very small currents. As a result, it's been
proposed to use an electron gun here, which would give the equivalent of a
positive current in by ejecting a negative electron current out. This is
ejected at a high energy and strongly forces the distribution of the beam of
electrons over an effectively large contact region.
The third system for making this contact — and the one that I'm most
interested in — is a ^ hollow cathode or other plasma generating system, which,
instead of producing a physically large balloon or metal shell to collect
currents on a conducting surface, generates a conducting surface by producing a
plasma, of very high density at the tip of the wire, falling off to ionospheric
densities at large distance away.
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The thermal currents anywhere within this "plasma ball", if you will, are
able to — should be able to — conduct the tether currents through the system
and provide you with good conductive contact if you are able to maintain this
"plasma ball" with a sufficient dimension and you are able to maintain high
conductivity through the ball without it being impeded (by magnetic fields or
plasma instabilities for example).
Those are the three concepts that have generally been used and that we
have been studying the last few years for applications.
This (fig 2) is a summary from about a year ago that really presents, I
think, about the state we're in right now.
The findings of interest were our conclusions that, for the primary power
and thrust applications, the hollow cathode seems to be far superior to the
electron gun for producing high current contact to the ionosphere. This is by
no means unchallenged, and it is by no means completely exclusive — for
particular applications, other methods, such as passive collection or electron
guns for a particular application, may be desirable.
This led to a study of something that I refer to as the Plasma Motor
Generator (PMG) because, as well as being capable of much higher currents, it's
capable of being reversible. You can reverse the currents without having to
swap ends with the balloon and the electron gun or duplicate them at the two
ends. And nobody has to turn a switch to change from one to the other.
These systems, basically, appear favorable for very high efficiency
operation at a kilowatt to a megawatt of power and involve much shorter and
more massive conducting tethers than the low current systems. Ten to twenty
kilometers of aluminum conductor weighing perhaps a thousand to a few thousand
kilograms would be used for the tether wire.
The dynamics of these things are also rather different from the light
165
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tether with a massive satellite at the end. These would have no appreciable
satellite on the end at all. The mass of the system providing the stabilizing
tension in the tether is entirely in the cable itself, and the deflection
forces are dominantly the I Cross B (IXB) force terms. Most of the concepts
would involve these systems being permanently anchored to a spacecraft which,
of necessity, then would be permanently in orbit, rather than something that
you reel out and reel back in for a couple of days operation.
Again, there would be specialized applications using either a disposable
tether or perhaps one with a reeling system at the far end of the massive cable
to provide additional stability.
The concepts that have appeared most promising to us and are receiving the
strongest study right now are using PMG's with solar arrays to provide power to
the tether. These are intended mostly to generate thrust, rather than to
produce power. These concepts are: A system to offset drag in low earth
orbit; To replace batteries to store power during the daytime and then take it
back out of the orbit at night, with any solar array based power system; For
• • , . . i ,'
general orbital maneuvering propulsion, using electrical power only. When used
in the thrsut mode, the tether provides continuous low thrust levels, without1
requiring large amounts of mass expended over a long period of time.
Examples of farther-out uses include station keeping for orbital platforms^
thrust and power in a combination package, or extremely high delta-V spacecraft
for use in orbit around Jupiter or Saturn.
The reason why we've come to favor the hollow cathodes for the current
conduction applications is illustrated here (fig. 3)-
In terms of the amount of power that can be extracted and the amount of
the available electrical energy that is used in the process of carrying these
currents to the ionosphere, today's electron guns typically require something
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PMG - 20 KW REFERENCE SYSTEM
TETHER LENGTH 10 KM
NOMINAL VOLTAGE 2 KV
RATED POWER 20 KW
PEAK POWER 125 KW
WORKING TENSION 21 N
WORKING ANGLE 7 DEG
RATED THRUST 2.b N
PEAK THRUST >4U. N
CONDUCTOR
INSULATION
FAR END MASS
TETHER CONTROLLER
#2 AWG ALUMINUM WIRE
DIAMETER 6.5 MM <a 20°C
RESISTANCE 8.4 OHMS & 20°C
7.7 OHMS & 0°C
7.1 OHMS G>-20°C
0.5 MM TEFLON (100 VOLT'S/MIL)
10 AMP HOLLOW CATHODE ASS'Y
(INCLUDING ELECTRONICS & CONTROL)
ELECTRONICS & MISC. HDWR.
(POWER DISSIPATION LOSSES 91% = 200W)
908 KG
ARGON SUPPLY & CONTINGENCY R E S E R V E
TOTAL
99 KG
10 KG
83 KG
100 KG
1,200 KG
TETHER DYNAMICS CONTROL
TETHER CURRENT/POWER CONTROL
TETHER OUTSIDE DIAMETER
TETHER BALLISTIC DRAG AREA
PASSIVE, IXB PHASING
DC IMPEDANCE MATCHING
7.5 MM
75 SQ. METERS
- 1 1 - 3
DRAG FORCE @ 10 KG/M .045 N
(300 KM 1976 USSA-400 KM SOLAR MAX)
2
I R LOSSES (a 20 KW"
HOLLOW CATHODE POWER
IONOSPHERIC LOSS @ 10 AMP
TOTAL PRIMARY LOSSES
EFFICIENCY
.36 KW
. 77 KW
.50 KW
.05 KW
1.68 KW
ELECTRIC (18.68 KW NET @ 10 AMP/20 KW) 93.4%
OVERALL (20.36 MECH. TO 18.68 ELEC. KW) 91.7%
INCLUDING CONTROLLER/POWER PROCESSER LOSSES 9 1% .20 KW
TOTAL (NET POWER OUT 18.48 KW) 1.88 KW
FINAL EFFICIENCY ELECTRIC = 92.4% OVERALL = 90.8%
Figure 3
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like a kilovolt of acceleration voltage for an ampere of current, which
consumes a lot of the available power, and also produces a substantial heat
problem.
Fig H shows the results of a test performed on a hollow cathode assembly
recently, for electron extraction. Once the thing reaches an effective turn-on
voltage where it becomes conducting for the electrons, you can pull several
amperes of electrons from the system with a total extraction voltage of ten or
twenty volts.
There are two currents that are flowing, in this hollow cathode system.
The first is a discharge current, which sustains the plasma in the thing, the
data points here were taken for three different sustaining currents;
three-tenths of an amp, nine-tenths of an amp, one and a half amps. The second
is the current extracted from the system (to the surrounding chamber walls, or
a surrounding ionosphere in space), which is plotted along the vertical axis
versus extraction voltage on the horizontal scale.
You will notice that, even for extracted currents of an amp or more, well
in excess of the basic sustaining current, there is little dependence on
sustaining current. The tether current capacity is well in excess of the
hollow cathode discharge current, the one you have to expend power to drive
with internal power supplies to keep the thing operating. Even the 0.3 amp
discharge (less than 10 watts) can easily carry tether currents in excess of an
ampere.
There is another characteristic of the hollow cathode system which is
perhaps even more attractive. And that is that the tether current can be
reversed. You can also use it to draw a positive current.
The positive current drawn from this device is shown as this curve
here(labeled "ions"), and this is times ten. It's magnified ten times. It's
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actually a rather small current, relatively speaking. But it allows the tether
current to be reversed. And, more importantly, this current is not the one that
directly provides the current from a tether to the ionosphere. It simply
provides the plasma required to maintain conductive conditions. If you turn on
an external source of electrons, then, instead of drawing ions from the
cathode, it provides a very conductive path for those electrons to reach the
cathode, (which was this data here). The thing is able to conduct an electron
current that is many times the ion current produced from within its discharge.
The result is that you can design tether systems to operate at higher
currents, which get the same power at much lower voltages. This can allow you
to either use a shorter tether and operate at operating voltages of one to a
few kilovolts, which are more reasonable to engineer power processing systems
for, or can allow you to go to extremely high powers.
For tether power generation, as illustrated here (fig 5), we studied net
power delivered to a load by a tether length of 20 kilometers, which would give
a nominal working voltage of four kilovolts. The curves show net electrical
power produced by tethers of three different masses. Heavier cables have lower
resistance, allowing higher powers and/or higher efficiency of power
production.
To make up this mechanical power (converted to electrical), either you can
expend a propellant in a rocket system; which is more efficient for an
intermediate term of operations than, for example, fuel cells in terms of
kilowatt hours of electricity produced per kilogram of consumables.
Or you can use excess fuel from some other operation.
Or you can kill off excess orbital altitude that you want to get rid of
for ..some reason. .
In later applications, this altitude might very well come from some of the
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tether transportation concepts where the de-orbiting of the Shuttle is done via
a non-conducting tether, which results in boosting the spacestation or whatever
to a higher orbit, and you could then utilize that orbital energy (beyond what
was needed for drag makeup, among other things) to produce power.
As I mentioned, the concept that I have been finding more interesting is
using the thing as a propulsion system, (fig 6) Again, a similar type system
at energies of tens of kilowatts would produce Newtons of thrust. This could,
for example, maintain the spacestation against the residual atmospheric drag at
a lower altitude than they are presently constrained to.
Or, over a period of a number of months or years, if this thrust is
continuous, this amounts to a very substantial Delta-V for systems in low earth
orbit or in orbits where the magnetic field is high, such as Jupiter orbit.
(Fig. 7) The initial systems we have been looking at would use a small
light-weight system with an available power supply of kilowatts to offset drag
in low earth orbit. The power required could come either from a large
spacecraft like spacestation or a large solar array, perhaps a utility solar
array left in orbit between missions.
i
The payoff is that the fuel that would normally be required to keep a high
drag object in orbit is eliminated. In fact, a kilowatt of power consumed in
this way in orbit is the equivalent of something like a ton per year of fuel
expended for orbit maintenance.
Carrying that a step forward, going to a larger more powerful system, a
ten newton thrust system could be capable of continuous operation. This could
provide altitude changes for something the size of the spacestation of several
kilometers a day, or a .hundred kilometers a day for a free flyer.
The total impulse, if you integrate this over a period of time, is
extremely impressive.
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ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER
RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
I. THRUST - USE WITH SOLAR ARRAYS IN LOW EARTH ORBIT TO OFFSET DRAG
100 KG SYSTEM PRODUCING .1 NEWTON THRUST
8 KW/N ELECTRIC POWER CONSUMPTION = .8KW
ELIMINATES OELTA-V FUEL REQUIRED: >1,000 KG/YR
KEEP 100 KW SOLAR ARRAY @ SPACE STATION ORBIT
INCREASE TO 200 KG SYSTEM 9 1-2 N THRUST
KEEP SPACE STATION + 100KW ARRAY IN <300 KM ORBIT ALTITUDE
NO^ ORBIT MAINT. FUEL REQUIRED; CONSUMABLES = < 60 KG/YR (ARGON)
USES 10-15 KW FROM 100 KW AVAILABLE
II. THRUST - USE FOR ORBITAL MANUEVERING PROPULSION
2,000 KG SYSTEM (PLUS 80 KW POWER SUPPLY: SOLAR, NUCLEAR, WHAT-EVER)
10 NEWTON THRUST - CONTINUOUS AS LONG AS POWER AVAILABLE
ALTITUDE CHANGE
7 KM/DAY - 200,000 KG (SPACE STATION)
30 KM/DAY - 50,000 KG (PLATFORM)
150 KM/DAY - 10,000 KG (FREE-FLYER)
TOTAL IMPULSE: 864,000 N-SEC/DAY (194,000 LB-SEC/DAY)
17 M/SEC/DAY - 50,000 KG (PLATFORM)
86 M/SEC/DAY - 10,000 KG (FREE-FLYER, OMV, OR "TUG")
ORBIT PLANE CHANGE: 30 DEGREE IN 6 MONTHS MAY BE POSSIBLE
"FLY" ENTIRE SPACE STATION DOWN TO 200-250 KM ALTITUDE & MAINTAIN
GROWTH VERSION: 200 N @ 1.6 MW, 20,000 KG + POWER SUPPLY
III. POWER STOREAGE - 100KW SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM
+ 2,000 KG REVERSIBLE MOTOR/GENERATOR TETHER SYSTEM
60 KW THRUST DURING DAY (POWER STOREAGE AS ORBIT ENERGY)
100 KW POWER GENERATION DURING DARK
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT 40% OF CONVENTIONAL ARRAY WITH BATTERIES
10% REDUCTION IN SOLAR ARRAY SIZE
60% REDUCTION IN POWER PROCESSING HEAT REJECTION REQUIRED
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Figure 7
Another application would be a reversible system, for power storage in
place of batteries, which turns out to have a higher theoretical efficiency
than charging and discharging of batteries. This application would require
operating with about sixty kilowatts of power for thrust during the day , in
effect, to "charge" the orbit by boosting the orbit altitude, then to use that
excess orbit energy to generate a hundred kilowatts from the tether at night.
We calculate the total system weight as something on the order of forty
percent of current state-of-the-art solar arrays and batteries, (see also fig
10). Elimination of batteries is where most of the weight comes from.
However, the additional efficiency gives you both a reduction in the solar
array size and a reduction in heat rejection that has to be handled by the
system.
As a basis for these studies, we have produced something similar to a
design curve for calculation of the performance of a system as a function of
the net electrical power either put into the system as a motor, or taken from
the system as a generator, (fig 8).
The numbers along the top of the plot are orbit drag. This will be one
newton; ten newtons here, corresponding to one to a hundred kilowatts of power.
You can convert that drag force to equivalent orbital drag power — or
propulsion energy — which is shown along the bottom scale.
A given system — this particular system is the 20-kilowatt reference
aluminum tether system — would then have a performance curve approaching an
ideal — a hundred percent efficient system would lie along the diagonal. For
power generation, actual systems would be a curve somewhere below and to the
right in the region marked "Generator Operation".
The upper left half of the plot will contain corresponding performance
curves for operation as a motor.
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The pair of curves (motor and generator) for an efficient system will be
close together, and there will be little power and energy lost in moving it
back and forth between them.
For an inefficient system, the curves lie farther apart and you have
larger power losses to tolerate in going back and forth between electrical
power and power stored as orbital energy.
The system efficiency scales, primarily, with the mass of the tether
conductor, if the hollow cathodes can effectively eliminate the power losses in
making current contact with the ionosphere. If the estimated effective
ionospheric impedance of ari:;ohm is approximately correct, then the primary
losses are in resistive loss in the tether wire itself. (Fig. 9)
Aluminum is used in these designs as the conductor. It is just about as
good as any of.the exotic materials that ^ have come to our attention. It is
about twice as good as copper on a conductivity per mass basis. Since it's
mass in orbit that you have to pay for, and the performance of the system turns
out to be almost directly proportional to mass, aluminum looks best for most
tethers.
If you want -- if you were curious about how the plot of performance for
the nine thousand kilogram system could be extrapolated out here beyond a
thousand kilowatts — if you shifted all these scales by an order of magnitude
and made this (full scale) ten thousand kilowatts, then this (the 900 kg curve
here) would be the nine-thousand kilogram performance plot. To first
approximation. There are some minor differences in the power losses in the
hollow cathodes. Eventually it becomes significant. And the ionospheric
losses eventually become significant.
For a quick illustration, I'll discuss the replacement of batteries.
This is a plot (fig 10) of resources necessary to operate a 100 KW solar
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array power system. This is versus altitude from 500 kilometers down to 200,
and fuel required to reboost or to maintain the thing in orbit. If you ran a
solar array and used rockets to reboost it, you would be working on this
prohibitive curve. This is one of the reasons why the spacestation is up at
500 kilometers, not down around Shuttle altitudes, because you would have to
carry too much fuel up to maintain the orbit.
But, by using these two different versions of this system, you could bring
these requirements well down within the practical region to operate at lower
orbits with the thing.
Or, up at the higher orbit, the total mass required could be reduced —
immediately — or, in the second concept, over a period of ten years — very
substantially beyong what the existing system provides.
Then, finally, let's get away from the mundane and move out to Jupiter for
a while, to illustrate the power of this thing.
Jupiter gravity is very strong. Fig. 11 shows the total orbit energy
versus distance from Jupiter, in Jupiter radii. The scale is from the surface
of Jupiter (at 1.0 Rj) logrithmic thru one hundred Jovian radii.
The major moons, lo through Callisto, are shown as points along the plot
of orbit energy vs. distance. Also plotted here (I hope this isn't confusing)
is orbit velocity and magnetospheric corotation velocity versus distance. The
vertical axis, for orbit energy, is expressed in units of megajoules per
kilogram, up to a thousand (on the left side). On the right side, I converted
this to kilowatt hours per kilogram.
The energy to go even to the moons is very high compared, for example,
with the energy required to launch from the surface of the earth to a low earth
orbit (about 8 KWHR/kg; for reference this is marked on the plot, near the
energy level of Callisto's orbit).
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The energy to go to a very low Jupiter orbit is prohibitive for any normal
propulsion system.
Yet, a system like some of these large tether systems — if it operates
like it should, and without considering the corotation of the Jovian
magnetosphere — if you express this gravity potential in kilowatt hours per
kilogram required to propel the thing, it's something like a little over 200
kilowatt hours per kilogram, well within the capability of a nuclear power
supply.
This has two nice applications.
With today's technology, we can get to the moons by doing gravity bouncing
back and forth and get into orbits there. But the power is prohibitive to go
from there to, say, a low survey orbit (or, later on with fleets, of manned
.vehicles; perhaps to scoop methane from the top of the Jupiter atmosphere to
produce gasoline or whatever is important, when that day comes). You can get
down there using a tether by dissipating the energy. You don't even have to
bring a power supply. All you have to do is use up the excess energy in a
resistor or a big radio transmitter or something to get down to the surface.
To come back, if you brought a nuclear reactor with you, those sort of
power densities should be available, and this is one way that you might be able
to go to the surface of Jupiter and get back with a crew, or get back with a
sample, or bring a commercial payload with you, depending on how far in the
future you want to project your operation.
The second application uses the magnetospheric corotation effects, and
requires that condition to be satisfied.
Since the reference frame for VXB induced voltage and IXB force on the
tether is the frame moving with the magnetosphere, the "drag" force produced
under tether power generation is calculated with respect to the local
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corotation velocity. This becomes negative at distances beyond the synchronous
rotation orbit, resulting in acceleration of a spacecraft in circular orbit by
the same reaction forces that produce deceleration closer to the planet. The
principle is the same as Alfven's hypothetical solar wind engine.
In that case, a space factory could be located at the synchronous orbit
(about 2 Rj) with two power generating tethers attached. One tether deployed
away from the planet would produce a "drag" accelerating the space factory to
offset the decelerating "drag" of the second tether deployed downward. The net
effect is that power could be produced continuously, with no net change in the
orbital altitude. The system would be effectively tapping the rotational
energy of the planet to produce electrical power, in quantities limited only by
the corotational coupling of magnetosphere to planet.
Operation of such a system around other planets, for example in Earth
geosynchronous orbit or a lunar anchored orbit in the solar wind, will require
development of superconducting tether wire to be feasible. However, the
Jupiter magnetic field is sufficiently strong at synchronous orbit to produce
adequate induced voltage and IXB forces to operate with conventional
conductors.
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I'd like to summarize where we are today in tether transportation,
how we got there, and what we have learned.
I received a notice from my co-speaker, Dr. Gianfranco Bevilacqua,
that he has another commitment and will not come. So I guess we can save
some time.
We started off after the last workshop with many concepts in
tethered transportation. I will show you briefly the sequence of studies
through which these concepts had to pass in order to recognize the survi-
vors that are valuable and practical to carry out (Chart 3).
These four steps were used over a time period of three years.
Initially, theoretical engineering feasibility and technology require-
ments were determined. Then the survivors of that effort went into step
two in the analysis of promising candidates. Those survivors went into
the third phase: engineering design and cost benefit analysis. We are
in that phase with several concepts. Finally, those survivors enter into
the demonstration mission definition phase.
From some 30 concepts we got down to four, using these phased
studies. The technologies that we defined during the studies cover areas
listed here on the next chart (Chart 4). In front of all other technol-
ogies are tether materials and configurations. Obviously, the tether
itself is the heart of the whole system. Then instrumentations, both
engineering and science, a very important area that is still in evolu-
tion.
Systems Dynamics Simulation
The numerous simulation programs, which cover the many applications
are' continuously expanding to include demonstration missions.
Atmospheric aerothermodynamic technology is next. You will hear
about that a little bit later.
You have heard about hollow cathodes, and across the board, critical
> «* y
component technology. One critical component,vjust to mention an
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example, is the deployment brake which has the size of a large aircraft
brake and has to dissipate some five hundred or so kilowatt hours over a
deployment period, deploying the orbiter from the Space Station, for
example.
Now the demonstrations. We entered the demonstration definition
phase with several concepts. First, the demonstration objectives;
whatever critical issues exist, the solutions to these must be demon-
strated (Chart 5). Second, and very important, we have to be able to
afford these demonstrations. They cannot be too expensive, which means
they have to be simple and concentrate on the issues.
We like to use as much available hardware at the end of the tether
as possible, where we can attach our required instrumentation. We have a
number of available instrument carriers. Among others, there is a re-
entry vehicle, which has been used before, and which we study to use as a
carrier between a Space Station and the ground, eventually. So, when the
Space Station has some material or biological specimens and does not want
to wait three months for the next orbiter to come, this re-entry vehicle
can take it down. So the entry vehicle is a very important potential
payload.
Then we want to have a short development time, which goes together
with simplicity and affordability. Say two years, or three maybe.
Our transportation studies have covered two kinds of deployments.
First, we studied steady state deployment (Chart 6). It's like the TSS,
nearly vertical. It takes a very long time to deploy and involves
relatively high tether tension.
A few special studies concentrated on dynamic deployment (Chart 7)
where you start your deployment in an almost horizontal direction under a
very shallow angle which allows you high deployment rates under very low
tension. Momentum transfer here occurs by libration. You release the
payload by having a tether swing through the local vertical at which time
the payload is disconnected.
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We can have payloads that we can retrieve and payloads without
retrieval. We have under development a disposable tether deployment
system, which weighs much less than one that is capable of retrieving. I
have a few words about that later.
In order to study tethered transportation benefits, we use specific
payloads. This doesn't necessarily mean that those future payloads will
.be launched by tether, but they are potential candidates. The advantage
was that we know everything about those payloads: their masses, their
characteristics, and their conventional deployment methods. Now we have
valid comparisons between those and the tether deployment.
The first example was the SSUS spacecraft, which weighed some 6800
kilograms (Chart 9). Our study showed that, in a tethered deployment of
this system, we can save almost 2300 kilograms of QMS propellant on the
orbiter, because the orbiter doesn't need to go up to that altitude. And
the spacecraft itself, the SSUS, saves some 4000 kilograms of propel-
lants.
Another example where all the numbers are known is the AXAF, the
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (Chart 10). We tried to find out,
if you launched that one from the end of a tether, if this facility would
be able to go into a 320 nautical mile circular orbit. What we found out
was, if you put the orbiter in an elliptical orbit, 290 x 180 nm, and use
about a 33 nautical mile long tether, then the payload, the AXAF, goes
exactly into its 320 nautical mile circular orbit, while the orbiter
itself goes into a 287 to 100 nautical mile orbit with plenty of time to
close the cargo doors for reentry. The QMS propellant saved would be
some 3300 kilograms.
Another typical example where all the numbers are.known is the space
telescope. I will just point out the important points on this chart
(Chart 12).
The space telescope also needs to go into this 320 nautical mile
circular orbit, but with a tether we can put it 50 nautical miles higher.
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With a 40 nautical mile tether, the orbiter only needs to go into a 102
x 330 nautical mile eccentric orbit. In doing that, we have propellant
savings of 7600 Ibs. Sorry about the mixture of units. On the payload
side, since the orbiter has to go into a lower orbit than the payload, it
has an excess capacity of 8000 Ibs of cargo weight.
These are typical examples where we showed the advantages of tethers
to transportation.
Now I mentioned at the beginning that, from some thirty concepts we
ended up with four transportation concepts, which we "have under study now
with regard to cost benefits (Chart 13). These are the four: a tethered
orbiter de-boost from the Space Station, an OTV boost up from the Space
Station, a science platform on a tether with a possible micro-g lab
moving in between platform and station, and a tethered boost of payloads
from the orbiter, where I just gave you some examples. This is the
deployment of the orbiter from the Space Station (Charts 14, 15). We
have a dual deployment mechanism in the Space Station that allows
deployment of payloads down and up.
What you see on top is an OTV. These two spacecraft can be launched
or deployed alternately, within a few days or a week. In that case, you
see, the Space Station is the momentum storage facility. It stores
angular momentum. Since the Space Station would go up into inaccessible
highs by deploying an orbiter, alternate OTV launches will maintain the
proper altitude for the station.
The engineering approach was such that the two moments are equal, so
the station stays essentially where it was. The benefit of using this on
a Space Station is considerable (Chart 16). Through the early 90's we
can save eight to ten thousand kilograms of Shuttle, Station and OTV
propellant. Later, in the second half of the decade, we can save between
30 and 50 thousand kilograms of propellant annually. The difference
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between the first and second half of the 90's results from traffic and
all sorts of activity differences. The orbital drag will be much higher
in the later 90's than the early 90's and would consume more drag make-up
propellants.
Another effort that's going on covers automated procedures for
tethered rendezvous (Chart 19). I showed you the deployment of an
orbiter from a Space Station before. You can envision that an orbiter
now docks remotely at the end of a tether below the Station, avoiding any
dynamics involved in docking directly to the Station. That's a very
tricky maneuver.
We have an effort going on to automate this process because of the
short time available to acquire the connection. I have listed next an
area that doesn't seem to fit into transportation. It is more a
constellation, but I'd like to mention it, anyway.
We studied a three-mass linear constellation. The center mass is a
spacecraft containing essentially a big capacitor. You have an electro-
dynamic tether going up and one going down, with space plasma contactors.
This is, hopefully, an efficient communications system for ULF and ELF
frequencies.
Then one of our major efforts going on is an expendable tether
system payload mission analysis. For our expendable tether system, we
want to demonstrate the deployment of certain payloads and verify the
disposable tether system.
This is the tethered rendezvous (Chart 20) — the remote rendezvous
— that I mentioned. We have an OTV at the end of a small end effector
deployed from the Space Station. This process is being analyzed for an
automated approach.
This (Chart 21) is a picture of the ULF-ELF antenna. In the center
is the capacitor-spacecraft, then we have the up and down electrodynamic
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tether. For instance, it may work such that for a millisecond the upper
tether generates power which is stored in the capacitor. And during the
next millisecond the energy is emitted from the lower conducting tether.
There is a study underway to provide the systems approach here and
to assess the possibilities of a system like this.
This (.Chart 22) is a flight experiment that has been approved
recently. It is the disposable tether system that is deployed out of a
so-called GAS can with a payload that can be deployed about 20 or so
kilometers and then disconnected.
We have found out that even a disconnected payload can be recovered,
under certain conditions, by the Shuttle. Okay. What have we learned of
all this? (Chart 26)
One of our concerns are tether issues...what can we do to reduce
tether recoil after payload release or breakage? How can we increase
durability of the tether so it can be used many times? An what can we do
about debris collision hazards?
We have to review statistics and probabilities and come up with
tether configurations that are less vulnerable than a round tether.
Maybe a ribbon or something.
Now let me say a few words about energy management. During deploy-
ment, we generate about 15 to 20 kilowatt hours of energy on the orbiter
deployer that have to be dissipated. On the Space Station it is up to
500 kilowatt hours. That's the main issue.
For retrieval, we need about two kilowatt hours of work on the
orbiter, and sometimes up to 30. On the Space Station, we require some
70 kilowatts of power.
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Of course, we must discuss the impacts. Everything we do on the
; Station induces g levels. What can we do i
may be induced by a number of tether operations.
-4Space about it? About 10 g
Structural stress must be discussed because the tether has to be
attached somewhere. And the tether tension has to be carried into the
structure. Where do we put the deployer system? We have to reduce
volume and space. We need energy. And we have to dispose of energy. We
have to define that soon. We have made a lot of progress.
There are certain conditions we have to follow in order to have
benefits in the first place (Chart 25). The deployment system has to be
lightweight. If I saved 3,000 Ibs of propellant and have to carry a
deployment system that weighs 6,000 Ibs, I haven't saved much. So a
disposable tether payload deployment system is under development,
weighing only a few hundred pounds.
It is practical to deploy upward payloads toward the end of the
orbital mission. You save propellants for the re-entry. Especially if
you have one single payload among several that needs to go into a higher
orbit, then the tether is of a major benefit. Otherwise, the orbiter has
to change its orbit just for one payload.
The maximum payload you can deploy upward from the orbiter is about
12,000 kilograms from a normal orbital altitude. That's what we have
learned.
And I'd like to just say a few words again about the expendable
tether system. It's under development. It's a candidate for our
demonstrations. Because the TSS system is busy for quite a number of
years, we have to have our own deployer. And we are fortunate to have a
good idea now under development which was originated by Joe Carroll, whom
you have listened to before.
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It is a low tether tension deployment, almost horizontal which
swings in to the vertical. Payload release is at the vertical. We are
defining flight experiments, and we have certain payloads for these
flights under investigation.
And, finally, assessing the benefits (Chart 23). We can deploy up
to 12,000 kilogram payloads from the orbiter. We can save up to 7500
kilograms of propellants on the orbiter. We can launch and deploy from
the Space Station up to a hundred tons of payload.
By the way, the Space Station mass, I think it has doubled or is
about to double. I don't know exacatly, but the heavier the Space
Station, of course, the better are tether operations.
In the early 90's we can save up to nine thousand kilograms of
propellants annually. And, in the late 90's, up to 50,000 kilograms. We
think this is a remarkable possibility of tethered transportation.
Thank you very much.
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1I>8S
I'm going to talk about three things: the ongoing study on fluid
transfer that Martin-Marietta is doing right now, our future planning,
and some of the issues we have in gravity utilization.
The first thing you need to know about tether orbital refueling is
that it's for basically one reason: to settle fluid, overcome the sur-
face tension forces that we see in space with the gravity level (see
Figure 1). This allows us to have an earth-like environment where the
liquid is over an outlet and the gas is over a vent so that we can
perform as normal.
It also allows us to have a separation, when we are on the Space
Station, from contamination and also from explosion hazards, though
that's not as great a hazard as the contamination.
The important thing here for the acceleration to overcome the sur-
face tension is its dependence upon the fluid properties, the accelera-
tion level and the tank diameter, which is defined by the bond number.
And, if you look at Figure 2, which shows the acceleration in tether
length versus different propellants, which is what we are looking at
here, you will notice that there is quite a difference. It is very
sensitive to tank diameter. The cryogenic propellant tank diameters are
fairly large because of the large propellant quantities, and it's very
good for settling with a tether gravity. Because both the use of this
propellant and the opportunity to use a tethered depot will come later
than an IOC Space Station, and also because of the technical reason that
it settles well, we are concentrating on the cryogenic propellants for
settling with the tether.
Once we settle the propellants, the most important thing is the
fluid slosh (Figure 3). We can't cover the vent or uncover the
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propellant outlet. And, for a single disturbance, we can increase the
tether length in order to increase potential energy of any slosh motion
and we can change tank shape. Typically, we will have a conical bottom
to provide the best tank shape. Now, for multiple disturbances, we have
to damp this slosh motion. Typically, we would use a ring-type baffle to
do that.
It turns out that the major impact, or the major issue, on the
tether for a propellant depot is going to be the impact on the Space
Station (Figure 4). The actual settling of the propellant and the slosh
control are fairly easily done.
Going on to planning, we see that in the coming two years we are
planning on doing a gravity laboratory study (Figure 5). Here, I define
micro-gravity as trying to get the minimum disturbance level, and low
gravity as purposely providing a gravity level, just to get the nomen-
clature across. We are looking at both types of laboratories, and also
want to look at the low gravity processes to try and identify some so
that we can understand what type of laboratory we do need, and the type
of technology we would like to look at. Gravity level instrumentation is
on top of the list. The crawler mechanism is a means of going from one
end of the tether to the other. We would like to look at this both for
logistics reasons, and also for an experiment using different gravity
levels. Also very important is the disturbance-damping tether. Dis-
turbances are damped very well laterally, but actually it is much more
uncertain. We would like to look at the different tether weaves and
combinations to see if we can dampen disturbances in the axial direction.
Currently we are planning a demonstration of gravity utilization
using a TSS type of deployer (Figure 7). I am currently thinking of
having the end satellite perform a fluid transfer to demonstrate a low-g
application, and then having a crawler on the tether itself, moving
around trying to position itself with the CG and performing gravity
measurements as it goes along the tether.
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And, as for a low gravity laboratory itself (Figure 8), my thinking
is currently that a TSS-type of device on the Space Station itself would
be best because it allows a long-term experiment and reduces the number
of times that we have to bring up the deployer.
Getting into issues (Figure 9), the first thing in this particular
area is the fact that we can't trade capital costs for operating costs.
We are going to have to look at how much it's going to cost us extra,
period, to have the tether. And the benefits that we get out of it, in
terms of gravity utilization, will have to make that worthwhile.
The second point is the fact that we are going to be impacting the
Space Station itself, especially for permanently deployed platforms like
a transfer depot. This would be in terms of induced gravity, which would
move the zero gravity point off the Space Station if it was the only
platform. And also operational complexities, especially in terms of
proximity operations. How do you supply those platforms? And how do you
dock to the Space Station? And things like that.
Another point is, some of the platforms may want to be temporarily
deployed, and some permanently. As we get more tether platforms up
there, we are going to be wanting—providing—more permanent deployent.
But, initially, we should be able to get away with some temporary ones.
Should we be remotely or manually controlling experiments or
operations on the platform itself? This is important in terms of how
much the astronaut has to EVA, if it's manual. If it's not, we have to
try some remote method to keep the cost down, and keep the experiment as
simple as possible. Another important point is that a Space Station
doesn't appear to lend itself to medical experiments. Because with
medical experiments, we have to start spinning the tether. How do we
implement this in terms of a total Space Station that will be having a
spinning tether as a free-fly or whatever?
And the last point. If we are going to have a lot of tether appli-
cations utilized simultaneously, I'd like to make the point that we could
226
probably save some money if we integrate the tether systems together.
This is to allow for more competitiveness with its conventional alterna-
tives, since all these concepts do have conventional alternatives. It
will allow us to share the cost of the tether control systems, and the
cost of the additional hardware and operational development that we have
to have with a permanently deployed tether.
Another important thing is micro-gravity. Because as I said before,
if we have a tethered platform on a Space Station, it's going to move the
micro-gravity point off of the station. We may want to do the micro-
gravity still on the Space Station, because the modules will already be
there. So we might have to balance different tether applications, one on
each side of the Space Station. Or, we just might want to move every-
thing to the micro-gravity laboratory on the tether itself. It also
allows us to simultaneously use multiple tether applications. If we
don't have an integrated concept, we can only use one at a time. In
fact, some of these applications can complement each other, especially
the electrodynamic tether. It can provide power into the platforms and
whatever.
That completes my presentation.
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Fluid Settling
SETTLING REQUIREMENT
• GRAVITY DOMINATE SURFACE TENSION
FLUID SETTLING PARAMETER IS BOND NUMBER (Bo)
p*A*D2 p = FLUID DENSITY
" a = SURFACE TENSION COEFFICIENT
D = TANK DIAMETER
Bp
 =
4*(
FLUID SETTLES IF Bo > 10
• Bo = 50 CHOSEN TO BE CONSERVATIVE
PROPELLANT SETTLING ON A STATIC TETHER (Bo = 50)
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TETHER APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE STATION
William Nobles
Martin Marietta
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What I will be discussing with you this afternoon are a subset of
the results from a study performed by Martin-Marietta Aerospace for
Marshall Space Flight Center under the technical guidance of Georg von
Tiesenhausen and Jim Harrison. During his earlier talk, Georg has
already touched on some of the subjects that I will be talking about this
afternoon.
We have looked at a wide variety of Space Station applications for
tethers. Many of those will affect the operation of the Station itself
while others are in the category of research or scientific platforms. My
co-speaker will focus on the latter of these. I would like to"discuss
what we believe is one of the most promising potential applications that
could increase the overall efficiency of the Space Transportation System
in supporting the Space Station.
One of the most expensive aspects of operating the Space Station
will be the continuing Shuttle traffic to transport logistic supplies and
payloads to the Space Station. We must pay the freight bill for getting
the Orbiter and its payload up into orbit, and then we pay the bill again
when it comes back. If we can find a means to use tethers to improve the
efficiency of that transport operation, it will increase the operating
efficiency of the system and reduce the overall costs of the Space Sta-
tion. The concept we have studied consists of using a tether to lower
the Shuttle from the Space Station. This results in a transfer of
angular momentum and energy from the orbiter to the Space Station. Our
study has delved into the consequences of this transfer and how bene-
ficial use can be made of it.
Please keep in mind that, if we have scavenged angular momentum from
the tether de-orbiting of the Shuttle, we must then be able to benefici-
ally use that angular momentum. I'd like to change the old saying "You
can't have your cake and eat it, too" to a little different version -
"Unless you can eat your cake, you really haven't had it." The point
here is that, if we do not have a beneficial way to use this angular
240
momentum we have scavenged, we will quicky choke on It, because the
altitude of the Space. Station has been boosted up to where it becomes
impractical for the follow-on missions to reach it.
In our study we have considered two alternative ways of accomplish-
ing this required angular momentum balance. On my first slide (Figure 4)
please direct your attention to the left side of the screen. Here I have
shown one of.our alternative approaches. Note the balance beam at the
bottom to indicate we are balancing the Shuttle tether de-orbit against a
tether launch assist for an orbital transfer vehicle.. I'll show you in a
few moments how we propose to implement that. ...
To review the concept here—let's start at the point where the STS
comes up to rendezvous with the station. It operates in conjunction with
the station for some period of time, and then does a tether-assisted de-
orbit. At this point, there is a very significant increase in the
altitude -of the station. This is due to the angular momentum transfered
to the Space Station from the.Orbiter by the tether. We have used the
altitude bounds of 250 nautical miles, which is a practical lower
operating unit for the Space Station, and an upper limit of 310 nautical
miles.
You can see that the Shuttle tether de-orbit gives a boost of a
significant fraction .of that range. It must then be followed in fairly
close order with a corresponding tethered launch assist of the orbital
transfer vehicle in an upward direction which,, in turn, will drop the
altitude of the station back down to a more reasonable operating range in
preparation for the next Shuttle rendezvous mission.
For this process to continue, the downward and upward tether
assisted launches must alternate in coordinated pairs to keep the angular
momentum of the Space Station in balance.
Now, in contrast, look at the righthand side of the slide where the
Shuttle de-orbit is balanced against an electrodynamic tether for power
generation. Here there is a significantly more flexible capability to
241 .
achieve balance. What I have indicated here is a system where the
angular momentum and energy scavenged from the Shuttle-by the tether
de-orbit is subsequently converted into electrical power by means of an
electrodynamic tether power system.
The concept design is sized to operate at 25 kilowatts of power with
the reserve capability of going up to 75 kilowatts. An interesting
feature of this type of system is that they can be operated at a higher
power level with the only penalty some loss of efficiency in converting
the orbital mechanical energy into electrical power.
As a point of reference, if you operate the power tether at a 25-
kilowatt conversion rate, you can maintain full duty cycle operation for
approximately one month on the mechanical energy derived from one Shuttle
de-orbit.
At the other extreme, if you want to lower the Space Station more
rapidly and, presuming there is a way to use the power produced, a 75 kW
conversion rate will return the Space Station to its original altitude in
about a week. I'll discuss this in more detail a little later.
To reiterate, this second momentum balance concept is much more
controllable in that the rate of converting the angular momentum can be
regulated and, if there is a need to be back down to a lower altitude by
a certain time, it can be done. To illustrate our approach to implement-
ing these concepts, my next slide (Figure 6) shows a line drawing of the
same concept that Georg had shown you earlier in a more colorful artist's
rendition. I want to point out the dual mode tether reel assembly that
can perform both the Shuttle de-orbit and the OTV launch assist. It is
centrally located on the Space Station and incorporates the tether ten-
sion alignment systems at both the upper and the lower ends of the Space
Station.
Here on the next slide (Figure 9) you see the Shuttle attached at
the lower end. In this scenario, the Shuttle would have delivered an
orbital trah'sfer vehicle payload intended for a subsequent delivery
242
mission to geosynchronous orbit. That OTV payload has been transferred
up to the assembly area on the upper end of the Space Station. The next
step is for the Orbiter to separate from the station. It .is then
deployed downward on the tether to a length of 65 kilometers.
One of the interesting aspects of this de-orbit process is that the
amount of propellant that is required for the Orbiter to re-enter is
significantly reduced.
For a time, we were stymied as to how to take advantage of this. It
can't be offloaded from the Orbiter until after you are down at that
tether release altitude because, if the tether operation went awry some-
how, the Orbiter would be stranded, and would have to come back to the
station for propellant resupply before completing the re-entry.
As a solution we developed a concept to incorporate propellant
scavenging tanks into the tether attach fixture that interfaces with the
Orbiter. Now, as you lower the Orbiter down on the tether, these tanks
are connected with the propellant storage system of the Orbiter. As the
Orbiter is lowered and the propellant becomes excess to need, it is
transferred from the Orbiter into the tether system scavenge tanks. At
the full 65 km length, 6500 pounds of propellant will have been trans-
ferred. After separation, this scavenged propellant is retrieved by the
tether. I will elaborate more later on how that adds up as savings.
Shown here on the next slide (Figure 10) is the other operation at
the upper end of the station. Subsequent to the Shuttle de-orbit, a
similar tether deployment of the OTV stack is performed from the upper
end of the Space Station using the same tether deployment system. We
examined the design requirements for commonality for the Orbiter and OTV
deployments, and found that, if the orbital transfer vehicle were
deployed out to a tether length of 150 kilometers, it would develop
equivalent tensions in the tether to those resulting from the Orbiter at
243
65 km. This means we could use a common design for the tether and the
deployer reel drive system. The OTV launch assist does require more
storage of tether on the reel. It looks feasible to design one system
that can perform both of these deployment operations.
My next slide (Figure 12) is similar to one shown earlier by Georg.
It shows the benefits that accrue over a decade of operations. This
analysis is based on Space Station mission model revision 7. The
vertical scale is in terms of reduced requirements to transport propel-
lant to the Space Station. .,
I first direct your attention to the lowest set of bars .coded with a
double Crosshatch. This represents the Space Station saving in drag :
makeup propellant. This orbit maintenance function is accomplished by
the Shuttle de-orbit operations, therefore,.this stationkeeping propel-
lant is no longer required. Note the change as we .go into the later
years of the decade. This is due to the reduced atmospheric drag during
the quiet years of the solar cycle. The early years of the Space. Station
will be the ones with the most demand for drag makeup propellant.
The next element of transport saving.is represented by the single
Crosshatch which stands for the propellant scavenged.from the Shuttle.
This is plotted at the upper end of the vertical bars. This .shows the ,
amount of propellant that we have scavenged from the Shuttle and
retrieved for use in' spacecraft such as the orbital maneuvering vehicle.
Note that the benefit here is very limited during the early years of
the decade. This limit holds until the space-based orbital transfer
vehicle comes into operation in 1995.
Until that time, the amount of Shuttle tether de-orbits that can be
utilized is that corresponding to the relatively small amount required
for Space Station drag makeup. Here again I want to emphasize that you
must have a way to beneficially utilize the scavenged angular, momentum
before you can take full advantage of the process. Notice that out here
in the later years, when the orbital transfer vehicle comes into full
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operation, that we have these much more significant amounts of QMS
propellant because we can now use a full length tether de-orbit on more
of the Shuttle missions.
A third major element of benefit is the reduced amount of cryogenic
propellant for the OTV missions. This is coded as the clear portion of
the bars. This reduction is due to the launch assist given the OTV by
the tether system.
So we have these three major elements of propellant transport
saving, the propellant that is no longer required at the Space Station
to do the drag makeup, the reduced amount of cryogenic propellant for the
orbital transfer vehicle, and the Orbiter propellant that is scavenged
during the Shuttle de-orbit.
Starting with my next slide (Figure 14), I'd like to take you
through a similar kind of benefits analysis for the electrodynamic tether
and show you how that case differs. The system design constraints are
listed. We used 25 kW as our design requirement for the electrodynamic
power tether. It was designed for a system conversion efficiency of 80
percent. In order to achieve this efficiency, no more than 5 percent of
the system power could be dissipated in the tether as heating.
If the power level is increased up to 75 kilowatts, this efficiency
drops to 70 percent, as I will show you later.
We designed the system so that the tether angle from vertical is
always less than one-tenth of a radian, or about six degrees, even when
operated at the 75 kW reserve power level. The reason we did this is to
prevent the electrodynamic drag on the power tether from tilting the
station when it's drawing maximum power. We wanted to keep that angle
small enough so that one of our tension alignment stages could be used to
keep the station vertical.
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The assumptions used for the Space Station itself are a mass of
250,000 kilograms in a 500-kilometer orbit. It now looks as if the
station will grow to a larger mass than that in the more mature phases.
That will tend to further improve the overall arithmetic on this system.
We have used an end mass of 500 kilograms to support the required
subsystems at the end of the tether.
On my next slide (Figure 16) is shown a plot of the relationship
between the mechanical energy derived from a tether de-orbit of a Shuttle
and the conversion of this energy into electrical power by an electro-
dynamic power tether. A tether de-orbit of Shuttle causes an 80 km boost
in altitude for the Space Station.
On the vertical axis is shown the kilowatt hours per kilometer of
orbit altitude. And, as you can see, over this range, it ranges from
about 297 kilowatt hours per kilometer of altitude down to about 288.
Although stated in electrical units, this is actually mechanical energy
content of the orbiting Space Station. If you boost the orbit altitude
of the Space Station by 80 km, that results in 21,700 kilowatt hours of
mechanical energy that have been transferred into the orbit. I submit to
you - that's a rather impressive amount of energy.
Now referring to the table in the upper right of the slide, we can
see what happens when we convert that mechanical energy back into
electrical power. Note the two columns on the right under the two power
levels of 25 kW and 75 kW. The next numbers down give the corresponding
system efficiencies in converting that mechanical energy into electrical
energy. As I stated earlier, the efficiency is 80 percent at 25 kW and
70 percent at 75 kW. Next you see the number for the orbit altitude loss
per day. The bottom entries show that at the 25-kilowatt power level,
the system can sustain operations for 29 days and for 8.4 days at 75
kilowatts.
The next slide (Figure 17) is an accrued benefits plot similar to
the one shown earlier. The corresponding values look a little bit
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different here and requires some additional explanation. Again, I have
shown the scavenged Orbiter propellant savings. Unfortunately, I changed
the marking code and here the Orbiter propellant is shown as the clear
bar, and the cross-hatched one is the drag makeup propellant saved.
These are the elements making up the bars that are on the left.
Note the significantly increased transport benefits during the early
years of Space Station operation. This is because with this concept
there is not a requirement to pair a Shuttle de-orbit with an OTV launch
assist. The maximum amount of Shuttle propellant can be scavenged from
the beginning of Space Station operations.
But now we have this new commodity that came into being with this
concept, and that is the amount of electrical power made available on the
Space Station. I used the evaluation of a hundred dollars per kilowatt
hour on orbit. The accrued numbers of kilowatt hours of electrical
energy per year are identified in the shaded bars on the right. The
dollar value numbers are at that hundred dollars per kilowatt hour.
The point of this plot, in contrast to the earlier one, is that it
does not have the step change due to the advent of the space-based OTV in
1995. It means, if we had an electrodynamic power tether, we could start
beneficially utilizing the full available amount of scavenged angular
momentum right from the beginning. We could begin as soon as the Space
Station is in operation with the capability to sustain such a tether
system.
The conclusions that I had made were very close to the ones that
Georg had listed. In order to keep on schedule I will skip that slide.
My presentation had originally been planned for a longer time so there
are some additional slides in the package which I have left there for
information.
Thank you for your attention.
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THE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS TETHERED PLATFORM (SATP) PROJECT
F. Bevilacqua(1), P.Merlina(2) and A.Anselmi(3)
Aeritalia Space Systems Group, Torino, Italy
Background
The capabilities of tether systems In orbit are going to he
demonstrated by the first three planned flights of the
Tethered Satellite System (TSS),a joint US-Italian project
now in the advanced development stage. As is well known,
these test flights will investigate the properties of tether
systems as low-altitude atmospheric research facilities and
as electric power generators.
Many more applications of tethers have been proposed in the
years since the ideas of the late G.Colombo started to circu-
late in the space community, some of which may be realized on
the planned Space Station. In fact,applications of tethers to
the Space Station, for both Space Station initial configura-
tion and later extension of Space Station capabilities,are
already the subject of. a number of studies being performed
both in the US and in Italy on the initiative of NASA and the
Italian Space Agency/National Space Plan (PSN). Such studies
are being conducted separately,with the purpose of testing a
variety of concepts and approaches. A comparative analysis of
results will allow the choosing of the most promising ideas
for further development. The broad range of applications
presently under study includes applications in electrodyna-
mics .transportation, microgravity in addition to basic re-
search.
Concerning the studies performed in Italy, PSN -has decided
to concentrate effort on those applications that show promise
of an early use on the Space Station. The guidelines Issued
by PSN in its award to Aeritalia call for emphasis on two
main subjects:
- a Science and Applications Tethered Platform (SATP), as a
general-purpose,reconfigurable support for experimentation
in science and technology; and
- a Tethered Teleoperator Manoeuvering System (TTMS), as a
basic tool for a variety of operational uses ranging from
payload launch and retrieval to Shuttle docking.
(1) Director, Special Studies Department
(2) Study Manager, TSS Applications to the Space Station
(3) Advanced Studies Office
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The main thrust of the Aerltalla effort (8070 is to be
devoted to the SATP Definition Study; the remaining 20? is to
be devoted to an analytical study of the teleoperator concept
leading to a feasibility assessment. Basic science applica-
tions are to take precedence over technological applications.
The SATP Definition Study is divided In two phases, the
first devoted to assessment of applications and selection of
the. most promising of them,and the second to preliminary
system design. An important part of the Study is identifica-
tion of goals and requirements, and later design, of a
functional scaled down replica of SATP to be used for testing
the fundamental features of SATP on a dedicated Shuttle
flight. At the end of the first s^udy phase, recommendations
will be submitted to PSN concerning the demonstration
mission. '
According to the initial concept, the SATP platform is to
be located In one of the two stable llbration points along
the orbit radial direction. The tether may be up to 20 km
long. Platform design should aim at modularity with a resour-
ces module including power, communication, attitude and ther-
mal control and data handling subsystems, and a payload
module for the experimental apparatus. Platform mass may be
up to 50 tons and provisions should be made such that experi-
ments lasting several months without interruption may be
accommodated.
Inquiry on Interests and requirements of potential SATP users
Since the main user of SATP will be the sc ient i f ic communi-
t y , i t was d e t e r m i n e d I m p o r t a n t to s tar t our s t u d y w i t h an
inquiry directed to potential users. As a f i rs t step, a "Call
f o r Ideas" q u e s t i o n n a i r e 1 w a s sent b e t w e e n M a r c h a n d A p r i l
19^5 to some 200 representatives of selected sc ient i f ic In-
s t i tut ions In the USA and Europe.
I t was r ea l i zed f r o m the s tar t that this i n q u i r y w o u l d
require a long t ime In order to produce a level of detail in
potential user proposals such that decisions could be based
on them, w i th repeated rounds of interaction between Aer l ta -
l ia and the addressees e x p e c t e d . H o w e v e r , on ly a pe r iod of
eight m o n t h s was ava i l ab le for the phase of the D e f i n i t i o n
Study l ead ing to a se lec t ion among c o m p e t i n g opt ions . A
c o m p r o m i s e so lu t ion was f o u n d as f o l l o w s . F i r s t , i t was
d e c i d e d that the b u l k of addressees should be chosen f r o m
among people already well acquainted w i t h the properties of
tether systems (in e f fec t , all those having submi t t ed propo-
sals for the TSS p a y l o a d s ) , s o that l e a r n i n g t i m e w o u l d be
reduced to a m i n i m u m . As a second step, it was d e c i d e d to
i m m e d i a t e l y s tar t s tudy o f - t h o s e app l i c a t i ons t ha t , in the
opinion of the study team, of fered the most promise for SATP
use, even t h o u g h c o n f i r m a t i o n of the v a l i d i t y of . cho ices
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w o u l d come only later. The ideas se lec ted for in i t ia l s t udy
were: (1) a tethered pla t form for microgravi ty research, and
(2) an as t ronomica l obse rva t ion p l a t f o r m r e q u i r i n g p rec i se
pointing.
Resu l t s of the i n q u i r y . Response to the "Call for Ideas" has
been encouraging, considering the l imited audience selected
and the short t i m e ava i lab le , w i t h about 20 % re tu rns to
date. The most promising suggestions received are listed in
Table 1. C o m m u n i c a t i o n w i t h respondees is in progress in
order to gain a be t te r u n d e r s t a n d i n g of- the r e q u i r e m e n t s
posed by the proposals.
Our in i t ia l a s s u m p t i o n of a keen in te res t in the SATP
p r o j e c t by the m i c r o g r a v i t y sc ience c o m m u n i t y has been
c o n f i r m e d by the f i r s t round of con tac t s w i t h po ten t i a l
users. This is evident f r o m the quality and number of propo-
Microgravity &_ Materials Science
Biotechnology
Organic & Inorganic Crystal Growth
Radiobiology
Pharmaceutical Product ion
Measurement of Chemical React ion Rate Constants
Scattering of Molecular Beams
Envi ronmenta l Ef fec t s on Chemical Reactions & Macromolecules
Di f fus ion & Convection Phenomena
Plasma. Physics _& Electrodynamics
Electron Dis t r ibut ion of Ionospheric Plasma
Plasma Wave Propagation
Active Beam-Plasma Interaction
Mapping of Thermal Plasma Motion
Particle-Plasma Interaction
Power Generation
Geophysics ^ Atmospher ic Physics
Cosmic Dust Collection
Simulation of Planetary Environments
Earth Observation by High-Resolution Solid-State Sensors
Geomagnetic Field Mapping
Crustal /Core Geomagnetic pield Anomaly Mapping
M e a s u r e m e n t of E l e c t r i c F i e l d s i n t h e A t m o s p h e r e
(Thunders to rms)
Interplanetary M e d i u m - Solar-Terrestrial Relat ionship
Table j_ . S u m m a . r y of Proposals for SATP A p p l i c a t i o n f r o m
"Call for Ideas".
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sals, .some of them actually, coming f rom groups of scientists
w i t h interests in several disciplines. The stated reasons for
such interest include:
- the large number of opportunities for investigators o f fe red
by a permanent faci l i ty;
- the availability of high power; :
- the good p r o j e c t e d qua l i ty of the e n v i r o n m e n t , both f r o m
the point of view of d y n a m i c a l s tab i l i ty and of f r e e d o m
from contaminat ion; and
- the inherent capability of tether systems of providing, if
- r e q u i r e d , a g rav i ty f i e ld var iab le bo th in m a g n i t u d e
(wi th in a range limited by tether length) and in direction.
Response f rom the astronomy and astrophysics communi ty has
been l i m i t e d thus f a r . P resen t -day and p l a n n e d f r e e - f l y i n g
o b s e r v a t o r i e s a p p e a r a d e q u a t e f o r t h e n e e d s o f these
d i sc ip l i ne s , w h e r e a s the advan tages of a t e the r s y s t e m for
s u c h app l i ca t ions is not as c lear as for m l c r o g r a v i t y .
Investigation of this application is nevertheless cont inuing,
in the hope that once the capabi l i t ies of t h e . s y s t e m for
s tab i l iza t ion and f i l t e r i n g of d y n a m i c a l d i s t u r b a n c e s have
been d e m o n s t r a t e d , a s t r o n o m e r s and a s t rophys i c i s t s w i l l
reconsider SATP value.
A c o n s i d e r a b l e n u m b e r of proposals concerns E a r t h and
P lane ta ry Phys ic s and the Phys ic s of the A t m o s p h e r e . Yet
ano the r g roup of proposa ls conce rns app l i ca t ions of the
electrodynamic tether. Many of them are s imilar to or develop
ideas already submit ted .for TSS. However they would benefi t
f rom longer exper iment t imes o f fe red by SATP and the explora-
t ion of a region of space d i f f e r e n t f r o m tha t access ib le to
the Shut t le . Since the se lec t ion of app l i ca t i ons for the
p r o o f - o f - c o n c e p t Shu t t l e - f l i g h t i s . t he more u rgen t s t u d y
task, and since proof of the electrodynamic tether concept is
a l ready the sub j ec t of TSS f l igh t s 1 and 3, app l i ca t ions
r e q u i r i n g a c o n d u c t i n g t e the r have been ass igned a lower
p r i o r i t y in the ear ly par t of the SATP s t u d y . H o w e v e r , f u r -
ther s tudy will be devoted to them wi th the intent of making
a separate proposal for e l e c t r o d y n a m i c s y s t e m s I n c l u d i n g
power generation. • -. • -
System Studies .
Independent of the issue of possible uses o f • S A T P , a number
•of f u n d a m e n t a l r p r o b l e m s have to be investigated, in order to
assess the feasibi l i ty and usefulness of a tether system as a
- p e r m a n e n t ' fac.il i ty on the Space S ta t ion . These concern the
i ssue of l i f e t i m e and r e l i a b i l i t y of the s y s t e m as a w h o l e ;
the i m p a c t s of the t e t h e r s y s t e m on the Space Sta t ion; and
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the sharing of resources between Station and SATP Platform.
Space Env i ronmen t P r o b l e m s . The l i f e t i m e of the te ther
system in orbit depends on the impact rate of meteorites and
debr is on the t e ther and on the degrada t ion rate of te ther
construction materials under exposure to ionospheric atomic
oxygen. Estimates of the impact probability are complicated
by the considerable uncerta inty in the actual and projected
meteor i t e s a n d ' d e b r i s f l u x . In add i t ion , resul ts a re depen-
den t on the way te ther damage is m o d e l l e d . A c c o r d i n g to the
current models, man-made debris is the most important source
of te ther impac t haza rd s for a 500-km orb i t and a t e the r of
0.5 cm or larger d i a m e t e r ( R e f . l ) . P r e l i m i n a r y ca lcu la t ions
lead to an e s t i m a t e d l i f e t i m e as low as 0.5 years for a
single-strand a luminum tether of 1 cm diameter at a 95 per-
cent probability level. Life t imes longer by about a fac tor 3
are ob ta ined for m e t a l s such as copper ( R e f . 2 ) . A l t h o u g h
model uncertaint ies might easily lead to calculated l i fet imes
d i f f e r i n g by 2 orders of m a g n i t u d e or more ( R e f . 3 ) , such
results do po in t to a f u n d a m e n t a l p r o b l e m that has to be
inves t iga ted in de ta i l b e f o r e long-dura t ion t e the r exper i -
ments a re in i t i a ted . R e g a r d i n g d e g r a d a t i o n , the corros ive
effec t of atomic oxygen on synthetic materials such as Kevlar
and Kapton a re wel l k n o w n . Poss ib le so lu t ions now be ing
s tud ied inc lude meta l coa t ing and a l t e r n a t i v e ' t e t h e r mate -
rials. The results of the tether l i f e t ime s tudy wil l lead to
recommendations for optimal tether diameter and 'compos i t ion ,
w i t h impac t s on s y s t e m p a r a m e t e r s such as t e ther mass and
m a x i m u m l eng th and hence t e c h n i q u e s for car ry ing i t into
orbit and deploying.
Tether Sys tems for Space Stat ion. An ea r ly a s se s smen t of
the impact of a tether system on the Space Station is neces-
sary in order that the Space Station retains the f lexibi l i ty
of e m p l o y i n g te thers in i ts p resen t design and la ter ex ten -
sion.The main areas of conce rn inc lude d i s p l a c e m e n t of the
center of g rav i ty of the Space Stat ion c o m p l e x , added drag
and hindrance to visual observations and to operations by the
STS and OMV In the p r o x i m i t y of the S ta t ion . None of these
problems appears insurmountable if the possibili ty of housing
te thers is taken into account in Space Stat ion design f r o m
the start.
Resources Sharing. The e x t e n t to w h i c h SATP can be cons i -
dered a user of Space Sta t ion resources , r a ther than p rov i -
d ing for i t s own needs , i s very i m p o r t a n t for SATP des ign .
T r a n s f e r of p o w e r and data th rough the t e ther , i f f e a s i b l e ,
could lead to considerable s impli f icat ion of system and sub-
system design. Therefore studies have been initiated at Aerl-
talla on the use of the t e t he r as a power l ine and as a
c o m m u n i c a t i o n l ink w i t h opt ica l f i b e r s . C o n s i d e r a t i o n s In -
clude tether technology, safety, reliability an'd compatibi l i -
ty wi th the pr imary sc ient i f ic uses of SATP.
' T h e outcome of the activities s o ' f a r described is expected
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to lead to the sizing of SATP and to establishing system
technical requirements.
The Elevator System
Although the guidelines of the PSN award to Aerltalia call
for a general-purpose platform, concept developments up to
now have led to specialized designs for microgravity, precise
pointing and electrodynamic applications. The issue of mutual
compatibility of applications will he addressed when the
requirements for each application/are established to a suffi-
cient level of detail.
In addition to cleanliness and high power, the requirements
of microgravity applications call for a very stable dynamical
environment with residual acceleration much smaller than 10"^
g as well as the possibility of modulating the gravity level
or of obtaining differential measurements at locations with
different gravity levels. This has led to the consideration
of a moving Elevator along a tether deployed to a fixed
length. Such a system has already been proposed as. a solution
to the complex control problems associated with retrieval or
the entire tether system (Re.f. '4).
Since radial acceleration changes with position along the
tether (at a rate of approximately 3.7x10" g per km of
distance from center of gravity), the Elevator would be able
to attain residual gravity levels different from zero. The
minimum residual acceleration is attained with the mobile
laboratory located in.the Space Station - Tether System orbit
center (the point where gravity exactly balances centrifugal
acceleration).
After .consideration of sources of dynamical disturbances, a
reasonable design objective awpears to be attainment of an
acceleration upper limit of 10~" g. The residual acceleration
is mostly due to the harmonics of the Earth gravity field, to
residual llbrations and to thermal l o n g i t u d i n a l
oscillations.The attainment of such a goal is dependent on
the control of libration amplitudes to less than 10~-' radians
and effective Insulation of the microgravity facility from
disturbances originating in the Space Station and propagating
along the tether.
Investigation of the Elevator concept at Aeritalia Is con-
tinuing, including configuration studies and Elevator
translation methods.
The Pointing Platform . .
The idea of using the gravity gradient tension in the
tet-her to provide two-degree-of-freedom attitude control of a
pointing platform originates with a proposal by L.n.LemV-e of
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N A S A A m e s R e s e a r c h C e n t e r ( R e f . 5 ) . T h e n a t u r a l o r i en ta t ion
of the tether system along the vertical makes it suitable not
only for Earth observation purposes, but also for astronomi-
cal observations if SATP p la t form were endowed wi th an inde-
pendent capabili ty for changing pointing direction away f rom
the vertical. As w i t h other possible SATP applications, such
an observatory would take advantage of the facil i t ies of the
Station for main tenance and repair while being isolated f rom
contaminat ion and mechanical disturbances.
The pointing pla t form concept relies on the tether tension
itself to provide a restoring torque against disturbances via
displacement of the SATP a t tachment point. In principle, this
provides the ab i l i t y to cont ro l d i s t u r b a n c e s c o m i n g f r o n
libration and displacements of the center of gravity aboard
the p l a t fo rm. Computer s imula t ion of the control in an idea-
lized case assuming perfect mechanism response and error-free
at t i tude measurement shov/s that stabil ization wi th in arcse-
cond m a g n i t u d e can , in p r i n c i p l e , be ach i eved on an ac tual
system .
a technological point of view the problem is to handle
even the mos t m i n u t e d i s t u r b a n c e s by means of a re la t ive ly
s t rong f o r c e such as t 'ension, so as to s a t i s f y the t igh t
a c c u r a c y r e q u i r e m e n t s of a f i n e - p o i n t i n g app l ica t ion . The
areas of present investigation Include design of the movable
at tachment mechanism, ident i f ica t ion of a robust control law
al lowing for sensor and hardware errors, -and hardware de f in i -
tion .
The Demonstration program
The f i rs t phase of the SATP Defini t ion Study wil l end w i t h
recommendat ions toward development of a Shutt le f l ight test
of the per formance of the basic features of SATP. The demon-
stration should provide the confidence needed to initiate a
f u l l - s c a l e e f f o r t devoted to i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of a t e t h e r e d
p l a t f o r m on the Space S ta t ion . The test f l i g h t c o u l d be
scheduled as early as 19BQ.
Both cost and s c h e d u l e c o n s t r a i n t s i m p o s e a n e c e s s i t y to
re-use to the m a x i m u m poss ib le e x t e n t the h a r d w a r e a l r eady
under development for the STS-based TSS flights. In part icu-
lar, use of the same dep loye r is m a n d a t o r y . T h e r e f o r e the
demonstrat ion should be a proof-of-concept rather than a fu l l
test of SATP in a down-scaled configurat ion.
Progress of the A e r i t a l i a w o r k so far I n d i ca t e s that the
demonstra t ion may concern two concepts:
- a d e m o n s t r a t i o n of the e l e v a t o r as a m e a n s of a c h i e v i n g a
residual acceleration f ield at center of force suitable for
the microgravi ty- lab appl ica t ion; and
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- a d e m o n s t r a t i o n of the SATP m o v a b l e a t t a c h m e n t poin t
concept for the f ine pointing application.
Regarding the microgravi ty application, one is mainly con-
cerned wi th perturbing accelerations and disturbances propa-
ga t ing along the t e ther . These are o r ig ina t ed m a i n l y by the
Space Stat ion and by Elevator m o t i o n . D i s t u r b a n c e s c o m i n g
f rom these sources excite vibrations w i t h a rate of damping
inc reas ing w i t h f r e q u e n c y , but also a series of resonances
wi th peaks not easily modelled because of the complexity of
p h e n o m e n a involved . A n o t h e r u n k n o w n in the p r o b l e m is the
magni tude of the expected natural damping and/or what methods
could be used for ac t ive ly a t t en u a t i n g the d i s tu rbances . A
Shuttle test of an Elevator model would therefore be valuable
f o r s t u d y i n g s u c h p h e n o m e n a , ev a l u a t i n g t h e e f f e c t s a n d
tes t ing on the f i e ld p rac t i ca l d i s t u r b a n c e suppress ion
techniques.
Concerning the f ine-point ing application, the demonstrat ion
wil l address a t t i tude motion and libratlon-control properties
of the movable attachment point concept. The main problem of
this new means of a t t i tude stabilization is devising suitable
control techniques when sys tem dynamics as complex as those
out l ined above are p re sen t . Tether tension represents bo th
the cont ro l fo r ce and the m a j o r source of d i s t u r b a n c e s . The
control system mus t be able to neutral ize tether disturbances
and to provide the small control torque needed to counteract
e x t e r n a l p e r t u r b a t i o n s . The con t ro l s t ra tegy cou ld be of a
double-loop type. Hardware and so f tware opt imizat ion would
b e n e f i t f r o m an on -o rb i t test due to the c o m p l e x i t y of the
overall system dynamics .
One f u n d a m e n t a l i s sue c o n c e r n s the e x t e n t to w h i c h a
demonstrat ion mission of a scaled down SATP w i t h the Shuttle
in the usual 300-km orbit consti tutes proof-of-concept of a
full-scale mission in a 500-km orbit . Similari ty theory re-
q u i r e s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of su i tab le d imens ionless parameters
cha rac t e r i s t i c of each phys ica l aspect one wan t s to m o d e l ,
and scaling such that those parameters are l e f t unchanged. In
practice, implementation of full or partial similari ty condi-
tions may prove unpractical or unfeas ib le . Even in this case,
a STS fl ight test would be significant as a means of valida-
ting the mathematical model describing the dynamics and con-
trol, by comparison between predicted and actual system beha-
viour.
Conclusions
The SATP P ro j ec t D e f i n i t i o n Study i s now about m i d w a y
t h r o u g h i t s f i r s t phase . The analyses c o n d u c t e d up to now
have led to an appraisal of users interest in the project and
to a deeper u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the p r o b l e m s a s soc ia t ed w i t h
large, long- l ived t e the r s y s t e m s in space. Tn a d d i t i o n , two
s p e c i a l i z e d p l a t f o r m des igns , d e v o t e d t o m i c r o g r a v i t y and
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precise pointing"applications, are being studied because of
their potential usefulness and the promise of technical fea-
sibility.
The second phase of the Definition Study will mainly be
concerned with developing configuration options for a Shut-
tle-based demonstration flight devoted to the validation of
the above mentioned specialized platform designs. Further
development, subject to a positive decision on the continua-
tion of the project by NASA and the Italian Space Agency, may
lead to the realization of such a flight as early as 1989.
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The Technology Applications in Space Working Group was established by NASA to
evaluate proposed tether applications and to formulate and make recommenda-
tions relative to the tether applications program. The initial proposals
addressed by this group were the recommendations from the first Tether Work-
shop held in Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1983. The TAS Working Group has
reviewed the tether applications program annually and published a program
plan each year since its creation. This program plan summarizes the results
contained in the individual project plans produced by the group's members in
each of the tether applications discipline areas:
1. Electrodynamic Interactions
2. Transportation
3. Gravity Utilization
*K Constellations
5. Technology and Test
6. Science Applications
which were, and are, the basis of the workshop organization.
As a member of the TAS Working Group and representing NASA's Langley Research
Center, which is a technology center, I have been responsible for the defini-
tion of the Technology and Test of Tether Applications Project Plan. This
plan is specifically concerned with the definition of the technology develop-
ments and test requirements associated with the implementation of the various
TAS discipline programs as well as tether applications that could provide
technology-related data. The continuing recommendations contained in both
the workshop report and the annual Technology and Test project plan are
associated with the development of the technology relative to:
1. Tether Materials and Configurations
2. Tether System Dynamic Simulation Capability
3. Tether System Instrumentation (System performance
monitoring and control)
4-. TAS Program Related Science Instrumentation
5. Atmospheric/Aerothermodynamic (STARFAC)
tethered system research
6. TAS Discipline Program Accomplishment, i.e.
System Components
Figure 1 provides a summary of the TAS Technology Issues for each of the
disciplines as well as the recommended technology mission—Atmospheric/
Aerothermodynamic Technology.
As a result of the near-term implications of the electrodynamic tether (TSS-1
and Space Station potential) and atmospheric/aerothermodynamic tethered
system research (TSS-2 and STARFAC), these two applications have received
high priorities, and the development of the technology required to advance/
implement these concepts is being strongly recommended by the TAS Working
Group.
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To enable these tether applications, design and development programs have
been recommended and are presently underway relative to the demonstration of
the hollow cathode concept which is an enabling electrodynamic tether mission
technology. Additionally, studies relative to tether insulation and insula-
tion coatings are being initiated. Finally, the realization of the electro-
dynamic tether concept's potential requires the development of high voltage
components and high performance tether conductors as well as a tether damage
detection capability and performance monitoring and control instrumentation.
Such instrumentation is critical to all tether applications and is considered
to be an enabling technology.
Relative to the Atmospheric/Aerothermodynamic tether application, studies
have been underway to establish the feasibility and define the limitations of
the Shuttle Aerothermodynamic Research Facility (STARFAC) or tethered wind-
tunnel concept. These studies have established the feasibility, but not the
limitations, to date. The studies have also identified a need for a high-
temperature tether to extend the research capability of the concept to alti-
tudes compatible with data required by on-going and proposed NASA flight
programs. As is the case with the electrodynamic tether, the success of the
STARFAC is contingent on the development of the required engineering instru-
mentation for system performance monitoring and control. Additionally, since
STARFAC is a technology research concept, its success is dependent on the
development of the required research/science instrumentation.
Finally, the TAS Working Group has recognized the need for a capability/
technique with which to accomplish tether concept tests and simplfied
missions which do not require the TSS. The concept of an expendable tether
system is being studied to satisfy this need.
The NASA input, then to the present (1985) tether workshop, will provide a
detailed review of the concepts and programs described above as follows:
1. TSS-2 Atmospheric/Aerothermodynamic Proposal/Status
2. STARFAC - Program Definition
a) Mission Simulation Results
b) Instrumentation Definition Study Results
3. Tether Materials Study Results
^. Expendable Tether Concept
5. Electrodynamic Tether Technology
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First Day Presentation at the. Venice Workshop
Tethered Constellations
Speaker: Dr. E. Lorenzini, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
This presentation briefly addresses the studies that have been carried out
so far on Tethered Constellations since the last Tether Workshop in Williams-
burg, Virginia in 1983.
A definition of "tethered constellation" is required since there is some-
times a great deal of misunderstanding. A tethered constellation is any number
of masses/platforms greater than two connected by tethers in a stable configura-
tion.
Viewpraph ttl
In general we can have 1~D, 2-D and 3-D constellations. In order to design
a passively stabilized tethered constellation we must resort to every non-
negligible force or gradient that is available in low orbit. The vertical
gravity gradient is. the strongest of all but there are also differential air
drag, electrodynamic forces, J12 gravity components and others. A combination
of the above mentioned forces can be exploited in order to provide a stable
configuration.
Viewgraph #2
The study plan on tethered constellations was very well defined by NASA at
the workshop in Williamsburg: tethered constellations were divided in two
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different categories. On the right side of the figure there are the so-called
"dynamic constellations." The adjective "dynamic" is not completely appropri-
ate, however their name means that a tethered constellation is rotating with
respect to the orbiting reference frame. On the left side of the same figure
there are the "steady state constellations." Again the adjective "steady state"
is somewhat misleading because these constellations rotate at orbital rate so
that "steady state" must be intended with respect to the orbiting reference
frame. In this category there are 1-D, vertical constellations like the one on
the far left of the figure; the so-called "fish-bone" constellations, in the
center of the figure and the'1-D, horizontal constellations.
Viewgraph &J . '
Tethered constellations can be used for many different applications such as
the micro-g/variable-g laboratory or the multi-probe laboratory where separate
probes are distributed along a vertical tether in order to measure gradients of
geophysical quantities. These two systems can be operated either by the Shuttle
or by the Space Station. A possible strategy is to use the Shuttle for testing
the system and the Space Station for the permanent facility. Another applica-
tion of tethered'constellations is the ULF/ELF phased antenna; namely three
'masses are on the tether and a current is flowing alternatively in the upper and
lower tether in order to inject a square electromagnetic wave into the iono-
sphere. Beside the issues related to the detectability of the signal on the
ground, this system requires an investigation of the constellation dynamics
forced by the electrodynamic drag and thrust associated with the wave injection
process.
The space elevator is an application studied by Aeritalia. A'tether with
an end mass/platform is attached to the Shuttle providing a rail for the motion
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of the space elevator. The space elevator can be used to transport materials to
and from the end mass that in this case is a storage area. The space elevator,
when operated near the orbit center of the entire system (zero acceleration
point) can be used as a micro-g/variable-g laboratory.
With reference to the Space Station, possible attachment points of tethers
to the Space Station are in the upper deck and lower deck. If two tether sys-
tems (one up and one down) are operated simultaneously the resulting configura-
tion is a tethered constellation.
The last category of applications listed in the viewgraph is formed by
free-flying tethered constellations; free-flying meaning that they are not
attached to a mother station. An example are the 2-D constellations: four or
more masses are kept in relative fixed positions by tethers in order to have a-
physical separation of activities within the same space vehicle.
Another idea, generated at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, is
the variable baseline tethered interferometer. A tethered system with three
masses rotates on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight to the source. The
two end masses carry the mirrors while the interference fringes of the incoming
signal are measured at the platform in the middle. By varying the tether length
(variable baseline) a two-dimensional scanning of the source is performed.
In the area of the 2-D constellations, electrodynamically stabilized con-
stellation can be used to provide an external stable frame for giant reflectors.
Viewgraph «4
This viewgraph summarizes the studies that have been performed on the
various types of constellations. The major goal of the investigation was to
288
access feasibility of different configurations. Most of the studies were fo-
cused lately on the 1~D, vertical constellations which appear to be the most
promising configurations.
Viewgraph #5
Some general comments on the stability of tethered constellations are shown
in this viewgraph. I'D, vertical constellations are definitely preferable from
the stability point of view to 1-D, horizontal 'constellations: the vertical
gravity gradient dominates the differential air drag at Space Station altitude
while at lower altitude (150-200 km), where differential air drag can become
relatively strong, the orbital lifetime is very limited. Regarding the 2-D
constellations a convenient way for achieving a stable configuration is by
exploiting the gravity gradient for overall attitude stability (constellation's
minimum ,axis of inertia must be along the local vertical) while differential
forces such as air'drag or electrodynamic forces are used to stretch the con-
stellation horizontally in order to provide shape stability.
Viewgraph #&
Stability constraints for the 1-D, horizontal constellations are shown in
this viewgraph. The fundamental parameter is the differential ballistic coeffi-
cient of the two end bodies that in the case of a massive front body and a
voluminous rear body (balloon) is equal to the ballistic coefficient of the
latter. The table shows maximum tether lengths for static stability along the
local horizon, and orbital decay rates. Results are strongly dependent on the
atmospheric density conditions. By assuming a ballistic coefficient of 10 m2/kg
for the rear balloon (twice as much the Echo balloon's ballistic coefficient),
the table shows that tether lengths and orbital lifetimes are contrasting re-
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quirements and they are never' sufficiently satisfied in the altitude range of
interest. In general it must be said that a passively stabilized horizontal
constellation is justified by a long lifetime mission requirement whereas a
constellation designed for a short lifetime can more easily use active stabili-
zation.
Viewgraph #7
The "fish-bone" configuration was the first proposed 2-D constellation. A
"fish-bone" constellation can be reduced to an equivalent 1-D, horizontal con-
stellation if the overall ballistic coefficient of the rear leg (ballons +
tethers) and the front leg are respectively concentrated at the end of the
horizontal tether. Actually the stability of a "fish-bone" constellation is
even more marginal than a comparable 1-D, horizontal constellation because a I
lower, rear (equivalent) ballistic coefficient is attainable in the "fish-bone"
due to the greater complexity of the system.
yiewgraph «8
This viewgraph shows two of the alternative configurations for 2-D constel-
lations that we have developed at SAO. Both of them use differential air drag
for the shape stability while the gravity gradient provides the overall attitude
stability only, in accordance with the comments expressed in viewgraph #5. They
are therefore called drag stabilized constellations or DSC. Differently from
the "fish-bone" constellations air drag and gravity gradient do not fight each
other in a DSC. ' • '
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Viewgraph &9_ . . .
2-D configurations similar to those previously presented are shown in this
viewgraph. The first one on the left is like the quadrangular DSC except that a
current flowing in the outer loop provide the shape stability of the system.
The current interacts with the earth magnetic field and it generates electrody-
namic forces that, depending on the current direction, push the constellation
perpendicularly to the local current like the air inside a balloon. They are
called electrodynamic stabilized constellations - or ESC. The configuration on
the right uses the same principle with a different geometry. The outer loop is
acted upon by distributed gravity gradient forces and distributed electrodynamic
forces.. The two lumped masses provide extra attitude stability without affect-
ing the shape. The resulting shape is very similar to an ellipse apart from
being more flat at the apeces so that these constellations are called pseudo-
elliptical constellations or PEC. PEC's can provide a stable external frame for
a two-dimensional reflector or similar, in space.
Viewgraph #10
The studies on tethered constellations are now concentrating on the 1-D,
vertical constellation with 3 masses for micro-g/variable-g applications (from
now on called g-platform). The g-platform is operated from the Space Station
whose mass, at the time this investigation started, was 90.6 metric tons. A 10
km tether is attached to the Space Station and ballasted at the end with a 9.06
metric ton mass. The center of the orbit (zero-g acceleration point) of the
system is 1.2 m lower than the system c.m. The center of the orbit is the point
where the micro-g laboratory is located for conducting micro-g experiments,
whereas the laboratory will be moved up or down along the tether to perform
variable-g experiments.
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Viewgraph
In the effort to access what acceleration level is attainable with such a
system, the constellation dynamics has been simulated over some orbits. Simula-
tions are preliminary and perturbations such as transverse wire dynamics and
Space Station orbital variations are not accounted for yet. Nevertheless this
simulations give an idea of what order of magnitude for the acceleration has to
be expected at the best of the system performance. In the simulations an accel-
eration level around 10"Bg has been attained; 'this value being primarily lim-
ited by the Jj component of the gravity field. The J3 component forces the
system to librate and also directly and indirectly (through libration) stretches
the tethers longitudinally. Longitudinal tether vibrations accounts for the
behavior of the radial acceleration component shown in the figure. The low
frequency variation is not abatable (being the steady state component) while the
high frequency components can be damped out by appropriate longitudinal dampers
(missing in the present simulation).
Viewgraph
Further studies on the g-platform have been carried .out including the
deployment of the system from the Space .Station and .the damping of longitudinal,
librational and transverse (llt mode) vibrations. Successful deployment in less
than 3.5 hours has already been demonstrated while appropriate damping algo-
rithms have been devised.
Viewgraph #13'
The conclusions are therefore as follows. The 1-D, horizontal, passively
stabilized constellations have been ruled out on the basis of what pointed out
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before. "Fish-bone" constellations have been similarly ruled out, whereas
alternative, stable, 2-D configurations have been devised such as the ESC's, the
DSC's and PEC's. Typical dimensions for these constellations are 10 km (hori-
zontal) by 20 km (vertical) with balloon diameters around 100 m in the case of a
DSC and a power consumption around 7 KW for an ESC or PEC.
Viewgraph
1-D, vertical constellations are very stable with a variety of different
applications. A 3-mass system can be conveniently used as a micro-g/variable-g
laboratory. Such a system shows promises of providing an acceleration level
better than the 10"5g level attainable on board the Space Station plus the
additional, important option of having a variable/controlled g-level whenever
desired.
1-D, vertical constellations with many masses -along the tether can be used
as a multi-probe system to collect simultaneous data at different locations
along the local vertical. The capability of measuring geophysical gradients
would be greatly enhanced by such a system.
Tethered constellations are showing many intriguing and unexpected capabil-
ities: all the necessary ingredients are by now available and some of the
options are already taking shape. Additional fantasy could transform this
already numerous dishes into a tremendous menu.
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TETHER DYNAMICS MOVIE
Joe Loftus
NASA/JSC
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Joe Loftus presented a film on tethers in space as the final
speaker of the day. The film is an animated tutorial which uses
computer graphics to illustrate the various uses of tethers and the
dynamics of using a tether in space.
The movie is 21 minutes in duration and available in either VHS or
16-mm format. More information may be obtained from:
Robert Brown
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Mail Code FM-7
Houston, TX 77058
(713) 483-4751
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SCIENCE APPLICATIONS PANEL SUMMARY REPORT
The panel took into consideration two different aspects: those
having to do with the very first missions of tethered satellites, and
those to be considered for a somewhat far-term future which imply new
developments or new technology.
Concerning the near future of TSS, it was clear that the scientific
objectives outlined in the Williamsburg workshop and confirmed by the
large number of proposals received in response to the TSS announcement of
opportunity are essentially well established.
A presentation was made of the scientific experiments to be flown on
the TSS-1 mission, which also considered the critical areas to be given
special attention from the very beginning. Also, a list of broad areas
to be taken into account for the following atmospheric mission was
discussed. In general, the panel emphasized the need to consider the
integrated character of the payloads which, in turn, requires careful
attention to achieve full coverage of science. Understanding the
electric and magnetic environment requires tethered satellites (or
platforms) to be clean from the standpoint of electric and magnetic
contamination to keep undesired noise below the expected level of sig-
nificant measurements. Understanding the dynamics of the tether and
improving atmospheric models are also essential goals, since accurate
knowledge in this field is necessary to make possible some of the most
interesting applications (among them, studies on gravity and geomagnetic
anomalies) near Earth and/or to plan future advanced TSS missions or
tether applications to space stations.
In particular, the panel felt appropriate to recommend all possible
efforts to:
o improve the EMC/EMI properties of tethered satellites or
platforms
o improve their DC magnetic cleanliness
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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o complement the payload with sensitive, low-power dynamical
packages (accelerometer, tensiometers, etc.)
o stimulate close cooperation between dynamiclsts and aeronomlsts
to get reliable dynamical and atmospheric models
As concerns the low altitude atmospheric missions, the panel discussed
the broad areas of interest (listed In .table 1) in connection with
possible extensions to altitudes below approximately 130 km from the
ground. Some possible experiments were presented. P. Dickinson
discussed the interest to measure the concentration of atomic oxygen,
highly variable in the 90 to 130 km range, by local measurements of
resonant fluorescence at 130 nm using a lamp on TSS. (The basic idea is
described in the paper by Dickinson et al. entitled "Lower Thermosphere
Densities of N ,0 and Ar Under High Latitude Winter Conditions", Appendix
1) D. Cobb discussed a concept of global density mapping of various
ionospheric species utilizing bistatic LIDAR, based on triangulated
photometric observations from TSS of a fluorescent column excited by a
laser on the Shuttle (see the paper by D. McComas et al. entitled
"Bistatic LIDAR Experiment Proposed for The Shuttle/Tethered Satellite
System Missions", Appendix 2.) Table 2 summarizes the reasons of interest
and challenges in the lowered TSS missions.
As concerns possible applications of tethers to space stations, the
panel heard the presentation by E. Anselmi on the Science Applications
Tethered Platform. Although ideas have been set up by the geophysical
and plasma communities, the apparently limited interest by the astro-
nomical community was pointed out. The panel recommends that careful
attention be devoted to investigating stability and pointing features of
the platform, to check the possibility of using it for astronomical
purposes.
The panel also devoted much attention to future scientific
applications of tethered satellites. The development of tethered
satellite technology offers exciting new possibilities for improved
measurements on future solar terrestrial space missions. Tethered
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satellites suspended from orbiting space vehicles will be an excellent
means for studying planetary atmospheres during future survey missions.
Instruments at the end of long tethers may be used to collect samples
during comet or asteroid rendezous missions.
Concerning remote sensing from space, the concept of stereoscopic
observations from tethered platforms for Improved cartography has been
further developed since the Wllllamsburg meeting. (See the contributions
by S. Vetrella and A. Moccia entitled "High Resolution Remote Sensing
Missions of a Tethered Satellite.") Two concepts have been anlayzed.
The first involves successive observations along the ground track using a
solid-state array detector on a tethered satellite. The second consists
of two synthetic aperture radars (SARs) placed vertically on a single
tether. Each SAR provides high resolution of surface detail while
interferometry between the two SARs gives height information.
Several ideas were discussed concerning future applications of
tethers for basic scientific research. These included experimental
concepts for testing fundamental physical laws (unified field theories,
general relativity), and the development of large aperture telescopes in
space for improved astronomical viewing. These ideas are summarized in
the contribution by Dr. H. Meyer entitled "Future Applications of Tethers
for Basic Scientific Research."
Other contributions to the Science Applications Panel were given by
Mr. Tang, describing a technique for analyzing the dynamics of three-
dimensional structures using symbolic computer algebra; by Mr. Sciarrino,
considering the possibility of experiments on communication links using
tethered satellites; by Mr. Purvis, proposing a large "compass in'space"
to measure the geomagnetic field; and by Mr. Penzo, proposing to place a
penetrator at the end of a tether to obtain samples during comet/
asteroid rendezvous missions.
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TABLE 1
Broad Categories of Experiments for TSS-2
o Ambient ion and neutral species
o Electron, ion temperature and energy balance
o Magnetic and gravitational field
o Electric field
o Electrostatic and electromagnetic waves
o Stereoscope remote sensing of the Earth's surface
o Dynamics of tethers (and satellites)
o "Open wind tunnel" experiments at low altitudes
NOTE: Important developments are necessary in order for a tethered
satellite to be deployed to lower altitudes.
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TABLE 2
Measurements Below 130 km
Interest;
o Atmospheric transition from diffusive separation to turbulent
mixture of components
o Atomic oxygen to molecular oxygen
o Shuttle and AOTV's major maneuvers occur here
o Higher order terms of gravity and magnetic fields
Challenges:
o Shock waves generated by a vehicle disturb the ambient atmosphere
o Conventional instruments may not work (for example, mass
spectrometers)
o Measurement body (i.e., TSS) to be an aerodynamic body
o New techniques to be developed (resonance fluorescence, laser
fluorescence, etc.)
NOTE: An aeronomist's noise is an aerodynamicist's data (sometimes vice
versa).
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Lower thermosphere densities of N2, O and Ar under high latitude winter conditions
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of the neutral thermosphere made
during the Energy Budget Campaign (northern
Scandinavia, Nov/Dec 1980) included determinations
of N2, O and Ar densities using rocket-borne
experiments. In this paper these results are presented
and discussed in the context of other thermospheric
observations in the campaign and are compared with a
model atmosphere (USSA. 1976).
Because of the lack of photochemical sensitivity of
argon and molecular nitrogen, measurement of the
ratio of their concentrations in the lower thermosphere
has been extensively used as an indicator of the extent to
which diffusive separation of atmospheric constituents
has occurred. At the altitudes of interest typical time
constants for diffusive separation of argon are about 6
days at 100 km and 1 day at 115 km. However, at arctic
latitudes, particularly during geomagnetically dis-
turbed conditions, horizontal wind velocities in the
lower thermosphere can approach 100 m s"1 , while
horizontal changes in temperature and composition
may be significant over distances of some hundreds of
kilometres. Thus the lime taken to transport air
horizontally to regions with significantly different
composition is of the order of an hour. This is short
compared with the time constant for (vertical) diffusive
separation, at least below about 125 km. Thus at high
latitudes the Ar/N2 ratio is affected by horizontal and
vertical winds, as well as molecular and eddy diffusion.
Atomic oxygen is produced throughout the
mesosphere and thermosphere, mainly by photo-
dissociation of O2. Its concentration is also controlled
by eddy diffusion loss down into the mesosphere, where
its lifetime changes from weeks above 90 km to hours
below 80 km. Above the maximum in [O] near 95 km
the distribution with height tends towards diffusive
equilibrium. Horizontal winds can influence the
distribution, especially at high latitudes. However, the
lack of photodissociation during polar winter leads to
transpolar asymmetry in [O] and an influx of oxygen
atoms from the summer hemisphere. This may cause
departures from simple diffusive equilibrium distri-
butions in the thermosphere (DICKINSON et a/., 1980).
The measurements presented in this paper show
striking differences in thermospheric distributions of
the neutral constituents under different geomagnetic
conditions.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The techniques used in this work to measure argon,
nitrogen and atomic oxygen densities have been
described in detail elsewhere (WIRTH and VON ZAHN.
1981; DICKINSON et al., 1980, 1981). A summary is
presented below.
2.1. Argon and molecular nitrogen
Rocket-borne mass spectrometers were used to
measure the densities of argon and molecular nitrogen
(WIRTH and VON ZAHN, 1981). The gas within the
instrument was ionised usingan electron beam in an ion
283
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source. The ions were accelerated into an electrostatic
deflector followed by a magnetic deflector to separate
the masses. Argon and nitrogen ion currents were
measured simultaneously by separate electrometer
sensors.
The payloads (E4) were launched at the times shown
in Table 1, on Nike-Apache rocket vehicles. An ion
getter pump was used to evacuate the instrument before
launch. At 64s after launch (59 km nominal altitude) the
payload was separated from the rocket motor. During
the remainder of the ascent gas releases within the
instrument provided calibration signals, and a titanium
sublimation pump was used to restore the vacuum.
Shortly before apogee (125 km nominal altitude) the ion
source cover was removed to allow ambient gas into the
instrument. A downward pointing attitude for the
orifice permitted good gas collection efficiency during
the descent. The instrument sensitivity was constant
down to about 100 km (by which height the gas influx
had raised the pressure in the instrument enough to
cause some loss of sensitivity). The collection efficiency
was a function of mass, relative velocity and angle of
attack of the incoming gas. The results were corrected
for these factors, although the limited accuracy of
attitude reconstruction means that the attitude
dependence may not have been completely removed.
The experiment provided argon and molecular
nitrogen densities between 95 and 125 km with a spatial
resolution of < 100 m. Furthermore, from these results
height profiles of the temperature could be deduced.
2.2. Atomic oxygen
The concentration of ground state O (3P) oxygen
atoms [O] was measured using rocket-borne UV
resonance lamps. Two types of payload (E5 and E10)
were used, on Petrel II and Taurus-Orion rocket
vehicles, respectively. On the E5 ,payloads measure-
ments were made of resonance fluorescence and
absorption using the OI (3P;-3S,) triplet at 130 mm
(DICKINSON et a/., 1980). The experiment on the EIO
payload measured resonance fluorescence alone, using
a lamp emitting the same triplet ( HOWLETT et at., 1980).
The flight details are included in Table 1.
The lamps for the E5 payloads were calibrated before
flight by measuring absorption in known atomic
oxygen concentrations in a laboratory flowing
afterglow. The absorption measurements on the rocket
were over a path length of 40 cm perpendicular to the
rocket axis using a deployed mirror. The experiment
provided absolute values for [O] at concentrations
above about 1010 cm"3. The resonance fluorescence
was normalised to the absorption values using a
smoothed conversion curve linearly extrapolated to
low concentrations. This method can measure
concentrations as low as 2 x 10~7 cm"3 with a height
resolution of 0.5 km and a precision (standard
deviation) of ± 100%. This limit may be adversely
affected by background signals due to aurorae or
airglow. Lower concentrations may be detectable with
reduced height resolution.
For the experiment on EIO the resonance
fluorescence signal was converted to absolute values of
[O] using measured photon fluxes and efficiencies of
the lamp, sensor and viewing geometry. Allowance was
made for the non-linear response of the resonance
fluorescence experiment at high values of [O].
The resonance lamps were modulated in intensity
with a 50% on-off duty cycle at 200 Hz to allow the
resonance fluorescence signal from ambient [O] to be
differentiated from background due to airglow and
auroral emissions at 130 nm. On E5 the signals were
sampled at 800 Hz, giving two measurements with the
lamp on and two with it off per modulation cycle. The
lamp emitted a weak afterglow during the first sample
with the lamp 'off. This gave rise to weak resonance
fluorescence signals which could be found by
subtraction of the following sample, which contained
background only. The afterglow fluorescence was
normally a constant proportion (near 5?/0) of the
fluorescence with the lamp on. For part of one flight the
full fluorescence plus background signal was saturating
the counter electronics (in an aurora), but the afterglow
plus background was not doing so. It was then possible
Table 1. Flight details
Pavload type
Constituents measured
Launch site
Group
E4
[Ar][N,]
Andeya
Bonn
EIO
[0]
Andoya
Utah
E5
[0]
Kiruna
RAL/UCW
Salvo Date Conditions Launch times
c
B
A2
1 1 Nov. 80
16 Nov. 80
.TO Nov. 80
Quiet
Mod. disturbance
Strong disturbance
00:12:00 00:12:00
03:31:00 03:16:00
23:45:30
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95,
Fig. 1. Argon and nitrogen concentration (left and right, respectively). Measured by Bonn University Mass
Spectrometers, b. Salvo B, moderately disturbed night; c, salvo C, quiet night; USSA 76, U.S. Standard
Atmosphere. Flight details in Table 1. Uncertainties in the measured concentrations are ± 10% and +20% at
120 km and 100 km, respectively.
to use the afterglow data to fill in the lost data from the
full fluorescence. A substantial part of the aurorally
disturbed data was recovered in this way. The signals
on the other two flights did not saturate.
From these measurements three atomic oxygen
profiles have been derived. These are described in
Section 3.2.
[Ar]/[N2] is shown in Fig. 2 for salvoes B and C. Also
shown are values derived from the USSA 76 and the
upper and lower quartiles (labelled 3/4 and 1/4,
respectively) of the range of earlier measurements by
similar rocket-borne techniques [PmLBRfCK et ai,
1974,1978; TRINKS et ai, 1978; K.ENESHEA et at., 1979;
OFFERMANN et al., 1981 (review)]. Thus at each height
3. MEASUREMENTS
3.1. \_Ar~\, [.V2] and gas temperature results
The mass spectrometer measurements of argon and
nitrogen concentrations are shown in Fig. 1 for salvoes
B and C. The error bars indicate the uncertainty in the
absolute values of the concentrations ('accuracy'). The
statistical errors ('precision') were too small to show.
Also shown are the" values given in the United States
Standard Atmosphere (USSA, 1976) for the concen-
trations of these constituents.
fn salvo C (curves c, Fig. 1) both constituents were
close to 70% of the USSA 76 values over the height
range of the measurements (100-125 km) except for
perturbations below about 105 km, which may arise in
part from imperfections in vehicle attitude reconstruc-
tion. The latter uncertainty is included in the error bars
at 100km.
By contrast, the results from salvo B (curves b, Fig. 1)
show that the slope of the [N2] profile differed from
USSA 76 in having greater scale heights and higher
derived gas temperatures. An even greater departure
from the USSA 76 occurred in the [Ar] profile.
The height variation of the concentration ratio
0002 0004 0006 0008 0 OlO
Concentration ratio
0 012
Fig. 2. Argon/nilrogen concentration ratios, b. Salvo B; c,
salvo C; USSA 76, U.S. Standard Atmosphere. Shaded area
includes 2nd and 3rd quartiles of earlier measurements (see
text). Uncertainties in the measured ratios are + 10% and
±20% at 120 km and 100 km, respectively.
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half of the earlier measurements lay in the shaded area
of Fig. 2. The figure also shows the uncertainty in the
measured ratios. This is no greater than the uncertainty
in the individual concentrations, since some causes of
error affect [Ar] and [N2] similarly.
For salvo C (curve c, Fig. 2) the basic variation of the
ratio with height is close to the USSA 76 and conforms
with earlier measurements. However, the ratio
[Ar]/[N2] for salvo B (curve b, Fig. 2) was virtually
independent of height over the height range of the
measurements. This is a substantial departure from the
expected behaviour. In particular it exceeds the upper
quartile above 120 km yet falls below the lower quartile
below 105 km. In contrast, earlier results broadly
resembled the USSA 76 in height dependence, with the
flight to flight variability being attributable largely to
displacement of the curve in height (i.e. changes in the
height of the turbopause). So although the salvo B
profile spans the range of earlier results and is
unexceptional at any given height, its height variation is
much smaller than has been observed before.
The gas temperatures shown in Fig. 3 were deduced
from the [N2] profiles by integration downward along
the profile, assuming hydrostatic equilibrium and an
initial value for the gas temperature at 123 km on the
profile. For each salvo the analysis was performed for
three initial values of temperature. The dependence of
the deduced temperatures upon the initial value is seen
200 300 400
200 300
Temoeroture ( K )
400
Fig. 3. Gas temperatures derived from nitrogen concen-
trations for three init ial values at 123 km and assuming
hydrostatic equilibrium, b. Salvo B: c. salvo C; USSA 76. U.S.
Standard Atmosphere.
Fig. 4. Atomic oxygen concentrations for three nights, a. Salvo
A2. very disturbed night: b, salvo B: c. salvo C. Measured by
resonance fluorescence at 130 nm [Utah State University, (b)]
and by resonance fluorescence and absorption [RAL/UCW
(a.c)]. USSA 76. U.S. Standard Atmosphere. Statistical error
bars shown on curves a and c. Absolute scale uncertainty
shown above concentration axis.
to diminish as the integration progresses downwards.
The temperatures given in the USSA 76 are also shown.
The salvo C results indicate temperatures in broad
agreement with the USSA 76. The salvo B results
suggest that there was a temperature enhancement of
40-60K at altitudes up to at least 118 km on that
occasion.
3.2. [0] results
In Fig. 4 the three measurements of atomic oxygen
are compared with the USSA 76 values. The standard
deviations arising from random variations in the
resonance fluorescence counts are indicated on the
curves. At concentrations above about 10'° cm ~3 these
were too small to show. Uncertainty in the absolute
scale is indicated above the concentration axis. This
became greater at high concentrations due to the non-
linear responses of the experiments. The results for the
geomagnetically quiet day. salvo C (curve c). covered
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the height range 60-170 km. Down to 120 km the
concentrations were about 2.5 x USSA 76 values. The
scare height was about 22 km, varying less with altitude
than the USSA 76 values do. Some structure was
evident below about 110 km and the local 'scale height'
minima were about 10 km. At 96 km the peak
concentration of atomic oxygen was 1.1 x 1012 cm"3,
as measured by the absorption experiment. Below a
small layer with 10' cm"3 at 79 km the cut-off of the
layer occurred at 77.5 km. to concentrations below
105 cm ~3. There was evidence of a region with [O] up to
108 cm"3 below 64 km from both ascent and descent
data from the resonance fluorescence experiment.
For the moderately disturbed night, salvo B (curve b,
Fig. 4), the atomic oxygen results cover the altitude
range 86-98 km. At greater altitudes the high back-
ground signal due to aurorae and airglow raised the
threshold for detection of resonance fluorescence sig-
nals. For that reason the absence of data above 98 km
does not mean that no atomic oxygen was present. Thus
the observed 'scale height' of 2 km near 95 km could
have been due to local structure in the profile
and should not be extrapolated to greater heights. The
peak concentration deduced from the resonance fluor-
escence experiment was 1.4 x 1012 cm"3 at 92 km. The
lowest concentration detected by this experiment was
3 x 1010 cm"3 at 86 km. This concentration was en-
countered at 84.5 km in salvo C and 79 km in salvo
A2 (curve a), illustrating the flight to flight variability in
the height below which the [O] layer cuts off. The
topside result for salvo B is radically different from the
other profiles, and indeed from previous measurements
and models of atomic oxygen profiles. Possible causes
within the experiment have been examined. In
particular, the large background signals detected on
this flight did not saturate the counter or cut off the
resonance fluorescence signals. It is concluded that the
results shown represent the actual [O] profile up to
98 km.
The results for the day with very disturbed
geomagnetic conditions, salvo A2 (curve a), cover the
altitude range from 60 to near 120 km (see Fig. 4).
Intense auroral background emissions during this
flight prevented measurements above 120 km due to
saturation of the counting electronics. Above 95 km the
[O] values straddle the USSA 76 and at 97 km a peak
value of 5 x 10' "cm" 3 was measured by the absorption
experiment. At 90 km a second peak of similar
concentration was observed, exceeding the USSA 76 by
a factor of 2. Below 87 km the observed concentrations
were greater than in salvo C and cut off 6 km lower. A
weak concentration of 2 x 107-108 cm ~3 was observed
by the resonance fluorescence experiment between 76
and 60 km.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Salvo C
On the quiet day (salvo C) the atmospheric neutral
constituents showed little departure from normal
behaviour. The thermospheric temperatures deduced
from the N2 profile were close to the nominal USSA 76
values up to 115 km, above which they increased rather
more slowly with height.
The atomic oxygen profile from salvo C shows a
slightly larger scale height than is expected under
diffusive equilibrium at 120 km. This is similar to earlier
measurements in northern hemisphere winter
(DICKINSON et ai, 1980) which are consistent with the
assumption of a net downward flux of oxygen atoms at
that time. Hence the larger scale heights should not be
taken to indicate higher thermospheric temperatures
than given by the USSA 76 or by the [N2] scale heights
during the same quiet day salvo. The structure in the
atomic oxygen profile below 110 km was similar in the
ascent and descent measurements and is therefore
interpreted as normal horizontal stratification as-
sociated with atmospheric dynamics. One cause of this
could be layered turbulence, giving rise to well mixed
layers within which [O] 'scale heights' approach the
total density scale height(e.g. 96-101 km,88-91 km and
79-81 km). Another possible cause of the structure
could be wind shears causing arrival of air masses at
different heights from different locations and having
different atomic oxygen contents determined by their
respective photochemical histories. Structure might
also arise from density/temperature fluctuations in
gravity waves. The occurrence of similar structures at
100-115 km in [O], [N2] and [Ar] is probably not
significant, since the [O] measurement was at Kiruna
and the others at And0ya. It is therefore difficult on this
evidence alone .to differentiate between the above
mechanisms to account for the structure in [O].
4.2. Salvo A2
The atomic oxygen measurements (Fig. 4) show
striking differences. Comparing the results from the
quiet and very disturbed nights (curves c and a,
respectively), the differences are as expected if a
significant increase in eddy diffusion loss of oxygen
atoms occurred on the disturbed night.
The reduced altitude of theatomic oxygen cut-off on
the disturbed night means that there was a higher atom
concentration in the region of rapid loss by three body
recombination. The associated downward flux de-
pleted the peak and topside of the layer and resulted in a
change in total (column) content of oxygen atoms by a
factor of two by comparison with the quiet night.
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The enhanced concentrations at altitudes between 80
and 65 km on the disturbed night may be attributable to
the production of oxygen atoms by high energy auroral
particles dissociating O2. The observed concentrations
- at these low altitudes are about 1% of the normal day-
time values caused by solar photodissociation, but
significantly higher than the minimum measureable
concentration in the experiment (about 107 cm"3).
4.3. Salvo B
On the geomagnetically moderately disturbed day
(salvo B) the neutral constituents showed marked
departures from normal behaviour. The thermospheric
temperature deduced from the N2 profile was 50+ 10K
higher than the USSA 76 at 110 km. As described in
Section 3.1, the [Ar]/[N2] ratio was virtually constant
throughout the height range observed (100-125 km),
showing that on this occasion this part of the
atmosphere was well mixed. The mixing ratio of 0.5%
was less than half of the value in the lower atmosphere
(1.2%). In addition, we note that the water vapor mixing
ratio was comparatively high (about 10 ppm) and
nearly constant throughout the altitude region 85-
100 km (GROSSMANN et al., 1985).
Mixing a standard atmosphere between 100 and
125 km would produce an Ar/N2 mixing ratio of 0.84%
and an increase in the upper bound of the mixed
region cannot bring the ratio down below about 0.8%,
as the mass of gas involved becomes small. Hence to pro-
duce the observed ratio of 0.5% requires net down-
ward transport to displace the relatively argon-rich
gas at lower altitudes. This downward transport was
accompanied by a thorough mixing process, as
indicated by the ratio Ar/N2 being nearly constant over
a 20 km altitude range. Both processes, downward bulk
motion and large scale mixing, could well have been
effected by a mesoscale meridional circulation cell
including strong wind shears. Vigorous southward
winds were measured above 100 km during salvo B at
Kiruna by both an instrumented falling sphere
experiment and a vapor release (REES el al., 1985).
The south ward component was more than 100ms"'
at 120 km altitude and even stronger higher up. On the
other hand, the data collected during the salvo B of the
Energy Budget Campaign does not allow us to
establish the details of this circulation pattern.
Zonally averaged models of thermospheric dy-
namics (e.g. ROBLK and KASTING. 1984) have limited
spatial and temporal resolution and cannot be expected
to provide a sufficiently detailed prediction of
thermospheric behaviour for use as an input in
analysing particular events such as are reported here,
particularly when the measurements were taken in
close proximity to the auroral oval.
The measurement of atomic oxygen at Andeya in
salvo B (curve b, Fig. 4) is highly untypical. The large
peak concentration and the layer bottom above the
other measurements imply, by extension of the
arguments used in Section 4.1 that there was little
downward transport of atoms by eddy diffusion below
the layer peak at 90 km. This is not inconsistent with the
gross downward flux implied above from the Ar/N2
results at higher altitudes for this night, since eddy
diffusion transport requires no bulk movement and vice
versa. The steep topside of the atomic oxygen layer is
very difficult to explain. Bulk downward transport
could not provide '[O] depleted' air, since the typical
mixing ratio [O]/[N2] increases with altitude. It is
possible that the effect is an extreme example of the local
structuring normally seen in [O] profiles and that the
distribution at greater altitudes was more typical, but
not detected due to the intense auroral background
emissions.
In view of the problem in interpreting the [O] profile
from salvo B it is interesting to note some qualitative
similarities between the observed atomic oxygen
concentrations (Fig. 4) and the predictions of ROBLE
and KASTINC (1984) for 69CN (Fig. 5). They considered
three cases: solar heating only; solar heating plus high
latitude heating; solar heating plus three times as much
high latitude heating. Profiles interpolated from their
contour figures 3b, 5b and 7b are shown in this paper in
Fig. 5, labelled C, A and B, respectively, to facilitate
comparison with the observations in Fig. 4.
The points of similarity are as follows. Firstly, the
moderate high latitude heating decreased the modelled
concentration by about a factor of two from the layer
peak upwards. It did not affect the scale height in the
thermosphere. This is closely similar to the relationship
between the measurements in salvoes C and A2.
Secondly, the model with stronger heating predicted a
severe depletion in the thermospheric concentration (a
factor of 10 al 150 km in the model) associated with a
marked reduction in thermospheric scale height by
about a factor of 2 up to 150 km (Fig. 5. curve B). From
this we may imply that dynamical/chemical effects can
cause changes in the lower thermosphere which are
qualitatively similar to the observations in salvo B (Fig.
4, curve b). The measured high latitude heating on that
occasion did not exceed that seen during salvo A2
(BAUMJOHANNtf al., 1984). However, the location of the
heat input was overhead for salvo B but somewhat
further south for salvo A2, while the measurements
were made later at night for salvo B (see Table 1). Such
detailed differences on the two occasions may have
resulted in differing locations for the boundary between
the solar-driven and high latitude circulations. To the
north of this boundary the vertical winds are upward
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Fig. 5. Model profiles of atomic oxygen concentration for
69°N (winter) interpolated from zonally averaged chemical-
dynamical model of ROBLE and (Casting (1984). C, solar
heating only; A. solar and high latitude heating; B. solar and
3 x high latitude heating.
and to the south they are downward [the predicted
location of this boundary, particularly below 150 km,
depends upon what model is used (cf. ROBLE and
KASTING, 1984; ROBLE et a/., 1977)]. For these reasons
the points of similarity between the observations and
the predictions of ROBLE and KASTING (1984) are not
thought to contradict the conclusion from the argon
depletion in salvo B that a downwind had been
occurring on that occasion.
CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of neutral atmospheric constituents
during the Energy Budget Campaign show that under
quiet geomagnetic conditions there was reasonable
agreement with the United States Standard
Atmosphere(USSA 76). [N2] and [Ar] were about 70%
of the predicted values and [O] about 2.5 times greater.
During a night with moderate geomagnetic disturb-
ance, and substantial accumulated Joule heating from
auroral activity, there were striking departures from the
USSA 76. These included a constant Ar/N2 mixing
ratio of 0.5% from 100 to 125 km. To explain this a
downward bulk movement combined with large scale
mixing in the thermpsphere is invoked. Increased
values of gas temperatures were derived from the N2
profile and also an unusually narrow layer of atomic
oxygen was detected.
' On a more strongly disturbed night an atomic
oxygen profile showed half the column content
observed on the quiet night, lower peak concentration
and increased concentration at lower altitudes. These
effects are consistent with enhanced eddy diffusion loss
during the auroral activity.
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A new experiment concept has been proposed for the shuttle/tethered satellite system missions,
which can provide high-resolution, global density mappings of certain ionospheric species. The
technique utilizes bistatic LIDAR to take advantage of the unique dual platform configuration
offered by these missions. A tuned, shuttle-based laser is used to excite a column of the
atmosphere adjacent to the tethered satellite, while triangulating photometric detectors on the
satellite are employed to measure the fluorescence from sections of the column. The fluorescent
intensity at the detectors is increased about six decades over both ground-based and monostatic
shuttle-based LIDAR sounding of the same region. In addition, the orbital motion of the shuttle
provides for quasiglobal mapping unattainable with ground-based observations. Since this
technique provides such vastly improved resolution on a synoptic scale, many important middle
atmospheric studies, heretofore untenable, may soon be addressed.
INTRODUCTION
Remote LIDAR measurements of ionospheric species have
been successfully made from the ground and from aircraft.
The technique involving resonance scattering was first car-
ried out for sodium in the 90-km layer shortly after the devel-
opment of the tunable dye laser.' With improvements in la-
ser/LIDAR technology, the ground-based observations
were extended to other species such as potassium2 and to
phenomena such as wave structures in the upper atmo-
sphere.3 The recent University of Illinois/Goddard SFC
work4 demonstrates that these observations can also be
made from aircraft and opens the way towards a general
class of ionospheric LIDAR measurements that can be made
from moving platforms. In the limit of orbiting platforms,
such as the shuttle, this affords the attractive prospect of
global coverage and a much more comprehensive view of the
behavior of many physical processes in the ionosphere. NA-
SA's shuttle LIDAR report5 examines many such studies
and features LIDAR profiling of sodium as one of the early,
desirable targets.
During the late 1980's, NASA will fly a series of mis-
sions involving the space shuttle with a tethered satellite sys-
tem (TSS)6; thereby creating dual-platform observing config-
urations with the tethered satellite (TS) and the shuttle. A
new experiment concept, suggested by McComas and
Spence,7 which takes advantage of this unique configura-
tion, has recently been proposed8 in response to NASA's
TSS announcement of opportunity. The experiment, if ac-
cepted, will provide global high-resolution density profiles
of certain ionospheric species. The technique, laser induced
fluorescence (LIF), utilizes a bistatic LIDAR configuration
to provide triangulated photometric observations from the
tethered satellite of a fluorescent column excited by a laser
on the shuttle. Figure 1 illustrates the LIF experiment con-
figuration. This method has advantages over both ground-
based monostatic LIDAR and over shuttle-based, down-
ward looking LIDAR, the major advantage being that the
excited region under study is much closer to the detectors,
giving a vastly improved signal-to-noise ratio. During TSS
"tether-down" missions, the high-resolution global density
profiles obtained by the LIF technique will be extremely
valuable for the development of more detailed understand-
ing of middle atmospheric physics.
I. THE EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPT
The TS system in the tether-down mode places the shut-
tle at ~ 200-km altitude with the TS in the ~ 100 to 150-km
altitude regime. This region has not been experimentally
sampled in detail, since it is too high for balloons and too low
for long-lived satellites. Currently our knowledge about this
region has been acquired from limited and often ambiguous
observations made by short duration sounding rocket tra-
versals, ground-based remote sensors (airglow photometry
and LIDAR), and from the results of ionospheric modeling.
The LIF technique, invented to take full advantage of the
unique dual platform configuration offered by the TSS mis-
sions, is capable of providing data with accuracies heretofore
unattainable, in this altitude region. By this method, high
precision, global density measurements of various ionic and
neutral species can be made. Shuttle-based lasers can be
tuned to a particular resonant frequency to excite specific
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FIG. 1. The LIF experiment configuration on a tether-down shuttle/teth-
ered satellite system mission. A tunable laser on the shuttle excites a column
of the atmosphere adjacent to the tethered satellite. Fluorescence from var-
ious sections of the column is measured with photometers situated on the
nearby tethered satellite.
species within a column of the ionosphere adjacent to the TS.
Induced fluorescence from different altitude bands along
this column is then observed on the TS by an array of pho-
tometers sensitive to the fluorescence. By accurately know-
ing the location of the TS with respect to the excitation beam,
the returned signals can be used to derive concentration pro-
files.
While the LIF experiment configuration essentially
constitutes a bistatic LIDAR, it has numerous advantages
over ground-based and shuttle-only-based monostatic LI-
DAR. The configuration of the TSS missions allows detec-
tors to be located very close to the region that is being
probed. The irradiance seen at a detector drops off approxi-
mately as the inverse square of the distance from the fluores-
cent region, and the proximity of the excited region to the
detector is, therefore, a major factor in the signal magnitude
observed at the detector. For the LIF configuration the path
length between the excited region and the detector is ~ 100
m, while the path length for either ground- or shuttle-based
LIDAR is ~ 100 km; the intensity at the detector is, there-
fore, ~ 106 times greater. Ground-based LIDAR has the ad-
ditional problem.that optical paths must extend through the
troposphere where substantial extinction occurs at many
wavelengths. Similarly, in the sun-lit hemisphere, shuttle-
based monostatic LIDAR must measure backscattered re-
turns from these regions against the bright tropospheric
background. In contrast to these techniques, the LIF meth-
od guarantees the observation of nearby regions as well as
excluding optical paths that include high background and
extinction regions.
II. INSTRUMENTATION
The LIF technique may be applied to many ionospheric
species, both neutral and ionic. The applicability of the tech-
nique to a wide variety of investigations necessarily pre-
cludes a single description for all possible LIF instrumenta-
tion and hardware. Instead, a general description of the
technique is more appropriate to encompass presently envi-
sioned LIF experiments. The LIF experiment configuration
(see Fig. 1) would utilize a tunable pulsed laser onboard the
shuttle to excite fluorescence of an atmospheric species
along the conical laser-beam path directed to a position
~ 100 m from the TS. The choice of laser would depend
primarily upon the trace species to be investigated, the reso-
nant and fluorescent wavelengths that are available for that
species, and the ability of a laser to emit at one of these wave-
lengths.
By choosing to illuminate a region near the TS-mount-
ed detectors, as opposed to relying upon long path length
backscatter, the very large return signal strength provided
by this experiment configuration makes it feasible to utilize
numerous wavelengths with smaller absorption cross sec-
tions. While present laser technology makes it impossible to
access many of the large absorption cross-section wave-
lengths, conventional lasers are suitable to access some with
smaller cross sections. Consequently, certain species inac-
cessible to present LIDAR experiments may now be ob-
served. In addition, it is possible to use lower power lasers
than are required for monostatic shuttle-based LIDAR. The
advantages of this are multifold, namely longer laser life-
time, narrower linewidths, easier tunability, smaller size,
lower power requirements, easier production ofa high repe-
tition rate, and lower cost.
Regardless of species choice, a precision spectrometer,
or the optogalvanic effect9 in a hollow cathode lamp, will be
used to automatically maintain overlap of the laser wave-
length with the chosen fluorescent line. Wavelength tuning
of the laser line (accurate to 10%-20% of the laser linewidth)
will correct for the Doppler shift of the line due to the orbital
motion of the shuttle. The perceived shift is proportional to
the orbital velocity (~7 km/s) over the speed of light, times
the sine of the small angle between the shuttle TS separation
vector and nadir. For the maximum envisioned angle of ~ 5°,
the shift amounts to ~ + 0.012 A, which is of the order of
visual, ionospheric Doppler linewidths.
An array of photometers, mounted at various polar an-
gles on the TS, will sample the signal returned from the near-
by fluorescent region. These photometers will have aperture
areas ~ 10 cm2, focal lengths of 5-8 cm (~//2), and a variety
of fields of view (~ 7 X 102 sr). Each photomultiplier detector
will have an interference filter wheel to allow for selective
observation at specific wavelengths. With this array induced
fluorescence will be measurable, as well as passive photome-
try of natural airglow and TS-induced heating emissions.
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FIG. 2. The laser directional ranger (LDR| subsystem provides the precise
tethered satellite locational information required to point the LIF excita-
tion laser and reduce the photometer data.
An additional and important supporting component of
this system is a subsystem for locating the TS and for differ-
ential pointing of the LIF laser. This laser directional ranger
(LDR) subsystem provides a means for the accurate location
and ranging of the TS with respect to the shuttle. Such a
system not only assures the proper coordinated pointing re-
quired, but also ultimately yields the fluorescent region to
TS separation necessary for the conversion of LIF measured
signals to actual species densities. The basic LDR technique
calls for the timing of a laser beam directionally pulsed from
the shuttle to the TS and reflected back. By utilizing modern
laser and optical techniques, the TS can be located to within
~ 10 m horizontally at a 100-km distance from the shuttle,
while the range is found to within only a few centimeters.
The LDR subsystem (see Fig. 2) consists of five integrated
components; corner-cube reflector, laser source, photomet-
ric detector, tracking mirror system, and instrument elec-
tronics and microprocessor.
A passive lightweight corner-cube reflector mounted
on the shuttle side of the TS will perform the requisite reflec-
tion of the laser pulses. Corner-cube reflectors have the es-
sential property that any reflected beam path is always paral-
lel to the incident beam path. On the shuttle, a 1.06-/zm
neodymium YAG laser capable of delivering ~ 2 mJ/pulse
at repetition rates up to ~ 100 Hz, will supply the necessary
pulsed beam source. Analysis indicates that a pulse duration
of ~ 10 ns and a beam divergence angle of ~ 1 mrad will
provide ample signal over background levels for this applica-
tion and will yield'a beam well within ANSI eye safety crite-
ria for ground-based observers.
The reflected beam detecting photometer, also on the
shuttle, will consist of a 100-cm2 aperture telescope and a
silicon avalanche quadrant detector with an ~ 10-A pass-
band filter at 1.06^m. The field of view will be 1-4 mrad and
the system focal length ~25 cm (~//2.2) for a quadrant
detector chip diameter of ~0.1 cm. Using this detected sig-
nal, the reflected image in the system field of view can be
automatically adjusted with a tracking mirror system to con-
tinuously determine the TS location and precisely point the
laser/detector mirror assembly along a parallel axis. The
mirror pointing system consists of a mirror, optically flat to
~J wavelength, which can be pointed repeatedly to within
0.1 mrad and incrementally by 0.03 mrad.
Associated logic and electronics will control the coordi-
nation of the shuttle-based LDR components. In particular,
the quadrant detector output will be used to continuously
determine pointing mirror motions. Tracking of the TS is
thereby maintained throughout the mission. During initial
acquisition, and in the event that the TS location is lost, a
search mode will automatically be initiated by the internal
logic. The internal logic will also determine the range, from
source/detector timing, and format the range and direction
angle data for telemetry down link. Additional logic will be
responsible for laser firing, photometer data recording,
pointing angle, wavelength control, system check and acti-
vation, and operation control of the entire LIF system.
III. FEASIBILITY STUDY
The LIF experiment technique can be applied to the
investigation of numerous species. Atomic and molecular
species of interest for middle atmospheric research include
O, NO, Mg, Ca, Fe (as well as their singly ionized states), in
addition to O2+, OH, NO2, -N2+, Na, K, and LI. Based on
criteria discussed previously for laser selection, species num-
ber density at the altitude of study, and optical properties of
the target species, some of the species may be studied with
existing lasers, while others require further laser develop-
ment.
Na, K, and NO all appear to be excellent candidates for
LIF experimentation on early tether-down TSS missions.
This choice is based primarily upon both high scientific yield
and the presently available laser technology required. Stud-
ies conducted at altitudes near 100 km will place the LIF
photometers near the peaks of the sodium and potassium
layers. Conveniently, sodium has a readily accessible reso-
nant line at 589 nm (as does potassium at 770 nm) and is a
good species for investigations of ionospheric chemistry and
transport and the propagation of waves and tides. This sec-
tion then, as an example of the general feasibility of LIF
experimentation, addresses the feasibility of observing sodi-
um (Na-LIF) near 100 km. The results for potassium are
similar to those derived here for sodium.
There are two promising approaches to obtain the laser
line at 589 nm for NA. A tunable dye laser may be employed
such as the NASA/CNRS laser system10 identified for the
ER-2 DIAL program which already exceeds the laser energy
requirements for the LIF configuration. The second ap-
proach yields 50-100 mJ at 589 nm by a two-wave mixing
process in a nonlinear crystal, by combining a slightly tuna-
ble YAG laser at 1.06//m with a YAG laser at 1.32/zm. The
desired wavelength is obtained within only a 0.01 to 0.02-A
linewidth.''
In order to assess the feasibility of the Na-LIF experi-
ment, the signal-to-background ratio must be considered.
For this calculation, the laser is assumed to have a character-
istic energy of 50 mJ/pulse, pulse duration of 10 ns, beam
divergence angle of 0.1 mrad, and is directed down to ~ 100
m from the TS. The TS-mounted photometer has an aper-
ture of 10 cm2 and a field of view of 45° vertical X 5° horizon-
'tal.
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The laser pulse is resonantly scattered by sodium atoms
present in successive volumes along a conical column, and
some of this scattered light enters the field of view of the
photometer. The LIDAR equation can be used to calculate
such fluxes F and gives /~(Ln aAl ]co/brr, where L is the
laser energy (/) per duration of the fluorescent signal ob-
served by the photometer, n is the concentration of Na
(cm~3), a is the effective scattering cross section per particle
(cm2), Al is the vertical length of the field of view, and <a is the
solid angle of the photometer aperture as seen from the emit-
ting volume. Using values of n = 2x!03 cm""3 and
a = 6X 10~12 cm2 yields a flux of ~0.2/*W.
A background in the sun-lit hemisphere exists due to
the resonant scattering of the solar Na-Fraunhofer light by
the Na layer. The breadth at the bottom of this Fraunhofer
line is large (0.1 A) compared to the Doppler width (0.016 A)
of ionospheric Na. The residual solar flux at the bottom of
the line is ~5% that of the solar continuum just outside the
line.12 An estimate of the flux of sunlight resonantly scat-
tered into the field of view can be obtained from single-scat-
tering theory. A value of ~0.8 nW is obtained yielding a
very favorable signal-to-background ratio of ~ 250 per shot.
This ratio dramatically increases in the nighttime hemi-
sphere where the scattered solar background constitutes no
problem.
A similar signal-to-background calculation is made for
the LDR subsystem. For the described system with laser
energy of 2 mJ/pulse, pulse duration of 10 ns, and a beam
divergence of 1 mrad; a corner-cube reflector with a 5.08-cm
diameter; and a photometer with aperture area (A ) of 100
cm2 and field of view of 3 mrad, the return signal may be
calculated. For a shuttle-TS separation of 100 km the laser
flux intercepted by the reflector is ~ 5.2 X 107 ml. This flux
is returned, at the shuttle, in a diffraction pattern produced
by the corner-cube reflector. The half-divergence angle of
the pattern is 0.02 mrad and the pattern diameter at the
receiver is therefore ~4.2 m. The detector area intercepts
3.8X 10~'° mJ or 2.0X 106 photons during a single 10-ns
pulse.
For a photometer looking down at the solar illuminated
Earth, the background flux is given by the expression
F * = A fll *AA, where fl is the photometer field of view, / * is
the radiance of the Earth, and AA the filter bandwidth. / * is
calculated using Lambert's law of reflection / * = aH cosO /
TT, where a is the albedo of the reflecting surface, H is the
solar irradiance incident on the top of the atmosphere, and 6
is the zenith angle of the sun at the reflecting area. Taking the
solar irradiance on the atmosphere to be 6.5 X 10"3 mW/
cm2 A and using a 10-A pass band filter and an albedo of
unity, a maximum background flux of ~ 800 photons is ob-
tained in 10 ns. The resultant worst case signal-to-back-
ground ratio is ~ 2500 demonstrating that the LDR subsys-
tem is quite feasible.
IV. DISCUSSION
The LIF technique can provide a new method for iono-
spheric investigation, based on previously unattainable high
resolution global density mappings. The flexibility of this
technique to determine profiles of many trace species
throughout the middle atmosphere makes this an attractive
improvement over the present techniques available for prob-
ing this region. With higher-precision data gathered on a
synoptic scale, an improved understanding of many iono-
spheric phenomena will be possible.
With this technique, several avenues of investigation
are envisioned. An immediate result of LIF observations are
global quasi-three-dimensional density distributions of var-
ious ionospheric species. These data are gathered over long
length scales in relatively short time scales, thus facilitating
the study of winds, tides, and atmospheric gravity waves.
Fine structure and temporal and spatial variability of these
data can yield information on diffusion, electromagnetic
fields, and turbulence. Finally, the ability to probe day-night
transitions and orbit relative to chemical releases will reveal
basic chemical rate processes involving ionization, dissocia-
tion, and recombination.
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HIGH RESOLUTION REMOTE SENSING MISSIONS
OF A TETHERED SATELLITE
S. Vetrella - A. Moccia
Chair of Aerospace Systems Engineering
Institute of Gasdynamics, University of Naples
p.le Tecchio 80, 1-80125 Naples Italy
Abstract
This paper deals with the application of the Tethered Satel-
lite (TS) as an operational remote sensing platform. It repre-
sents a new platform capable of covering the altitudes between
airplanes and free flying satellites, offering an adequate life-
time, high geometric and radiometric resolution and improved
cartographic accuracy.
Two operational remote sensing missions are proposed: one
using two linear array systems for along-track stereoscopic
observation and one using a synthetic aperture radar combined
with an interferometric technique. These missions are able to
improve significantly the accuracy of future real time cartogra-
phic systems from space, also allowing, in the case of active
microwave systems, the Earth's observation both in adverse
weather and at any time, day or night.
Furthermore a simulation program is described in which, in
order to examine carefully the potentiality of the TS as a new
remote sensing platform, the orbital and attitude dynamics de-
scription of the TSS is integrated with the sensor viewing
geometry, the Earth's ellipsoid, the atmospheric effects, the
sun illumination and the digital elevation model.
In order to test and check this model and to focus the
attention of remote sensing users and researchers, a preliminary
experiment has been proposed which consists of a metric camera
to be deployed downwards during the second Shuttle demonstration
flight.
This paper has been realized with the financial support of
the Space Plan of the Italian National Research Council (CNR/PSN
contract no. 84/049).
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Introduction
In the last few years several experiments of remote sensing
have been conducted using free flying satellites at different
altitudes. The results have shown the need for an increasing
performance of future advanced multispectral imaging systems.
First, it is likely that significant improvement in sensor
resolution will be required. Secondly, it may be desiderable to
use significantly narrower spectral bandwidths. In addition,
many remote sensing disciplines have stated a need for high
sensitivities capable of detecting a few tenths of a percent
change in reflectivity for background reflectivities in the
order cf 5%. Lastly, increasing resolution must be combined with
stereoscopic coverage particularly for completion and revision
of world's cartography.
Based on these considerations, new sensor technologies have
been developed and new space missions have been approved such as
the French SPOT satellite, the U.S. LANDSAT D and Large Format
Camera and the German MOMS and RMK etc. The Space Shuttle now
gives the unique capability of a low orbit in which different
remote sensing systems can be tested, before their operational
life.
In spite of these actual and future improvements, there are
practical limitations in the achievable geometric and radio-
metric resolutions and in the height measurement accuracy from
space.
The unique capability of the Tethered Satellite System (TSS)
to deliver payloads to altitudes down to 120 Km and to make
relevant measurements on a global scale allows the observation
of the Earth and the atmosphere with sensors of simplified
design and/or of better performance with respect to those of
platforms at higher altitudes. This is particularly true when
high geometric resolution and S/N ratio are required using
different narrow spectral bands. The Tethered Satellite (TS)
deployed by the Shuttle or by a future space station is candidate
as an operational platform capable of covering the altitudes
between airplanes and free flying satellites. Furthermore it
offers unique advantages in improving the results obtainable by
push-brooms and passive and active microwave sensors.
The first part of this paper deals with a preliminary
analysis of the different advantages and problems of two
potential remote sensing missions, which allow the stersoscopic
observation of the Earth ty using two solid state sensors or a
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), onboard the TS.
The second part gives a synthetic description of the computer
simulation program developed by the authors (in which the TS
orbital and attitude dynamics is integrated with the sensor
observation) and of the experiment proposed for the seconc?
Shuttle demonstration mission.
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Remote sensing missions of a multipurpose TS deployed by a Space
Station
Most applications of a remote sensing require a repetitive
coverage of large areas of the Earth and, consequently, need an
adequate satellite lifetime. Therefore, even though the TS
deployed by the Space Shuttle is a platform particularly suited
for testing new sensors and for carrying out scientific experi-
ments, its operational use as a high resolution remote sensing
platform is strictly connected to the development of space
stations. The flexibility offered by a recoverable multipurpose
tethered platform, deployable at different altitudes and able to
exploit all the advantages of being connected to the space
station (power, data handling, human intervention, etc.) will
permit several remote sensing experiments to be conducted such as:
- development of a modular multi-altitude sensor;
- integration of data at different resolution from different
platforms;
- high geometric and radiometric resolution in the visible and
infrared;
- development of active and passive microwave systems using
tethered anter.nas;
- analysis of the bidirectional reflectance coefficient using a
multiangle approach.
Taking into account the inadequacy of current topographic
map coverage to meet worldwide needs for economic planning and
development, the TS offers in particular new possibilities for
creation and maintenance of cartographic information. Therefore,
in the following, special emphasis is devoted to the operational
application of the TS to topographic and thematic mapping, by
giving two examples of stereoscopic observation using a linear
array and a SAR interferometer system.
Photogrammetric cameras and frame sensors will not be con-
sidered due to the fact that their application and improved
performance at lower altitudes are well known.
The along-track stereoscopic coverage using two linear arrays
(fig. 1) requires particular constraints on the satellite posi-
tion and attitude dynamics, which are analyzed in the following,
in order to identify the achievable scale improvement using the
TSS, under the assumption of a circular orbit and the same
EIFOV, with respect to the deployer (DP) or a free flying (FF)
satellite. The TS gives a small improvement of the integration
time (T) and a small increase of the time interval between the
fore and aft camera observations in comparison with a free-flying
satellite at the same altitude (fig. 2). The dashed lines show
the ratio of the integration time between the TS and • the
deployer. The sensor simplified design is mainly due to the
reduced optics aperture and focal length (fig. 3).
The basic "heighting" equation for convergent linear array
image stereopairs (fig. 1) is (ref. 1):
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Fig. 1 Fore and aft camera ste-
reoscopic viewing geometry
from the tethered satel-
lite.
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Fig. 2 Ratio between the integration
times of the TS and of the FF
satellite and of the DP (dashed
lines) as function of tether
length.
Fig. 3 Ratio between the optics aperture
diameters and the focal lengths
(dashed lines) of the TS and of
the DP, as a function of tether
length.
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Ah = AP
(B/H) SF
where Ah is the height difference, Ap is the difference in
x-parallax, SF is the image scale factor, B/H is the base to
height ratio.
The ratio between the spot height error (Z-error, ZE) of the
TS and DP is shown in fig. 4, using two different values of the
ratio (B/H) /(B/H)TS. This figure points out that the increased
tether length, which reduces the sensor EIFOV and swath width,
decreases the TS Z-error, under the same B/H ratio of the
deployer or allows reduction of the TS B/H ratio under the same
Z-error. The advantages of using the TS with respect to the
deployer are made more evident by decreasing the DP altitude.
Under the same B/H ratio, the TS needs a time interval- be-
tween the fore and aft cameras shorter than the interval of the
deployer. This is important from the geometrical point of view,
since any perturbation in the satellite attitude, altitude or
velocity will be translated into geometric distortions in the
imagery, giving rise to loss of planimetric and vertical cartogra-
phic accuracy (fig. 5). Under the same along-track angular
error, at lower altitudes, it is possible to achieve a better
Z-error (fig. 6).
0.00
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soo in
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- Fig. 4 Ratio between the spot
height error of the TS
a and the OP as a function
of tether length.
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Fig. 5 Along-track angu-
ratio for diffe-
rent attitude sta-
bility rates and
orbit altitudes.
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The along-track stereoscopic coverage involves the reduction
of the swath width, due to the Earth's rotation between the fore
and aft camera observations. A yaw motion has been proposed
(ref. 2) to reduce the lack of coverage.
In the case of the TS, the decrease of At between two succes-
sive observations of the same point is partly balanced by the
swath width reduction. This effect, at the ascending node, is
shown by the following equations, in which the chord is assumed
equal to the arc (fig. 1), K represents the ratio between the
Earth's displacement and the swath width (W), during the fore
and aft camera observations, R is the Earth's radius, p is the
Earth's gravitational constant, and u is the Earth's rotational
rate:
K %Re (!) <H + V
l\ SS "™ ••-
a R*+ H
"DP I R + H + i V
K T S (HTS /* H + L
*DP
In this case a substantial gain in the effective stereoscopic
coverage can be obtained using the possibility of reducing the
B/H ratio as a function of the tether length.
As previously shown a decrease of the B/H ratio improves the
attitude stability Z-error and worsens the measurement Z-error.
The swath width is connected to the EIFOV and data rate as
shown in figs. 7-8. The TS offers the possibility of decreasing
the data rate (for a constant ratio Earth's displacement/swath
width) and this effect is increased by decreasing the EIFOV.
A representative example is given by a space station orbiting
at an altitude of 500 Km, having, as an operational module, a TS
that can be deployed to 200 Km. The following root mean square
Z-errors must be taken into account to get an estimate of the
final scale:.
- measurement error (fig. 4), assumed equal to 1/2 pixel;
- error due to the attitude stability rate (10~ °/s) ;
— miscellaneous errors, assumed less than 1 pixel.
Table 1 illustrates also the scales that can be reached at
different altitudes.
Another method that can be proposed for high resolution
observation with contemporaneous terrain height measurement is
the interferometric technique which consists of two antennas one
above the other.
If two vertically spaced physical antennas are carried along
parallel paths by the deployer and the TS, the outputs of the
two synthetic antenna systems can be combined to form a synthe-
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NMAS
SPOT
HEIGHT
ZE
(n)
4.6-15
i6
HAP
SCALE
1:100.000
1:50.000
TS
ALTITUDE
(Km)
500
.400
300
Eirov
(n)
10
e
6
ATTITUDE
STABILITY
ZE
(.)
«7.0
+4.6
^2.6
MEASUREMENT
ZE
(ml
«S
+4
^3
MISCELLANEOUS
ZE
(m)
±8
±6
+4
TOTAL
ZE
(m)
ill. 7
*8.6
^5.6
Table 1 Achievable scales of
attitude stability rate
topographic maps from different altitudes (B/H = 1,
10"5 °/s).
Fig. 9 SAR interferometer
configuration.
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tic interferometer (fig. 9). The fine resolution image of the
terrain is provided by synthetic aperture radar technology (ref.
3) and the height measurement is made by radar interferometry
(ref. 4). Therefore two images are produced: one using the
normal synthetic aperture radar image obtainable by a single
physical antenna, and one using two antennas to produce the null
pattern that can be superimposed on the "true image".
Nulls will appear in the final image at certain predetermined
angles of incidence given by
-1 (2n+l)X9^ = cos
n
 2s
where X is the wavelength and s is the spacing between the deploy-
er and the TS.
The range measurement allows the determination of the slant
range R to a point on the null, and, therefore, the terrain
profile can be computed for each line. The density of profiles
can be increased by detecting other phases. The increasing
distance between the deployer and the TS will decrease the
spacing between nulls, which is directly related to profile
accuracy.
Therefore the TSS provides the means to obtain or to update,
by computer aided techniques, topographic maps at large scales
not achievable from single space platforms, also in adverse
weather and at any time, day or night.
Taking into account the significant international effort in
the development of SAR's of increasing performance, the SAR-
-interferometer technique represents a potential improvement of
active microwave application from space. For example a joint
international program, such as the case of SIR-C and X-SAR (USA,
FRG, Italy), can be envisaged to test, during a Shuttle demonstra-
tion flight, the achievable resolution and accuracy of a SAR-
-interferometer system.
A numerical simulation model
As previously shown, the relation between the TS attitude
and position and the sensor viewing geometry must be accurately
studied to limit the cost of the mission.
The problem of TS attitude and position control and determina-
tion is also present in many other proposed experiments and
applications.
To this end, a simulation model has been developed which
takes into account, contemporaneously, the TS orbital mechanics
and attitude dynamics and the sensor observation geometry in
order to identify the intersection of each line-of-sight or
slant range on the Earth's ellipsoid (ref. 5).-This model can be
used to simulate anc test the appropriate control laws of the
tether length and of the TS attitude subsystem or to correct
real images obtained during a remote sensing mission. A trade-off
is therefore necessary between the design engineering constraints
and the cost of a sophisticated preprocessing system.
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The model developed to describe the TSS orbital dynamics is
similar to the Skyhook approach (ref. 6). Moreover also the TS
attitude dynamics is considered, taking into account the torques
due to the tether tension and aerodynamic forces.
The sensor viewing geometry is simulated and the intersection
of the line-of-sight with a digital elevation model, taking into
account the atmospheric effects, is computed (ref. 7).
Different tests have been conducted to simulate the sensor
observation from the TS, deployed by the Shuttle or a space
station. The results have shown that, in-plane and out-of-plane
oscillations do not affect significantly the geometric errors of
the images taken during the short observation time interval.
These oscillations and the longitudinal one can be damped by
using an adequate tether control law.
As far as attitude is concerned, a deeper study is needed to
identify the attitude measurement and control systems of the
future multipurpose platform.
A meaningful test to check and improve the simulation model
is the second demonstration mission where the TS will be deployed
downwards to 100 Km.
To this end the authors have proposed using a lightweight
metric camera to conduct a remote sensing experiment with the
following objectives:
- to obtain high resolution stereoscopic coverage of several
test sites for topographic and thematic applications;
- to integrate ground control points taken on the images with
engineering and ancillary data for an improvement of the at-
titude and positional analysis of the TS during deployment,
retrieval and station keeping;
- to focus the research community attention on the potentiality
of the TS as a new remote sensing platform.
The present data rate necessarily implies the use of a film
camera. This camera could provide different scales of coverage
at different altitudes, depending on the required scale of the
final map product. Tab. 2 shows the photographic scales obtain-
able during the proposed experiment with different focal lengths
(F).
H
Km
\
220
190
160
130
F cm 10
1
2,200,000
1,900,000
1,600,000
1,300,000
20
1,100,000
950,000
800,000
650,000
30
733,000
533,000
533,000
433,000
Table 2 Preliminary photographic scales from the IS metric camera.
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The photographic scale is also connected to the elevation
and position accuracy (ref. 8).
At this stage it is possible to give only a preliminary
description of the metric camera characteristics, shown in tab. 3.
f/number
focal length
film format size
field of view
ground resolution
ground footprint
weight
volume
4
300 mm
11.5x11.5 cm
22°
10 m
50x50 Km
15 Kg
10 dm
T a b l e 3 P r e l i m i n a r y charac te -
r i s t i c s of the ne t r i c
camera .
The camera will utilize film supplied in a cassette of appro-
ximatively 450 frames, with possibly a spacecraft forward motion
compensation. Different time intervals between -a photographic
pair will be allowed, so providing various B/H ratios. An area
of 3.75x10 Km , equivalent to a strip of 7500 Km, will be
covered with 35% overlap stereopairs' and a B/H ratio of .25.
The metric camera accomodation in the TS is shown in fig.
10. The scientific package is allocated on the bottom, using an
optical window at the end of a 18 cm diameter cylinder box,
which has already been designed by Aeritalia (ref. 9). The upper
part is connected to the P/L floor, equipped with special anti-
vibration mounts.
Gaseous effluents eventually flowing near the optical window
can affect the radiometric and geometric quality of the data and
the external camera components through deposition and accumu-
lation. The TSS gaseous effluents are of minor importance due to
the thrusters distribution.
Fig. 10 The metric caiera
accomodation.
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Determining the extent to which measurements may be degraded
by spacecraft effluents and by atmosphere/satellite interactions
requires a detailed study that can be integrated with other
specific experiments.
By analyzing the stereoscopic photographs it will be possible
to identify several Ground Control Points (GCP's), whose geogra-
phic coordinates and height are precisely known. The TS orbital
and attitude simulation will be integrated with conventional
photogrammetric techniques (ref. 10), and a more precise dynamics
description will be carried out by using the GCP's and the
satellite ancillary data.
The identification of GCP's requires, preferably, the obser-
vation of areas on which an appropriate cartography is available.
Therefore the deployer orbit could be optimized by also taking
into account the sun illumination condition. To this end diffe-
rent orbits are under study, as shown in the two examples of
figs. 11-12. Both show the ground tracks relative to a TS 36
hours mission and to a solar elevation angle greater than 30°.
Conclusions
The preliminary analysis, which has been carried out to
verify the potentiality of the TS as a remote sensing platform,
shows different advantages and peculiarities, particularly when
high resolution and stereoscopic coverage are required.
In any case it is necessary to improve significantly the TS
data rate and power (even using the tether as a power and
communication line), and the control subsystems of the tether
length and the TS attitude.
Also the technology of future space sensors requires taking
into account the potentialities and new applications offered by
the TS.
This new platform must be designed . as a multipurpose satel-
lite connected to the future space stations.
The simulation model, briefly described in this paper, re-
quires a further substantial improvement which, on one hand,
must be concentrated on the control laws, the tether behavior
and the fluid oscillations in the containers, and, on the other
hand, must utilize ad-hoc experiments to test the different
model aspects.
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11 Ground track of
the drifting
prograde orbit
(deployer alti-
tude Kg 250,
inclination 47°,
nodal period
5363 s, repeti-
tion factor
15+4/5).
IC3 /*!
Fig. 12 Ground track of
the drifting
sunsynchronous
orbit (deploy-
er altitude Kn
250, inclina-
tion 96.5°, no-
dal period 5378
s, repetition
factor 16+1/15).
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4. Equipment for Solar System and Planetary Science
4.1 Spacecraft with rotating centrifugally stabilized tether legs as
planetoid Daddy Long Legs stalker.
1. Measure radioactivity 4. Surface sample retriever
2. Implant detectors 5. Explore 4 surface by pulling
3. Seismic thumper on tether legs which hold onto
surface
4.2 Retrograde 10 km tethers for lengthened observation of planetoids at
1 km/sec flyby velocity.
4.3 Plowing tether tips to measure surface properties of planetoids at 1
km/sec flyby velocity. Useful to change direction of flyby.
4.4 Deploy and retrieve balloons at high altitudes in planetary atmos-
phere from orbiting spacecraft with retrograde rotating tethers. Useful
on Mars? and major Jovian and Saturnian satellites with atmospheres.
4.5 Precision centrifugally stabilized tether in very low orbit suspend-
ed from mother craft in moderately low orbit around major satellite or
minor planet. Perturbations in motion are related to gravitic anomalies.
Vibration rotation perturbations observed from mother ship.
4.6 Drag tethers for high altitude atmospheric vs gravitic effects.
Dragged from orbiting planetary exlorer.
5. A Major Mission
Transfer a 10 ton asteroid from main belt to LEO using H bomb
explosions for propulsion. Separate asteroid into 2 parts with electro-
dynamic tether L = 45 km between them to generate power for industrial
use - refining -asteroidal material. Reboost as necessary with H bomb
propulsion. Net effect is to use H bomb energy, stored in orbital
energy, for industrial purposes.
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ELECTRODYNAMICS PANEL SUMMARY REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION
The Electrodynamic Interactions working panel met for two full day
sessions on Wednesday and Thursday, 16 and 17 October 1985. The activities
for the two days were broken down in the following manner:
WEDNESDAY, 16 OCT 1985: Participants with prepared materials made
presentations to the working panel. There were seven individuals with eight
presentations covering power and thrust generation applications, laboratory
and space experiments and demonstrations, and antenna applications. At the
close of day, the panel drew up a list of issues to be considered further in
the Thursday session. The issues were concerned with a more realistic
understanding of multi kilowatt power/thrust generation systems, means of
coupling to the ambient space plasma and their consequences, and the types of
radiation and noise that might be expected from a tether antenna system,
including a better understanding of the propagation medium.
THURSDAY, 17 OCT 1985: The Electrodynamic Interactions working panel was
broken into three subpanels in order to focus on the various issues identified
on Wednesday. The three subpanels were:
1) Electrodynamic Tether Power and Thrust Generation Applications.
2) Space Experiments and Demonstrations.
3) ULF/ELF/VLF Antennas, Signal Generation and Detection.
The subpanels were instructed to meet and discuss issues pertinent to
their specific areas, and to prepare written materials for presentation to the
full working panel in the afternoon. One significant output of the Space
Experiments and Demonstrations subpanel was the recommendation that a hollow
cathode be flown as a plasma contactor on the Shuttle end of the upcoming
TSS-1 experiment. That recommendation is included verbatum in the first
appendix to this summary.
The remainder of this document is an integrated summary of Electrodynamic
Interactions working panel results. This integrated summary is broken into
three parts entitled:
1) List of Applications
2) Issues and Concerns
3) Flight Demonstrations
Each part incorporates output from the three subpanels which were convened
on Thursday.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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II. LIST OF APPLICATIONS
Four areas of applications for electrodynamic tethers were identified by
the Electrodynamic Interactions working panel:
1) MULTIKILOWATT TO MEGAWATT POUER AND THRUST GENERATION: In the 1 to
20 kilowatt power range, recommendations were made to use
electrodynamic tethers to provide contingency power for the Space
Station, and to provide drag makeup and orbital maneuvering
capability for Space Station and other solar array powered
satellites, or for the power extension package (PEP) which could then
be left in LEO orbit between successive Shuttle flights. (Orbital
maintenance of the PEP by the electrodynamic tether during these
periods would require only a few percent of the overall solar array
power output capability.) Collection of current from the ambient
space plasma might be accomplished with a passive collector in a low
power system, or with a hollow cathode device, exploiting the low
current regime of this device (i < 3 amp). In the higher power
ranges, up to approximately one megawatt, recommendations were made
for a Space Station energy storage system, short term high power
applications and orbital maneuvering of the Space Station or other
large space systems. Success in these areas is considered contingent
upon the successful operation of hollow cathodes or related devices
acting as plasma contactors (active collectors) with minimum loss.
Early demonstration of device performance capability is an important
component in the overall development of the electrodynamic tether.
2) ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER ULF/ELF/VLF ANTENNA: Ground based detection of
electromagnetic emissions from a tethered" satellite system is an area
of interest to communications in the ULF/ELF/VLF frequency ranges.
Sufficient energy available at the receiver is necessary for the
operation of any communications system in the presence of background
noise. Energy transmission factors, however, are presently
insufficient to evaluate or optimize receiving system designs,
particularly when advanced signal processing techniques are
required. In order to estimate signal detectability at the receiver,
information concerning signal characteristics (the transmitter),
boundaries and propagation conditions (the medium), background noise
statistical structure (in proximity to the receiver), and receiver
characteristics are needed. Additionally, more advanced mathematical
models than those presently in use are required for an adequate
theoretical understanding of tether antenna systems.
3. OUTER PLANETARY MISSIONS
a.) JUPITER INNER MAGNETOSPHERIC MANEUVERING VEHICLE: The
recommendation in this area was for a Jupiter inner
magnetospheric survey platform to operate in the range from one
to six Jovian radii. The electrodynamic tether in this
application would be used primarily for orbital maneuvering
operations.
b.) OTHER MISSIONS: Essentially, this area is an extension of the
previous one to such regimes as exploration of the Saturn ring
system, and beyond.
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III. ISSUES AND CONCERNS
Three major areas were identified in this category by the Electrodynamic
Interactions working panel, each listing a number of specific concerns:
1) MULTIKILOWATT TO MEGANATT POWER AND THRUST GENERATION: The
electrodynamic tether concept has grown to the point where a more
realistic identification and evaluation of performance parameters of
a high power and thrust generation system, and the environmental
interactions induced by the operation of such a system, are now
required. Specifically, the working panel made recommendations to:
o Obtain voltage-current characteristics of plasma contactor
devices operating at high tether currents (up to 50 amps).
o Identify and understand the instabilities associated with such
operations and their effects upon overall system performance.
o Better understand the ionospheric/magnetospheric current closure
path and its associated losses.
o Understand what effects operation of a large electrodynamic
tether power/thrust generation system will produce in the LEO
environment, and what impact these effects will have upon other
space vehicles.
o Assure long term tether insulator survival.
o Understand the effects of current collection at tether
insulator defects and their overall impacts on system
performance.
In addition to making these recommendations, a number of design tradeoffs,
which need to be considered for designing an optimum electrodynamic tether
system, were identified including:
o Shorter tethers operating at low voltage and high current might
have advantages over longer tethers operating at high voltage
and low current.
o Cable configuration:
Multiple cables connected in parallel (ribbon arrangements)
might be preferable to single cables both in terms of
length considerations (previous bullet) and in terms of
resistance to damage by space debris (cable redundancy).
o Dynamics and control:
Counterbalancing tethers might be deployed in opposite
directions from a spacecraft to provide
center-of-mass-location control.
i 1 x B forces might be used for libration control provided
that current phasing is correct.
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-o - Power management, control and protection:
The electrical/electronic interface between the high
voltage end of the tether and the user bus needs to be
defined. This interface will contain all necessary power
management, regulation and protection hardware, including
the capability of switching the tether into and out of the
system.
2. ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER ULF/ELF/VLF ANTENNA: A number of concerns related
to a basic understanding of a tether antenna system were identified.
Specifically, the working panel made recommendations to:
o Characterize the propagation media including:
The ionosphere at LEO attitudes
The lower atmosphere
Ocean water (if submarine communication is the objective).
o Analyze sources of background noise and the statistical
structure of that noise at the receiver.
o Determine ground station locations for best signal-to-noise
ratio transmissions including the possibility of mobile
receivers.
o Correlate signals received at different ground station locations
in order to subtract off noise.
o Characterize the instabilities and waves due to large current
densities in the Alfven wings.
o Begin using warm plasma theory in analytical work.
Cold plasma theory, although not always directly
applicable, has been used to date because it is more easily
handled.
Warm plasma theory is more appropriate to the analytical
and numerical work, but is far more difficult to handle
than cold plasma theory. Additionally, use of warm plasma
theory places greater demands on computer time.
There is a need to supersede the present cold plasma based
models with more accurate warm plasma based models.
3. HOLLOW CATHODES AND ELECTRON GUNS - COMPARISON AND ISSUES: In order for
the electrodynamic tether power/thrust generation concept to be viable, it
is necessary to make electrical contact with the ionsphere at both ends of
the tether. Contact may be made in a number of ways including use of a
passive, conducting subsatellite (as is the case with TSS-1), use of an
electron gun, or use of a plasma generator (such as a hollow cathode or
hollow cathode based device). If operated within the range of its current
carrying capability, the plasma generator will function in such a manner
as to "ground" the spacecraft or subsatellite of which it is part very
nearly to the local plasma potential (within a few volts), independent of
the current flowing through it. This feature has the advantage of
establishing a known satellite ground reference potential with respect to
the local plasma to which probe or particle energy measurements may then
be referred. Using an electron gun does not establish such a known ground
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reference; rather, the gun will operate in a more or less constant current
mode which is essentially independent of the operating voltage and will
permit the satellite potential to vary considerably with respect to the
local plasma potential. The working panel concentrated on hollow cathode
type plasma generator devices and specifically made recommendations to:
o Perform laboratory and analytical characterization of plasma
diffusion, double sheaths, magnetic field effects and contact
impedance.
o Develop a high current plasma contactor technology with electron
currents up to 50 amps and ion currents up to 2 amps.
o Fly a hollow cathode on the Shuttle Orbiter for the TSS-1 mission
(see appendix).
o Fly hollow cathode based plasma contactors on both ends of the tether
for future TSS electrodynamic missions.
IV. FLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Three areas of flight demonstration were identified by the Electrodynamic
Interactions working panel:
1) PLASMA MOTOR GENERATOR PROOF OF FUNCTION (POF) FLIGHTS: Three
candidate missions were identified in this area in order to explore hollow
cathode versus passive electron collection from the ionosphere, il x B
deflections of the tether, use of tether ballast with a simple deployer and .
high current delta-V dynamics. The first mission involves use of a 200 m
conducting tether with hollow cathodes at Doth ends of the tether, a variable
biasing capability and currents no more than 0.1 amp. The hollow cathode
collector in this mission will be operated in both an active and a passive
mode so that comparisons may be made between the two modes. The second
mission involves use of a 2 km tether with hollow cathode based plasma
contactors at both ends and currents up to 5 amps. A simple deployer with a
ballast tether will be used in this mission, and i 1 x B dynamics of the
electrodynamic tether w i l l be explored. The third mission involves a 10 km
tether with hollow cathode based plasma contactors at both ends operating at
currents up to 50 amps. This mission wi l l explore high current delta-V
dynamics and orbital maneuvering via electrodynamic thrust generation.
2) CHOICE OF EARLY MISSIONS: The missions in this area will use
electrodynamically generated power levels of 1 to 20 kilowatts, and will
demonstrate capability for drag makeup and orbital maneuvering of Space
Station and other large space systems.
3) LONGER TERM MISSIONS: The missions in this area w i l l use
electrodynamic power levels up to one megawatt with ULF/ELF/VLF antenna
applications and planetary missions in mind.
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V. CONCLUSION:
The Electrodynamic Interactions working panel, in its two days of
intensive meetings, focused on issues involving electrodynamic power and
thrust generation applications, space experiments and demonstrations, and
electrodynamic tether antenna signal generation and detection. Applications
were identified in the areas of:
o MuHi kilowatt to megawatt power/thrust generation.
o Communications.
o Planetary exploration.
Additionally, many issues and concerns were identified in each area
including:
o Hardware characterization.
o Environmental interactions and characterization.
o Design tradeoffs.
o Development of better models and theories.
A unanimous recommendation was drafted to fly a hollow cathode on the
Shuttle Orbiter as part of the upcoming TSS-1 mission. (See Appendix.)
Finally, a number of short and long term flight demonstrations and
applications were identified including:
o Early proof of function flights.
o Low impedance current collection by means of hollow cathode or hollow
cathode based plasma sources.
o Drag makeup and orbital maneuvering of Space Station and other large
space systems.
o Multikilowatt to megawatt power generation,
o ULF/ELF/VLF antenna applications.
o Planetary exploration to include the Jovian magnetosphere and Saturn
ring system.
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APPENDIX-1
RECOMMENDATION FOR TSS-1 MISSION
1. A plasma contactor should be provided on the Orbiter carrying the
TSS-1 experiment. It should be operated:
a) To demonstrate this critical contactor technology which is
needed for effective electrodynamic tether operation;
b) Ensure that the Orbiter is clamped at a potential near local
space plasma potential; this should ensure proper operation of
the electron generator and facilitate measurement of the ejected
electron energy; .
c) To prevent unintentional, differential, high voltage charging'of
Orbiter surfaces.
2) A hollow cathode device is recommended as the plasma contactor on the
Orbiter for the TSS-1 mission.
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APPENDIX-2
Orbiter Ion CoDectlon Calculations Using NASCAP/LEO
Myron Mandell and Ira Katz
S- CUBED, A Divinon of Maxwell Laboratories
Calculations of the collection of ion currents by the shuttle orbiter were performed
using the NASCAP/LEO code. NASCAP/LEO models in three dimensions the plasma
around the the orbiter. For these calculations most of the computational space was zoned
to 1.27 meter resolution, with the main engine area zoned to 0.635 meter resolution. The
calculations include thermal ion distribution and velocity effects. For each ground poten-
tial, a Poisson calculation was followed by a particle trajectory calculation. The ion
current collected consists of those ions which land on the engine housings. The projected
2 2
area of the engine housings was 22.4 m for each of the three main engines, and 0.4 m for
o
each of the two OMS engines, totalling 68 m of conductive area.
Calculations were run with the engines facing the ram direction (ram position), with
the wingspan parallel to the ram direction (sideways position), and with the engines in
the wake of the "shuttle body and wingspan (wake position). The ion species was taken to
c o c o
be atomic oxygen, and plasma densities of 10 cm* and 10 cm* were used. The plasma
temperature was taken as 0.1 eV. Results for six logarithmically spaced voltages are
shown in tables 1-3. A few example calculations indicate that magnetic field effects are
insignificant for ion trajectories; if they have any effect, it is to decrease the collection.
The collected currents are also reasonably insensitive to the amount of conductive area on
/> 9
the engines. For example, at a potential of -3000 volts and density 10 cm* a conductive
n o
area of 10.4 m collected 0.19 amperes, while 96 m collected 0.41 amperes.
From a previous study, we have approximate current values (table 4) for electron
collection by the sphere, including magnetic field limiting. The currents in table 4 should
be considered as realistic lower bounds; to the extent that true currents are higher, the
shuttle will be driven more negative than we are about to calculate. The EMF generated
by the tether is equal to the difference between the sphere potential and the orbiter poten-
tial, plus the resistive voltage drop across the tether. Taking the EMF to be 4000 volts,
fi ^
the tether resistance to be 2000 ohms, and the plasma density 10 cm* , we estimate from
tables 1-4 (table 5) that the orbiter will commonly achieve negative potentials in excess of
2000 volts. This conclusion is based on magnetic field limiting of electron current; if elec-
tron collection is not dominated by magnetic fields, the sphere voltage would drop by
about half, with a corresponding increase in the (negative) orbiter potential.
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Table 1.
2
Ram Position - 68 m Conducting Area
Voltage
-10
-30
-100
-300
-1000
-3000
I(105 cm'3)
0.006
0.007
0.009
0.017
0.034
0.057
I(106 cm'3)
0.059
0.063
0.075
0.108
0.212
0.341
Table 2.
2Sideways Position - 68 m Conducting Area
[Wing to Ram]
-3xVoltage
-10
-30
-100
-300
-1000
-3000
1(10° cm'0)
0.0043
0.0045
0.0057
0.0119
0.0272
0.0455
1(10° cm
0.043
0.044
0.046
0.065
0.156
0.284
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Table 3.
Wake Position • 68 m2 Conducting Area
Voltage
-10
-30
-100
-300
-1000
-3000
I(105cm'3)
0.0006
0.0015
0.0031
0.0085
0.0213
0.0424
I(106 cm'3)
0.005
0.011
0.018
0.039
0.109
0.228
Table 4.
Electron Collection by Sphere
Sphere Potential I(ne=106 cm"3)
[Volts] [Amps]
500 0.16
1000 0.22
2000 0.30
4000 0.41
Table 5.
Orbiter-Sphere Floating Potentials at 106 cm"8
Position
Ram
Sideways
Wake
Sphere
Potential
[Volts]
1500
1000
800
Orbiter
Potential
[Volts]
-2000
-2600
-2800
Tether
Current
[Amperes'
.26
.22
.20
380
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Subcommittee on Electrodynamic Applications
ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER POWER AND THRUST GENERATION APPLICATIONS
J. McCoy JSC
S. Martinez MIT
F. Kelley NRL
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ISSUES:
Experiments/Demonstrations
RECOMMENDATIONS;
- Plasma-motor generator proof-of-
function (P.O.F.) flights:
(I) 200 m, hollow cathode/passive,
I < 0.1A
(II) 2 km, H.C. at I ~ 5A. I x B
deflection. Use of tether
ballast (simple deployer)
(111)10 km, H.C. at I ~ 50A. Explore
high I-AV, dynamics
Choice of Early Missions
TSS-1 Restore hollow cathode to core
equipment
TSS-1 study wave generation/detection
TSS-1 Provide H.C. at both ends of
tether A.S.A.P.
1 to 10/20 kW range
Look at low power system with passive
collector
Exploit low current H.C. regime (I 1 3
A)
Drag make-up of PEP, other S.A.
powered satellites
Orbital maneuvering of above
Space Station drag make-up
Contingency power for Space Station
Look for other potential users
Candidate Longer-Term
Missions
Up to ~1 MW
Contingent upon hollow cathode or
other low-loss contactors demonstrat-
ing performance
Space Station power storage system
Orbital maneuvering of Space Station
or other large satellites
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Short-term, high power applications
Look for other PMG users
VLF-ELF applications
Jupiter inner-magnetosphere (1-G R,)
orbital maneuvering and low-altitude
survey platform
Other planetary missions
Critical Technical Questions:
V-I Performance of
Plasma Contactors at
High I
P.O.F. tests
Theoretical effort
Current Closure Losses Uses P.O.F. tests to measure path
impedance
continue analytical efforts
Analyze TSS-1 data at maximum current'
Onset of Plasma
Instabilities
Analytical work to estimate thresholds
Analytical work to predict EM noise
Analytical work to predict extra
losses
TSS-1 data at maximum current
Effect on Environment
and Other Vehicles
Analysis of wake/wings. Use steady
reference frame
TSS-1 data
S/N Ratio of Various
Wave Modes
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Design Optimization Questions;
Tether Length As short as allowed by contactor
current capabilities
Study tradeoffs (contactor AV vs. wire
resistance, insulator savings vs. need
to ballast, effects of short closure
path)
Cable Configuration/
Materials
Single vs. multiple cable (debris
effects, reliability, cooling,
insulator mass, deployment ••••)
Cylindrical vs. tape conductor,
stranding
Materials for long-term operation
Dynamics and Control Use passive ballasting tether to
provide tension
Study dynamics/control of unballasted
and ballasted configurations
Study impact of dynamic delays (on-
off, power-thrust, current/power
modulation ...)
Power Management Impedance matching/variation
Inversion/regulation/switching
Desirable V,O levels
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Subcommittee on Hollow Cathodes and Electron Guns
HOLLOW CATHODE EXPERIMENTS AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
J. R. Seattle Hughes Research Labs
D. E. Parks S-CUBED
William Miller Aeritalia, Torino, Italy
Jay Hyman Hughes Research Labs
P. J. Wilbur Colorado State University
C. Bonifazi PSN/CNR; IFSJ-/CNR
J-P. Lebreton SSD of ESA, ESTEC
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(A)
HOLLOW
CATHODE 1 ••
LOW IMPEDAMCE
(VOLT)
(10*30) V
(A)
ELECTRON
GUN
1 ••
HIGH IMPEDANCE
Vi
(5k)
V
(VOLT)
1. Top, I-V typical characteristics of a Hollow Cathode
Bottom, Electron Gun characteristics. This information shows that
electron guns may be operated in a constant current mode independ-
antly of voltage whereas the hollow cathode may be operated in a
constant voltage mode essentially independent of current. Thus, use
of a hollow cathode, or more generally, a plasma generator, provides
a ground "strap" tying the spacecraft to the local plasma potential.
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I X^-"SATELLITE
CT\ i AME( r ) BIENT
V_y / PLASMA
\
TETHER
RESISTANCE
DEPLOYER
GIMD
PLASMA
BRIDGE
»\ y AMBIENT/ PLASMA
2. Electrodynamic TSS (Tethered Satellite System) functional configura-
tion for basic science experiments, showing where the plasma
contactor (bridge) is operating.
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PLASMA BRIDGE
SATELLITE
PLASMA BRIDGE
TETHER
ORBITER
3. Future electrodynamlc TSS configuration for science and power/
thrusting investigations using plasma generators at both ends.
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Electron Gun Hollow Cathode
- Current Range:
- Power Consumption
- Life Time:
- Automatic Switching
- Main Applications
Ie < 1A
~1 kW
Similar
No
Basic Science
Exp. and Power
Dissipation
*I > 10A, 1A
e ,1
~10W
Similar
Yes
Low Impedance Coupling
Power Generation
Thrusting
*Nominal Values
4. Table of main comparative characteristics for electron gun and
hollow cathode.
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PLASMA
CONTACTOR
SATELLITE
100m
, INSULATED
/DEPLOYABLE BOOM
DEPLOYER
PLASMA CONTACTOR
5. Recommendations for a plasma contactor space experiment. A biased
sphere is deployed on a 100 m insulated boom with plasma generators
at both ends. This experiment measures current capabilities with
the plasma generators on and off, and allows for additional
diagnostics as well. It can also be duplicated in ground vacuum
chamber experiments allowing for a correlation between ground and
space tests.
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Continued Technology Development
Laboratory Investigations
Evaluate plasma contactor performance in simulated, well-
characterized space plasma
- Include magnetic field effects
Support development of theoretical model
o plasma diffusion
o double sheath
o magnetic field effects
o contact impedance
- Develop high-current plasma-contactor technology (J "50 A, J ~
2A)
- Current collection at tether insulation defects
Theoretical Models
- Include magnetic field effects in fluid flow model
- Leakage current collection at tether insulation defects
Impedance model for electron emission, electron collection by
plasma contactors
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Appendix to Hollow Cathode Experiments and Technology Development Section
Recommendation for TSS-1 Mission
1. A plasma contactor should be provided on the Orbiter carrying the
TSS-1 experiment. It should be operated:
a) to demonstrate this critical contactor technology which is
needed for effective electrodynamic tether operation;
b) to ensure that the Orbiter is clamped at a potential near local
space plasma potential; this should ensure proper operation of
the electron generator and facilitate measurement of the
ejected electron energy; and
c) to prevent unintentional, differential, high voltage charging
of Orbiter surfaces.
2. A hollow cathode device is recommended as the plasma contactor on
the Orbiter for the TSS-1 mission.
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Subcommittee on Tether Antennas
USE OF ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHERS AS ULF/ELF ANTENNAS
8. Estes SAO
G. Tacconi University of Genova, Italy
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EM radiation from the tether - outstanding theoretical problems:
(1) Warm plasma effects have not yet been fully considered - new modes?
(2) Plasma instabilities and wave generation due to high current
densities in the Alfven wings
(3) Transmission of various types of waves through the ionosphere -
: electrostatic wave mode conversion?
(4) Radiation from oscillating tether current taking into account the
total tether/ionosphere system, including (1) - (3)
TSS-1 ground station ELF/ULF detection optimization
(1) Theoretical definition of emitted signal characteristics
(2) Analysis of background noise statistical
structure
Optimum Processing
(3) Use of space correlation (if confirmed by
theory)
- one receiver in "hot spot", another outside
(4) Site selection for maximum signal and minimum noise
- mobile receivers to be used
(5) Night time reception
Tether Radiation Experiments
(1) The tether current should be oscillated at frequencies throughout
the ELF/ULF/VLF band.
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(2) The flight profile should be chosen to fly over ground-based
Thompson scatter observatories (Arecibo, Jamaica, etc.) to provide
detailed knowledge of the ionospheric F, E, and D-layers in the
region of the tether radiator.
(3) Data from F-layer monitor network must be examined for evidence of
travelling ionospheric disturbances in the tether region.
(4) January flights would be optimal from the standpoint of lowest ELF
receiver site noise and least disturbance of the tether's ambient
electrical and magnetic conditions.
The Tether as an Antenna
(1) Basic linear theoretical studies predict that large electric dipole
or loop antennas in space with sufficient power (~1 kW to multi-MW)
can produce detectable and usable signals on the Earth's surface.
(2) Non-linearities might degrade the conversion from tether power to
propagating signal power. These non-linearities need to be studied
in detail, both experimentally and theoretically.
(3) Theoretical studies suggest that large array antennas might suppress
unwanted radiation Into loss cones of the index of refraction
surface. Can practical configurations be devised that are highly
directional?
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ELECTRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS PRIORITIES
Summary of 18 October 1985 Meeting of Panel Co-Chairmen
TSS Era
o Proof of function (POP) of hollow cathodes (and hollow cathode based
plasma contactors) in the LEO environment at milliampere to ampere
levels of current collection from the ambient magnetoplasma.
Hitchhiker-G and early PDF flights.
Possible use of a hollow cathode device on TSS-1.
o Electrodynamic Tether Power and Thrust Generation
Multiampere i 1 x B deflection for dynamic control of tether.
(Current levels on the order of 5 amp.)
Multiampere operations to explore high currentAV dynamics.
(Current levels on the order of 50 amp.)
o Identification of system requirements for higher power (multikilo-
watt) operations.
Power management and control/interface between high voltage end
of tether and user.
- Identification of necessary technologies and technology
developments to meet the needs.
Space Station Era
o Electrodynamic operation in the 1 to 20 kW range.
o Use of electrodynamic tether thrust generation for drag makeup in
PEP and other solar array powered satellites.
o Use of electrodynamic tether thrust generation for orbital
maneuvering.
o Space Station related activities:
Drag makeup PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Contingency power 399
o Continued development of those technologies needed for progressively
more advanced operations.
and Beyond . . .
o Electrodynamic power generation in the high kilowatt to megawatt
range.
o Orbital maneuvering of Space Station and/or other large space
systems.
o ULF/VLF/ELF electrodynamic tether antenna applications.
o Planetary missions (such as exploration of Jovian inner magneto-
sphere, Saturnian ring system, etc.).
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LABORATORY SIMULATION OF THE ELECTRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
OF A TETHERED SATELLITE WITH AN IONOSPHERIC PLASMA
C. Bonifazi (1), J.P. Lebreton (2), G. Vannaroni (1), C.
Cosmovici (1), R. Debrie (3), M. Hamelin (3), L. Pomathiod (3),
and H. Arends (2)
0) Istituto di Fisica dello Spazio Interplanetario -
CNR, Frascati, Italy;
(2)
 Space Science Department of ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands;
(3) LPCE/CNRS, Orleans, France.
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ABSTRACT
An improved experimental set-up in the Orleans Plasma Chamber
(Lebreton et al., 1985) allowed investigations of the I-V
characteristics of a conductive spherical body (10 cm diameter)
in a plasma environment. Moreover the influence of a transversal
magnetic field at 0.6 and 1.2 G has been investigated, for the
first time, both on the sheath potential profile and current
collection. Floating potential profiles have been measured at 16
different radial distances from the test body up to 9 body radii
in 8 different angular positions. The test body potential could
be increased in the range from -200 V up to +100 V. Preliminary
results are shown and discussed in this presentation.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the first electrodynamic mission of the Tethered Satellite
System (TSS),beyond experiments involved with the Core Equipment
(Bonifazi , this issue), particular studies should be carried out
in order to study the interaction of a conductive body at high
potential (up to + 5 kV) with respect to the surrounding
ionospheric plasma (Dobrowolny,1985). Laboratory simulation of
the interaction of a free flying satellite with the ionospheric
plasma has been studied since the early sixties (Hall et
al.,1964). A brief review of early laboratory investigations of
bodies in flowing, rarefied plasmas is given by Stone (1981).
Nevertheless the experimental conditions around the TSS will be
different from those occuring around a fre flying satellite. To
our knowledge, the only work with probes at high potential (up to
1000 V) in a plasma chamber is that of Kawashima (1982) which
however refers to high magnetic fields (B = 500 G) and higher
plasma densities (1.0E07 1.0E08cm-3) with respect to those of
the ionosphere at 250 km altitude (TSS). In a previous work
(Lebreton et al., 1985) carried out with a less sophisticated
set-up and without computer control, quite interesting results
have been already shown for a test body of 10 cm diameter
immersed in an omogeneous plasma at ionospheric densities (1.0E06
cm-3). Thus we will summarize here the experimental set-up,
pointing out the modifications and improvements. The results here
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achieved are only described in a preliminary way since detailed
data analysis and theoretical interpretation will follow in a
more complete work.
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Figures 1 and 2 show the experimental set-up in the Orleans
Plasma Chamber. For more details see Lebreton et a 1.1985 and
enclosed references. During our experiment the values obtained
for plasma densities and electron temperatures correspond to
typical values of the E- and F- regions of the ionosphere (see
Table-1). An Ar-ion beam was produced by the ion source at 12 V
acceleration potential in order to simulate the plasma impact
velocity on the TSS (8 km/sec). The plasma confinement inside the
vacuum chamber is achieved through a multipolar magnetic field
system. The plasma potential obtained equals the potential of the
vacuum chamber and a coils system allows the compensation of the
Earth's magnetic field and the production of known field
intensities up to a maximum of 1.2 G in axial or transversal
direction with respect to the ion beam direction. The test body
is situated in a fixed position inside the chamber (see figures 1
and 2) and is electrically connected with a power supply and an
electrometer in order to obtain I-V characteristics in the range
(-200 V, +100 V). A cross system consisting in 16 Langmuir probes
(r=0.3 cm) situated at different distances from the test body
from 0.2 to 9.4 test body radii can be rotated at 8 different
angular positions. A total of 128 measurement points can be
achieved in this way. A multiplexer time sharing, realized by
means of high insulation resistance ( 1.0E120hms) reed relais,
allows the determination of I-V characteristics for each probe in
a voltage range -10 V to 10 V. The power supplies connected to
the test body, Langmuir probes position system and data
acquisition are under computer control. The plasma
characteristics were continuously monitored during the
experiments by means of a reference spherical Langmuir probe and
a mutual impedance probe located sideward at about one meter
downstream from the test body. Table-1 shows experimental
conditions compared with ionospheric ones.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Test body I-V characteristics
3.1.1 Negatively charged body
The current collected upon a conductive spherical body negatively
polarized with respect to the ambient plasma, in an unmagnetized
and in a magnetized plasma has been investigated during the first
experiment (Lebreton et al., 1985). The I-V characteristic of a
10 cm diameter sphere has been measured under stable plasma
conditions, quoted in table-1 under exp 1, for a test body
potential ranging from 0 Volt up to - 125 Volt. The Ar-ion beam
energy was 12 eV in order to simulate the TSS orbiting velocity
of 8 km/s. An external magnetic field og 0.68 Gauss along the
beam direction did not seem to modify the test body ion
collection characteristic. This result has been interpreted as
mainly due to the fact that Argon ion gyroradius was very large
compared to the dimension of the test body. This result can still
apply to the TSS satellite conditions during the first TSS
electrodynamic mission. The same measurement has been repeated
during the second experiment by using the same test body. In this
case the test body potential has been extended up to - 200 Volt,
and the magnetic field was transversal ( 0.6 and 1.2 Gauss) to
the beam direction in order to simulate the TSS conditions. The
result shown in figure 3 basically confirms that there is not
magnetic field effect on ion collection upon a relatively highly
polarized body immersed in a mesosonic plasma.
3.1.2 Positively charged body
The electron current collected upon a conductive sphere immersed
in a mesosonic plasma has been investigated in presence of a
magnetic field. The maximum positive potential of the test body
is limited by the plasma source capability. For the Orleans
plasma chamber this corresponds to a maximum electron current of
about 10 mA upon a conductive sphere of 10 cm diameter. Diuring
the first experiment (Lebreton et al., 1985) the I-V
characteristic of the test body has been studied both in presence
of no magnetic field and in presence of an axial (i.e., along the
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beam direction) external magnetic field. The plasma conditions
are those quoted in Table-1 under the label exp 1. The
measurements shown in figure 4 clearly indicate a reduction of a
factor of two in the electron current collection in presence of
an external magnetic field of 0.68 Gauss under the same plasma
conditions for B=0 G. It is worth noting that no change in the
plasma conditions have been detected during the two data sets.
The plots shown in figure 4 have been corrected by the function
Ne(Vp)/Ne(OV), where Ne(Vp) and Ne(OV) are respectively the
electron density measured when the test body potential is Vp and
0 Volts.
The electron thermal current has been estimated by the relations:
(1) leo = 1/4 Ne e Vth A
and
(2) leo = 1/8 Ne Vth A
where Ne is the electron density, Vth the electron thermal
velocity, e the unit charge, and A the geometrical area of the
test body. The difference between relation (1) and (2) is a
factor of two due to the channeling effect of the magnetic field.
The electron gyroradius based on plasma conditions quoted in
Table-1 results in 1.6 cm and satisfies the condition: electron
gyroradius less than test body radius. No carefully test of the
to date avaible models has been carried out. Nevertheless it
worth noting that the model by Linson et al. (1982) foresees an
electron current reduction of a factor of two when the effect of
an external magnetic field has been taken into account. The paper
by Linson considers a magnetic fild aligned along the ion beam
direction as we had during the first experiment.
During the second experiment the effect of a transversal magnetic
field has been investigated for the first time. The plasma
conditions are quoted in Table-1 under label exp 2. The reason to
have a transversal magnetic field is that of simulate TSS
satellite environmental conditions. In fact the induced emf
across the TSS is V X B, where V is the TSS orbiting velocity. We
report here the preliminary results obtained by using the same
test body of the first experiment. The electron current versus
sphere potential for respectively 0 G, 0.6 G, and 1.2 G are shown
in figure 4 or a test body potential ranging from zero up to 100
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Volts. The plasma conditions were Ne = 1.6E06 cm-3, Te = 0.16 eV
which yield to an electron gyroradius of 2.5 cm (B=0.6 G) and
1.25 cm (b= 1.2 G), respectively. In both cases the electron
gyroradius is less than the test body radius. The electron
thermal currents estimated by relations (1) and (2) yield leo
=336 micro A (B=0), and leo = 168 micro A (B=0.6 and B=1.2 G).
The plots shown in figure 5 are corrected by the function
Ne(Vp)/Ne(OV) as for figure 4. The plasma density variations
versus test body potential during the second experiment are
quoted in Table-2. The electron density has been measured by a
mutual impedance probe and by a reference Langmuir probe. The
trend of the electron current versus test body potential in
presence of a transversal magnetic field clearly confirms the
reduction of the electron current previuously observed in
presence of an axial magnetic field (see figure 4). Moreover
higher magnetic fields seem to produce greater reduction of
electron collection.
3.3 Sheath and near-sheath potential profile.
The sheath and near-sheath potential profile has been explored in
2 directions along the plasma flow : the upstream (ram) and the
downstream (wake) directions.
This has been done only for negatively polarized test body during
the first experiment (Lebreton et al. 1985). Two identical
cylindrical Langmuir probes,spaced by 10 cm. along the radial
direction, where translated at distances up to 25 cm. from the
test body surface.
The floating potential contour upstram and downstream of a
negatively polarized test body,under the same plasma condictions
of fig.4 .are shown in fig.6 . The test body potential is -125
Volt and measurements without magnetic field and with B=0.6 G
along the Ar+ ion beam direction are compared in the figure.
The effect of an external magnetic field does not seem to modify
the shape of the upstream sheath region but only the shape of the
wake region.
The upstream region extends up to 3 times the test body radius
and the floating ptential of the probes reduces to 1-2% of the
central body potentialat 1.2 test body radii.
The wake region extends up to 5 test body radii without magnetic
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field and reduces to 3 test body radii when B=0.6 G. At larger
distances the floating potential is still offset by a few volt
when compared to the unperturbed plasma potential which is very
close to zero.
The floating potential of the probes reduces to 1-2% of the test
body potential at 2.5 (B=0) and 3.0 (B=0) test body radii.
We should not attempt to interpret floating probe potential
measurements in term of plasma potential since the floating
potential may be very sensitive to a small change in' the ion
density or electron temperature , more precisely in the hot
electrons flux (Lebreton et al. 1985).
The space charge region investigation has been carried out during
the second experiment in the Orleans plasma chamber by using a
more sophisticated set-up described in section 2. Unfortunately
we are not able to show the measurements but only a typical
output of the sixteen spherical Langmuir probes (radius 0.15
cm.),see fig.7, which allows investigation of the sheath in the
range distance from 0.2 up to 9.4 test body radii.
This extension in the explored region should allow more detailed
investigation of the wake region .moreover in this case the space
charge region exploration was not limited to the ram and wake
directions but extended to 8 angular position over the 360
degrees region.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
In a plasma chamber reproducing the electrodynamic tethered
satellite environmental condictions (see Table -1-), we have
measured the I-V characterist of a spherical conductive test body
of 10 cm. diameter and explored its sheath and near sheath
regions.
This investigation has been carried out through two successive
experimental set-ups .
The main results can be summarized as follow :
the presence of an axial magnetic field of 0.68 G reduces by a
factor about 2 the electron current collected upon the test body,
but not the ion current, when the test body potential varies from
-125 V up to +50 V .
This investigation has been repeated by extending the test body
potential range from -200 V up to +100 V and using a transversal
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magnetic field of 0.6 G and 1.2 G, respectively.
These measurements pratically confirm the previous results and
clearly indicate a decreasing of the electron current collection
for increasing magnetic fields.
The investigation of the sheath and near-sheath around the test
body up to about 10 test body radii in 8 different angular
position over the 360 degrees field will be reported in a future
paper now in progress.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
F T P 1
"aetvup of .the first experiment, A, spherical conductive, body
or 1iTcm diameter is located at the centrum of the Orlens
plasma chamber. LP are, the cylindrical Langmuir probes by
which the plasma parameters are continuously monitored (LP)
at the bottom of the chamber, and the floating potential
contours around the test body can be measured, the .two LP
which can be radially translated and rotated by remote
control with respect to the sphere.
FIG.2
Set-up of the second experiment. The same test body of the
first experiment is located at the centrum of the Orleans
plasma chamber. At the right-hand upper corner is shown the
mutual impedance probe by which the plasma parameters are
continuously monitored. At the. left-hand upper corner is
shown the Langmuir probe of reference for plasma parameters
monitoring. At the bottom is shown the cross system on which
the 16 Langmuir probes are located up to radial distances of
9 test body radii.
FIG.3
Ion current collection versus test body potential under
plasma conditions quoted in Table-1 under label exp 2. The
black dots refer to a zero magnetic field, while the
triangles and squares to a transversal magnetic field of 0.6
and 1.2 Gauss, respectively.
FIG.4
Electron current collected under plasma conditions quoted in
Table-1 under label exp 1. The upper curve refers to a zero
magnetic field while the lower curve to an axial magnetic
field of 0.68 Gauss.
FIG.5
Electron current collected upon a 10 cm diameter sphere under
plasma conditions quoted in Table-1 under label exp 2. The
black dots, triangles, and squares refer to zero, 0.6 G, and
1.2 G transversal magnetic field, respectively.
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FIG.6
Floating potential contours upstream and downstream a
negatively polarized test body under the plasma conditions
quoted in Table-1 under label exp 1.
FIG.7
Example of the I-V characteristics of the 16 Langmuir probes
located radially with respect to the test. body. Each Langmuir
probe characteristic is plotted in log ang linear scale for a
potential range from -10 V to 10 V.
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ORIGINAL FACE 13
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FIGURE 1 : FIRST EXPERIMENT SET-UP
FIGURE 2 : SECOND EXPERIMENT SET-UP
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VOLTS
-200.
-175.
-150.
-125.
-100.
-75.
-50.
-25.
0.
5.
10.
15.
20.
30.
40.
50.
75.
100.
6 -3
ELECTRON DENSITY X 10 (cm )
B- 0 6
1.23
1.23
1.30
1.30
1.36
1.36
1.44
1.52
1.63
1.15
0.87
0.63
0.60
0.56
0.52
0.44
B= 0.6 G
1.28
1.54
1.70
1.52
1.36
1.21
1.01
0.97
0.91
0.85
0.85
0.78
B= 1.2 G
1.54
1.70
2.02
1.90
1.64
1.24
1.19
1.19
1.12
1.05
0.72
Tables-
Electron density versus test body potential for
external magnetic field 0.0. 0.6, and 1.2 Gauss
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NATURAL ELF NOISE EVALUATION
FOR TSS EMISSIONS DETECTION ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE
The Electric Field Component Approach
Giorgio Tacconi
University of Genoa, Italy
Abstract: The preliminary estimate of the local noise
structure in the proximity of a receiver is essential to estab-
lishing the detectability of a given signal in presence of such
noise. This memo outlines the possibility of detecting the
Electric Field Component of the background noise by means of
electric dipoles horizontally placed on the sea bed in shallow
waters, in order to find its spectral and statistical charac-
teristics for the definition of the optimal receiving system.
1. Introduction
The detection on the Earth's surface of possible electromagnetic
emissions in the ELF range radiated by the TSS is, in principal, a comm-
unication problem. A sufficient amount of energy available at the
receiver is, of course, necessary for the operation of any communication
system in the presence of background noise. Energy transmission factors
are, however, insufficient to evaluate or optimize a receiving system as
soon as it includes relatively advanced signal processing techniques. In
order to estimate the detectability of a hypothetical signal by a
receiver, several pieces of information are needed:
1. Signal characteristics (the transmitter).
2. Boundaries and progagation conditions (the medium).
3. Background noise information in terms of spectral and time/
space statistical structure in proximity of the receiver.
4. Receiver characteristics (the receiver).
2. The scenario of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. The space
where the propagation of the emission takes place is represented in the
main, by a number of layers. In case of detection on the bottom of the
sea, the above-mentioned layers are:
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Figure 1. Propagation Scenario Structure
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I. The ionosphere
II. The Earth surface/ionosphere cavity
III. The sea layer
IV. The sub-bottom Earth crust layer
The zone which we are interested in for the .present investigation is that
related to the II, III, and IV layers of Figure 1.
3. The natural background noise propagates as plane waves from the sea
surface to the bottom, where the receiving electric dipole is placed.
The water layer is equivalent to a transmission line of length L-j
(Figures 2a and 2b).
The current I in the transmission line (Figure 2b) corresponds to
the horizontal component of the magnetic field strength in air, H,
 2>
which is practically independent from the characteristics of the water
and the bottom. The load of the transmission line is represented by the
bottom impedence Z, . Assuming the bottom of infinite depth (L, =<»), the
difference of potential in the water, E.J is given by:
E3 = Hh2 x 23 (for L3 = oo ) (1)
Z2
E3 = E3 ' x— (for L3 = finite) (!')
For a water depth L = L3 finite
Z2 (2)
which gives the ratio:
E^' = Z7_
I*" Z3 (3)
and consequently:
E3' = E' x ----- (4)
Z3
E3 = E3 G (G = Z2 / Z3) (5)
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Figure 2a. Figure 2b.
= VjCT3 Mo w
Z3 = ^3
Y_ = 4 mhos/m_
Mo = 4 IT x 10 H/m
u = 2 IT f
propagation constant in water
water impedance
water conductivity
Figure 2. Various Quantities Characterizing Propagation in Water
From the theory of transmission lines, we obtain:
Z,
(6)
tanh
This expression is valid for a » u> e neglecting the displacement
currents.
As an example, for L- = 20 m and assuming L, = oo we hav,e:
1/2Z^, = Z3 (cr3/cT4) a3 = water conductivity (7)
a, = bottom conductivity
The observed background noise is increased by the factor G = Z2/Z.,.
2
For a typical value of_ 4 = 10, the factor G is given as a function of
~Z
frequency for three bottom depths of 20, 40, and 60 m (Figure 3).
4. The electric dipole behavior in sea water is discussed in Reference
1.
The difference in potential between the electrodes of a dipole is:
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For Z3
Figure 3. The Impedance Ratio G as a Function of Frequency From the
Theory of Transmission Lines
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UAB = EL L = dlpole lengthE = electric field component
The impedence of the dipole is:
R_ = Resistive part of Z
Z = B_ — k = form factor of the electrode
s
 S = surface of the electrode
for an electrode similar to a prolate ellipsoid, we have:
+ 2R
z (prolate ellipsoid)
V l - 2arctanh V -(b/a)
and for a = 50*
Vs
*"a" and "b" = axis of prolate ellipsoid
Figure 4 shows the phases of construction of a low instrinsic noise
electrode.
Figure 4. Construction of a Low Noise Electrode
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Figure 5 shows an experimental dipole assembly 7 m long. Two such
dipoles were horizontally placed on the sea bottom parallel to each other
and separated by 1 km. Performances of such systems can be strongly
improved with new design and construction.
Elictrodt
Direct ion Indicator
Figure 5. Experimental Dipole Assembly
Figure 6 shows the power spectra of the two signals simultaneously
recorded. Here we observe the space correlation effect which reduces the
far off noise (Shuman modes).
it • »•••• 10 (V/m) /Hi
Figure 6. Power Spectra of Natural Background Noise Measured by Two
Dipoles 1 km Apart and of the Difference Signal.
(The power spectra are multiplied by the factor a)
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Figure 7 shows theoretical and measured ELF background noise (J. Galejs
and Balzer & Wagner). The f i rs t three Shuman modes are evident.
Theoretical (J. GALEJS)
Measured (Balser & Wagner)
10 15 20
Figure 7,
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6. Concluding Considerations
Simultaneous recording of horizontal electric ER and horizontal
magnetic H field components should give a highly reliable validation of
the theoretical estimate of the electromagnetic field distribution on the
Earth's surface.
a. The Target
Measurements of VLF/ELF emissions radiated by the TSS at
Earth's surface.
o Evaluation of received signal In comparison with theoretical
estimate of MIT/SAO program, in terms of:
Radiated energy
Noise level for a possible transmission channel.
oo For the derivation of the optimal receiver, preliminary natural
and man-made background noise measurements will be performed at the
selected site.
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b. The Site
The choice of the most favorable site depends on the results of
the MIT/SAO program. Anyway, a possible selection of sites is as
follows:
Tynerian Sea (Tino) in case of guided propagation
- Central Med. (Lampedusa) - compromise conditions
- Canary Islands (Spain) - closest point of approach - hot spot
Logistic problems will be solved by the Italian Navy - CMR - and
tentatively, by the Spanish Institute Astrofineo de Canarias (Tenerife).
c. The Instrumentation
Special coil sensors are supplied by NUSC (M. E. Soderberg) -
presently in calibration. Cesium magnetometers (total field) will also
be used.
Recording equipment (multichannel FM tape recorder battery operated)
and general instrumentation with additional electronics will be supplied
by the University of Genoa (DIBE), the Italian Navy, CNR, and Saclantceu
(la Spezia).
d. Received Data and Analysis
From the preliminary investigation on local noise, which is
expected to be non Gaussian, and its characterization on Type A or B
(Middleton), the structure of optimal receiver will be derived, i.e, LOTR
(Locally Optimum Threshold Receiver). This process and subsequent
spectral analysis and signal processing will be done at the University of
Genoa (DIBE).
To establish a common methodology for obtaining comparable results,
we are in contact with other groups interested in detecting TSS
emissions:
Rice University, Professor Gordon
Stanford University, Prof. Hellinell
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Analytical cooperation will be given by various Italian groups:
- Univ. Florence - Prof. Buscagliosi:
Prof. Pellegrini
- Marconi Italiana - Prof. Martini
CM-IAN - Prof. Volta.
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SPONTANEOUS RADIATION EMITTED BY MOVING TETHERED SYSTEMS
M. Dobrowolny
Istituto Fislca Spazio Interplanetario, CNR Italy
I will first outline some concepts related to radiation emitted by a
large conductor moving through a magnetoplasma and refer them to the case
of long tethers. Next, I will show some recent results of a theoretical
calculation of Alfven wings, their structure and the power associated
with them. I anticipate that these results are different from those
foreseen, on the basis of qualitative reasoning by Drell et al. (1965)
and that we have understood the reason for this difference.
In Figure 1, I have sketched how the problem of radiation from TSS
or, more generally, for any large conductor moving through a magneto-
plasma, should be approached. The approach is that of the theory of
antennas in plasmas. What I have written is the equation for the space-
time Fourier transform of the electric field radiated from the moving
conductor with, on the right hand side, the transform of the current on
the conductor.
We refer to the case of no pulsation of the current; in other words,
we look at the electromagnetic fields emitted just because of the motion.
The function 6 (CO-u V) on the right hand side is the effect of such
X
motion, with velocity V in the x direction, and tells us a very important
point: only plasma modes whose dispersion relation satisfy the Cerenkov
condition
will be radiated by the moving conductor. In a paper by Belcastro et al.
(1982), we have analyzed this relation in the context of cold plasma
theory with the conclusions which I have summarized in the viewgraph:
1) in the domain of hydromagnetic frequencies, only Alfven waves and not
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magnetosonic modes can be radiated. In addition, these Alfven waves have
propagation vectors almost perpendicular, to the magnetic field. In terms
of the angle 6 between K and J3, the solutions to the Cerenkov condition
are
0, = arctangent V.i yA.
62 - 7T- 0j_
2) going to higher than hydromagnetic frequencies, it is found that the
resonance condition is satisfied only for frequencies close to the three
plasma resonance frequencies W , w. , and W- ^  which are the frequenc-
ies where the index of refraction goes to infinity. For the case of
parallel propagation, these three frequencies correspond to the ion
cyclotron frequency, the electron cyclotron frequency and the electron
plasma frequency, respectively. They do, however, vary with the angle of
propagation, and in Figure 2 I have shown the corresponding variations.
For example, we see that W2o0 , going from parallel to perpendicular
propagation, goes from the electron cyclotron frequency to the lower
hybrid frequency and therefore covers essentially all the whistler range.
In any case, this shows the range of possible frequencies radiated by a
given moving conductor in a plasma as a consequence of the Cerenkov
radiation condition.
There are actually other limitations to the frequencies emitted
which have to do with the dimensions of the conductor transverse to the
direction of motion. This is shown in Figure 3. The potential
difference across the conductor is applied for a time
equal to the time the conductor takes to cross its dimension D perpendic-
ular to its direction of motion. The inverse of this time
f ~
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is clearly an upper limit to the frequencies of the electromagnetic
perturbations emitted by the conductor (in the sense that there will be
no significant power emitted for frequencies f > f ). Thus, we see that,
in order to have a pure hydromagnetic perturbation associated with the
conductor, we need
and, hence, very large conductor dimensions
D X40 meters
This is not the case for TSS and, indeed, the electromagnetic perturba-
tion associated with TSS.wlll.be something more complicated than pure
Alfven waves. For TSS, if we take as a reference the satellite
dimensions (D = 1.2m) we get
f* ~ 6.6 kHz
which falls in the whistler range.
After precising these concepts related to the frequencies emitted by
TSS, let me show results of a formal calculation of the Alfven wave
radiation .emitted by a .large conductor (Dobrowolny and Veltri, 1985).
Figure 4 reports first of all our results for the power radiated in
Alfven waves.
As applied to TSS, this gives, for a tether length L = 100 km and a
current 1=1 ampere, only a few watts of power. The point that I want
to bring, however, is that this calculated power is different from that
estimated early by Drell et al.(19'65) which I have written in the next
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line of the viewgraph. What we find is precisely a factor (V/V )
smaller which is a considerable reduction. I think we understand now the
reason of the difference and that our result is right and I would like to
explain that.
In the remaining part of the figure 1 am showing the way Drell et
al. did their estimate and the conceptual mistake which is hidden there.
Drell et al. estimated power from
P ~ 6B2 V.S
Here it is supposed that an alfvenic perturbation 6B is propagating with
velocity V. along magnetic field lines. The formula is all right
A
provided that one uses in there the correct estimate forSB. To arrive
at their result, Drell et al. used
6B ~
which, as you see, is the field associated with a constant current (in
the magnetic field direction). Now, there is such a field and there is
power associated with it, but that happens just because the current is
moving; and it is moving not with the velocity of V. but the conductor's
velocity V and not in the magnetic field direction, but in the direction
of motion. If we use this 6B in the estimated power, we have to multiply
the corresponding energy not by V.S but by
A
V_ ' £ = V V S
VA
2
so that we end up with a factor / V \ of reduction with respect to Drell
et al. \V
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On the other hand, we can use the above formula for estimating power
provided we use there not the 6B of the constant current but the 6B. of
the alfvenic perturbation. Now it can be seen very easily that
6B. ~ KU 6B ~ V 6B
VA
where the last inequality is due to the Cerenkov condition that was
discussed before. If we use this expression we end up with our formal
result.
Thus the power spontaneously radiated in Alfven waves is of the
order of 1 watt. But, remember that that is not the only power emitted
by the tether. There is power in higher frequencies as well. Besides,
nobody has looked yet at warm plasma phenomena and, for example, on how
much power is emitted in Bernstein modes from the tether.
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FIGURE 1
Radiation From The Moving Tether
— Current Source: Jo=Jo y- z)
z / / B
K
' T V
* x / / V 0
— Radiated Electric Field:
det AJJ = 0 Dispersion Relation
— Resonance Condition:
= kxv0 or cos <P
— Radiated Modes:
r\ (A XA i
Alfven Waves for ft) < L2cj \V ~ arctan V J
Quasi-Longitudinal Waves Near Resonant Frequencies
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FIGURE 3
Perturbation Induced By TSS In The Ionosphere
ALFVEN WINGS
V
f < f* - i
To have only AW radiated:
D > 40m
for TSS satellite (D = 1.2m):
f* - 6.6 KHz
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FIGURE 4
Power Radiated By TSS In Alfven Waves
Belcestro, Dobrowolny, Veltri, 1982
Dobrowolny, Veltri. 1985
I*
from early estimates of Drell, Foley, Ruderman:
VAS
•* -Jr (field associated with dc current)
this field is moving with volocity V (not VA) ar|d not in the magnetic field
direction
- Alfvenic field S B A - -^8s - — S
- s BA
for L •» 100 km I= 1 ampere
PAW -1 watt
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Introduction
The Tethered Satellite System (TSS) project is jontly
supported and funded by the U.S. and Italian
governments. It will consist on an Italian provided
scientific Satellite (500 kg) orbiting in the ionosphere
connected to the Space Shuttle (Orbiter). To date three
are the TSS missions foreseen (References 1 and 2). The
first mission, to'date scheduled at the end of 1988, will
use an electrically conductive Tether of 20 km deployed
upward from the Orbiter flying at 300 km altitude. This
mission will allow investigation of the TSS
electrodynamic interaction with the ionosphere due to the
high voltage induced across the two terminators of the
system during its motion throughout the geomagnetic
field. The second mission, to be scheduled, will use a
dielectric Tether of 100 km • deployed downward, from the
Orbiter flying at 230 km altitude. Tethered-vehicle
access to altitude as low as 120-150 km from the Orbiter
would permit direct long-term observation of phenomena in
the lower thermosphere and determination • of its
composition, observation of crustal geomagnetic
phenomena, and measurement of other dynamical physical
processes which affect the atmosphere, and ionosphere.
Finally, the third mission, to be scheduled, would use
the same configuration of the first electrodynamic
mission with the complete Core Equipment ( Reference 3).
In particular study of power generation by tetherd
systems would be possible by operating the Core' Equipment
i the inverted current mode. This mode of operation would
allow ion current collection upon the TSS Satellite by
controlling its potential with respect to the ambient
ionospheric plasma.
This report is intended to describe the main requirements
of the Core Equipment configuration to date foreseen for
the first TSS electrodynamic mission. In particular,
besides the Core Equipment purposes, its hardware and
operational sub-modes of operation are described.
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The TSS Core Equipment is jontly supported and funded by
U.S. and Italian governments in a manner similar to the
overall TSS project. The CNR/PSN team responsible for
the Italian- provided Core Equipment consists of Dr.
Carlo Bonifazi, as Principal Investigator; Dr. G.
Manarini, as Program manager; and Dr. J. Sabbagh, as
Project manager.
1.2 Core Equipment Definition
The Core Equipment of the Tether Satellite System (TSS)
will consist of items of equipment and supporting
software which are necessary for the general scientific
and technological utilization of the TSS facility. The
Core Equipment functional items identified in this
document are:
a. Tether Current-Voltage Control system (TCVC) for the
conducting Tether;
b. Three-Axis Accelerometer-Gyro system (TAG) to support
Tethered Satellite-born studies of TSS Satellite
dynamics as first step toward use of the TSS for
study of crustal-induced magnetic and geodynamic
processes.
These items are necessary to support the first TSS
mission. However it is recognized that additional items
of Core Equipment may be required on subsequent missions
as more sophisticated use is made of the TSS facility.
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1.3 Core Equipment purpose
The TSS Core Equipment will provide general support
essential to a wide variety of scientific and
technological investigations carried out either on the
Tethered Satellite or the Tether Deployer, which is
mounted on the Orbiter. Specifically, for the
electrodynamic mission the TCVC system will allow
control of the TSS-S electrical potential by varying the
current that flows between the Satellite and the Orbiter
through the Tether as a result of the emf generated by
motion of the TSS through the geomagnetic field.
This function is fundamental to the operation of the
electrodynamic Tether and is essential for pratically all
the scientific investigations of space plasma physics
and electrodynamic phenomena which utilize the TSS.
Three-Axis Accelerometer-Gyro system (TAG)will provide
accurate assessment of dynamic perturbations to the
motion of the TSS Satellite".
This information is required to determine the suitability
of the TSS Satellite as a platfoprm for a variety of
investigations of crustal-induced magnetic and
gravitational effects.
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2.0 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
2.1 Tether Current-Voltage Control system (TCVC)
The TCVC system will consist of the following items:
2.1.1 Satellite Core Equipment
Satellite Main Switch; a parallel redundant, slow acting
switch capable of electrically isolating the Tether from
the Satellite conductive skin. This is a cold type
switch.
Core Tether Current Monitor; a slow sample rate monitor of
the current flowing down the Tether. This instrument is
connected between the Satellite conductive skin and the
Satellite Main Switch.
2.1.2 Deployer Core.Equipment
Deplover Master Switch; a high voltage, hot type, parallel
redundant switch which can provide electrical isolation of
the Tether from the Deployer/MPESS mounted science. In
particular, it can connected the Tether to the Core
Electron Generator (CEG) via the Tether Current Sensor.
Tether Current Sensor; a one Ohm shunt resistor in series
with the Tether between the Deployer Master Switch and
' * CEG. It is anticipated that this shunt resistor will be
part of the SETS current . and voltage measuring devices
(TCVM) which allow high frequency sampling of Tether
current and voltage.
Core Electron Generator (CEG); an electron source capable
of providing up to 500 mA of electron beam current at a
cathode-to-anode voltage of 3000 V ( 1000 V as design
goal).It consists of two identical CEG heads, each one
able of providing the maximum current, which will assure
the CEG redundancy. In addition, each CEG head has the
capability to be disconnected from the Deployer end of
the Tether in case of failure by a switch which is
identical to those forming up the Deployer Master Switch.
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Gas Pressure Monitor: a vacuum gauge mounted in the
.vicinity of the CEG to detect pressure surges to levels
at which damage to CEG might occur.
Core Tether Voltacre Monitor; a slow sampling rate monitor
of the voltage between the Deployer end of the Tether and
the Orbiter electrical ground.
Three-Axis Aspect Magnetometer; a low sensitivity
magnetometer used to determine the magnetic field of the
Orbiter Payload Bay. It will be used to determine the
pitch angle and azimuth of the CEG and the SETS Fast
Pulse Electron Gun (FPEG) beams during the mission. It is
anticipated that the Aspect Magnetometer will be provided
by NASA.
2.2 Three-Axis Accelerometer-Gyro system (TAG)
2.2.1 Satellite Core Equipment
The TAG will consist of a three-axis accelerometer and
a three-axis gyro. It is anticipated that the
accelerometer will be mounted in the Payload Module of
the TSS Satellite and the Gyro package of the Satellite
Attitude Measurement and Control Subsystem (AMCS) will
serve as a Core Equipment Gyro. The accelerometer should
be mounted as close as possible to the Satellite axis of
rotation to minimize . the acceleration induced by
Satellite spin.
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3.0 CONFIGURATION
The Core Equipment configuration, defined in the present
chapter, is shown in Figure 3.0-1. Depending on its
location the Core Equipment will be identified as:
- SCORE,- TSS Satellite mounted Core Equipment
- DCORE, TSS-D/Pallet or MPESS mounted Core Equipment
Depending on the performed functions, the Core
Equipment will be divided into:
- Tether Current-Voltage Control system (TCVC). which
will allow investigation of the TSS-S electrical
potential with respect to the ambient plasma by
varying the current flowing through the Tether. The TCVC
system is the electrodynamic part of the Core Equipment
and will consist of DCORE and SCORE items.
- Three-Axis Accelerometer-Gyro system (TAG), which will
provide accurate assessment of. the dynamic perturbations
to the TSS-S motion. This information is required to
determine the TSS-S suitability as a platform for
investigations of crustal induced magnetic and
gravitational effects. The TAG is the dynamic part of the
Core Equipment and will consist- of SCORE three-axis
accelerometer and the TSS-S AMCS gyro package. The Core
Equipment will consist of the units and sub-assemblies
detailed in the following Table along with . their
location and functional assignments:
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CORE EQUIPMENT
UNITS
Three-Axis Linear Accelerometer (SLA)
Three-Axis Gyro
Core Tether Current Monitor
Satellite Main Switch
Deployer Master Switch
Tether Current Sensor
Core Electron Generator:
sub-assemblies
a. two CEG Heads (CEGH1 & 2)
b. two Filament and Pulsing Power
Supplies for CEGH1 & 2 "(FPPS1 & 2)
c. CEG Heads Switching
device (CEGHS)
Power Distribution and
Electronic Control Unit (PDECU)
Gas Pressure Monitor (DVG)
Core Tether Voltage Monitor (DV)
Three-Axis Aspect Magnetometer
(SA)
(SMS)
(DMS)
(TCS)
(CEG)
LOCATION
ASSIGNMENT
SCORE
SCORE/AMCS
SCORE
SCORE
DCORE/Pallet
DCORE/MPESS
DCORE/MPESS
FUNCTIONAL
ASSIGNMENT
TAG
TAG
TCVC .
TCVC
TCVC<*)
TCVC(**>
TCVC
DCORE/MPESS
DCORE/MPESS
DCORE/MPESS
DCORE/MPESS
TCVC
TCVC
TCVC
TCVC(**)
- Table 3.0-1 -
(*) The Deployer Master switch shall be supplied by Aeritalia. Its
power, commands, and monitors shall be provided by NASA-MMA. Its
operations shall be synchronized with the TCVC SCORE and DCORE
operations.
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(**) US-supplied items; power, commands, and monitors for these
shall be provided by NASA-MMA. Requirements concerning these
shall not be defined in this document.
Figure 3.0-2 shows the CNR/PSN provided Core Equipment block
diagram with reference to Table 3.0-1.
units
units
_ J
TT-
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SCORE: TAG - TREE-AXIS ACCELEROMETER (SLA) I
- TREE-AXIS GYRO (AMC8) I
SCORE: TCVC - CORE TETHER CURRENT MONITOR (SA) I
- SATELLITE MAIN SWITCH (SMS) I
'///////
TETHER
//// DEPLOYER/PALLET ////
I REEL MECHANISM IMPEDANCE!
I
I DCORB: TCVC - DEPLOYER MASTER SWITCH (DMS) I
///////////// MPESS /////
I DCORE: TCVC - TETHER CURRENT SENSOR (TC8) to PI I
I I
I - CORE TETHER VOLTAGE 1 I - CEG HEADS SWITCHING I
I MONITOR (DV) I | DEVICE (CEGHS) I
_J _ I I
/ y /f / /
| _ CEG HEAD 1 a 8 I
I - VACUUM GAUGE (DVG) I I (CEGH1 a 8) I
A _J _ C| C I A_J _
I - POWER DISTRIBUTION I
I a I I - FILAMENT a PULSING I
I ELECTRONIC CONTROL I I POWER SUPPLIES 188 I
1 UNIT (DPECU) I | (FPPS1 a 8) I
FIG.3.O-8 P8N/CNR PROVIDED CORE EQUIPMENT BLOCK DIAGRAM
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4.0 OPERATIONAL MODES
It should be noticed that for the first TSS mission the
only TCVC mode foreseen is the Electron Gun mode as
specified in TSS-CER-01. In order to simplify the CEG
design for the first TSS mission the Electron beam
current will not be controlled by a feedback. The TCVC
system will have the primary operational mode described
below, which is completely accomodated by the Core
Equipment. Additional operational modes can be created
with the addition of certain items of Pi-supplied
hardware. In addition, the Electron Gun Mode should allow
ON/OFF pulsing of the Tether current up to 150 mA (TBR)
at frequencies up to 1000 Hz.
In this mode, the current path is from the ionospheric
plasma down to the Tether through the Satellite
conductive skin, the Tether current monitor, and the
Satellite Main Switch. Then across the reel mechanism,
the Deployer Master Switch, the Tether Current Sensor
through the cathode of one of the two CEG heads to the
ambient ionospheric plasma (see fig.3.0-1). The anode of
the CEG head is connected to the Orbiter electrical
ground and the cathode heather is powered by an isolated
power supply (floating at the Tether potential). The SETS
FPEG operation could avoid orbiter charging due to the CEG
anode leakage .current. The high voltage for electron
acceleration i's supplied directly by the emf generated
across the Tether by its motion through the geomagnetic
field. This emf depends both on the velocity of the
Orbiter/Tether system and the effective electrical length
of the Tether, which is the component of the Tether
length prelected across the geomagnetic field. Owing to
the dipole structure of the geomagnetic field, there is
considerable variation in Tether emf along typical
satellite orbits. For a 20 km Tether with a 28.5°
inclination orbit similar to that to be used for TSS-1,
the range of emf is from about 2000 V up to 5000 V.
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4.1 TCVC operational sub-modes
The present section defines the TCVC basic sub-modes
of operation listed below:
- Electrodynamic OFF mode . .-:••(EOFF)
- CEG Standby mode . . ;-• (STB)
- Quiescent Pressure Monitoring . . (QPM)
- Satellite I-V curve mode .(SIVC)
- Low Frequency (1 Hz) Current Pulsing mode (LFCP)
- Medium Frequency (1 kHz) Current Pulsing mode (MFCP)
- PI Current and Voltage measuring mode (PICV)
The status of TCVC units during the above sub-modes is
shown in Table 4.0-1.
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UNITS \ OPERATIONAL SUB-MODES
EOFF STB QPM SICV LFCP MFCP PICV
SCORE:
SA OFF ON OFF ON ON ON ON
SMS CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CL/OPEN
DCORE:
DMS OPEN •CLOSED OPEN CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED
DV
CEGHS :
SW1
SW2
CEGH:
Head 1
FPPS 2
Head 2.
FPPS 2
DVG
OFF
OPEN
(1)
OPEN
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
OPEN
OPEN
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OPEN
OPEN
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON ON
(1)
ON
(1)
ON
(1)
CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED OPEN
(1) (1) (1)
CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED OPEN
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
(2)
ON
ON
(2)
ON
ON
ON
(2)
ON
ON
(2)
ON
ON
ON
(2)
OFF
OFF
(2)
OFF
OFF
ON
PDECU OFF ON ON ON ON ON ON
TCVC UNITS STATUS DURING THE OPERATIONAL SUB-MODES
Table 4.0-1
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(1) When SW1 in closed SW2 must be open and viceversa;
(2) When one of the two CEG Heads is ON the other is OFF.
4.1.1 Electrodynamic OFF mode (EOFF)
This mode refers to an unpowered status of both the SCORE
and DCORE TCVC units, without current flowing down the
Tether. The TCVC configuration is with the Satellite
Main Switch (SMS) closed, the Deployer Master Switch
(DMS) open, and the CEGHS switches open (see Table 4.0-
1). This is in order to share the full .emf induced
voltage (up to 5 kV) among the DMS, CEGHS, and CEG Heads,
the Satellite end of the Tether being connected to the
Satellite conductive skin and pratically at the same
ionospheric plasma potential.
The following functions shall be monitorable from outside:
- Satellite Main Switch status, from RTUP to crew and -POCC
- Deployer Master Switch status, from SFMDM to crew and POCC
- CEGHS switches status, from TBD
- DCORE powering status, from STS to crew and POCC.
The TCVC shall enter this mode by external commands from
QPM or STB modes via the follwing steps:
1. The PDECU shall receive the external EOFF set command
and shall power off:
a - the CEG heads electronics (FPPS1 and 2)
b - the DVG
c - the DV
and shall output the related OFF monitors;
2. The DMS shall be open;
3. The SMS shall be closed;
4. The SA shall be powered off;
5. The CEGHS switches shall be open;
6. The DCORE main powe,r bus shall be powered off.
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Steps Ib and 6 only shall be performed when the TCVC is
set into EOFF mode starting from QPM mode.
In case of STS power blackout during- any mode, the DCORE
TCVC shall be safed as follows:
The CEG heads electronics (FPPS1 & 2), DVG, DV, and the
PDECU shall be automatically powered off; the status of
the switches (DMS, CEGHS), which is not modified due
to their latching type, shall be monitored out.
At STS power blackout end, the PDECU shall automatically
reset the DCORE TCVC to STB mode as described in 5.1.2.
In case of TSS-S power bus undervoltage (TS-SR-AI-005)
the SCORE shall be safed as follow:
The SA shall be off for the undervoltage duration; the
status of the SMS, which is not modified due to its
latching type, shall be monitored out.
At TSS-S power bus undervoltage end, the SCORE TCVC
shall return automatically to its previous status.
4.1.2 CEG Standby mode (STB)
The TCVC configuration is with all SCORE and DCORE units
powered ON, the SMS and DMS closed and the two CEGHS
switches open, and the two CEG head filaments cold (see
Table 4.0-1). This mode allows the SETS experiment to
operate independently from the CEG. In addition the TCVC
will provide a slow sampling rate of both the Tether
current and Tether-to-Orbiter voltage, and the ambient
pressure in the vicinity of the CEG heads. In order to
measure the emf induced voltage the SETS experiment must
not connect the Tether Current Sensor (TCS) to the
Orbiter electrical crround.
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This mode can be enterred by the following variuos ways:
- upon external command at power-on events
- automatically (under PDECU control) after any
other mode except EOFF
- upon external "override" command if interruption of
any other mode is decided.
STB mode onset shall be achieved via the following
steps (steps 1 to 3 below shall take place only at
power-on):
1. The TCVC shall be powered by the following external
commands:
- to the DCORE power supply (power on, from Crew or
POCC)
- to the SCORE current meter (SA power on, from Crew
or POCC)
2. The PDECU shall be directly powered on by the first
command, it shall perform its self-check and shall
send GO/NOGO information to crew and POCC
3. Upon STB set external command, the PDECU shall power
on the DVG, DV and (TBR) the CEG electronics (the CEG
filament shall be unpowered).
4. The PDECU shall perform a checkout of the DCORE
including, as a minimum, a limited check of each
DCORE unit performance, and shall send GO/NOGO
information for each checked unit.
5. The PDECU shall output the powering status of each
DCORE unit to the Crew and to the POCC; the various
instrument outputs shall also be sent by the PDECU to
Crew and POCC.
6. The TSS-S OBDH shall be on and shall monitor the SCORE
TCVC status and the SA output.
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7. The SMS shall be closed by external command from Crew
or POCC: the related status monitor shall be sent
to Crew and POCC.
8. The DMS shall be closed by external command from Crew
and the related status monitor shall be sent to Crew
and POCC.
9. The CEGHS switches shall be open and monitored by the
PDECU.
4.1.3 Quiescent Pressure Monitoring mode (QPM)
During this mode all the TCVC units will be in the same
status as for the EOFF mode with the exception of the
DVG, and PDECU which are powered ON (see Table 4.0-1).
During the TSS quiescent phases the DVG will support the
SETS FPEG operation and will allow the mapping (only
during the predeployment) of the ambient gas pressure in
the vicinity of the CEG heads. This investigation is
needed in order to detect pressure surges to levels at
which damage to CEG might occur.
The SCORE TCVC shall be unpowered and unmonitored
throughout this mode because the TSS-S is unpowered.
DCORE TCVC shall enter this mode from EOFF mode
by external commands via the following steps:
1. The DCORE shall be powered on;
2. The PDECU shall be directly powered on by the
previous command, it shall perform its self-check
and it shall send GO/NOGO information to Crew and
POCC;
3. Upon external QPM set command, the PDECU shall power
on the DVG;
4. The PDECU shall perform DVG checkout and shall send
GO/NOGO information to Crew and POCC;
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5. The PDECU shall output to crew and POCC each DCORE
unit powering status and the CEGHS switches status;
6. The DVG output shall be sent by PDECU via SFMDM to crew
and POCC;
7. The DMS, and CEGHS switches shall be open. The CEG
electronics (FPPS1 and 2), and DV shall be unpowered.
The QPM mode shall be terminated by setting the DCORE
TCVC into EOFF mode (see 4.1.1).
4 ..1.4 Satellite I-V Curve mode (SIVC) . ,
The TCVC configuration is with all SCORE and DCORE units
powered ON , the SMS, DMS , and one of the two CEGHS
switches closed in order to allow current flow ;down the
Tether (see Table 4.0-1). This mode allows Tether current
stepping down in the maximum range from 500 mA down to 10
mA. The sequence time shall be less than; one minute, due
to CEG heat rejection problem, and also in order to
minimize emf variations along the TSS orbit for TSS
Satellite I-V curve study. The programming of this mode
is achieved by a string of commands whose input
parameters are identified in Table 4.0-2.
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OPERATIONAL SUB-MODES
EOFF STB QPM SICV LFCP MFCP PICV
Mode
selection:
CEG Heads
selection:
ON-Time
OFF-Time
Beam current ( *) :
step number N:
step number M:
Number of pulses
TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD
N N=M N=M
M N=M N=M
TBD TBD TBD
Table.4.0-2
The beam current value for each step number are quoted in Table
4.0-3 for the various sub-modes of operation.
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The Core Equipment TCVC shall be set
from the STB mode.
into this mode
The Core Equipment TCVC shall be set into this
following way:
mode
starting
in the
1. The PDECU shall receive the appropriate values for all the
parameters listed above by TED serial external commands from
Crew or POCC;
2. The PDECU shall output the DV, DVG and CEG ' status and
measurements to Crew and POCC;
3. The PDECU shall close the selected CEGHS switch and shall then
power the CEG filament by external "execute" command from Crew
or POCC;
4. The PDECU shall automatically configure the DCORE TCVC into
STB mode at the end of this mode sequence by first
switching off the CEG filament and then opening its CEGHS
switch;
5. If at any time during mode execution the PDECU detects
critical pressure increase, critical accelerating voltage
decrease or degraded CEG performance (e.g.,critical increase
in the CEG Head anode current) it shall automatically configure
the DCORE TCVC into STB mode as in point 4 and output a NOGO
message to the Crew and POCC; overriding of the automatically
set STB shall be possible to crew or POCC;
6. The SCORE TCVC shall be configured as in the STB mode.
4.1.5 Low Frequency (1 Hz) Current Pulsing mode (LFCP)
The TCVC configuration is with all SCORE and DCORE units powered
ON , the SMS, DMS , and one of the two CEGHS switches closed in
order to allow current flow down the Tether (see Table 4.0-1).
This mode allows ON/OFF Tether current modulation in the range
from 10 mA to 500 mA at frequencies up to one Hertz with maximum
CEG ON-time of one minute (TBR). The maximum frequency limitation
is due to the CEG filament control by which the modulation is
achieved.-In particular, such Tether current modulation will allow
Satellite mounted experiments to study both the Tether current
associated magnetic field and the space charge region around the
Satellite. The programming of this mode is achieved by a string of
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commands whose input parameters are identified in Table 4.0-2.
The Core Equipment TCVC shall be set into this mode starting
from the STB mode.
4.1.6 Medium Frequency (1 kHz) Current Pulsing mode (MFCP)
The TCVC configuration is with all SCORE and DCORE units powered
ON , the SMS, DMS , and one of the two CEGHS switches closed in
order to allow current flow down the Tether (see Table 4.0-1).
This mode allows ON/OFF Tether current modulation in the range
from 10 mA up to 150 mA (TBR). This modulation is achieved by
CEG grid control. This mode is mainly aimed to investigate the
possibility of using the Tether as an antenna for ULF, VLFand ELF
waves generation. The programming of this mode is achieved by a
string of commands whose input parameters are identified in Table
4.0-2.
The Core Equipment TCVC shall be set into this mode starting
from the STB mode.
4.1.7 PI Current and Voltage measurement mode (PICV)
This mode allows the SETS experiments to operate indipendently
from the CEG. The TCVC configuration is with all SCORE and DCORE
units powered ON with the exception of the two CEG FPPS1 and 2
powered OFF. The SMS can be commanded in close or open status, the
DMS is closed, and the two CEGHS switches open ( see Table 4.0-1).
In addition the TCVC will provide a slow sampling rate of both the
Tether current and Tether-to-Orbiter voltage, and the monitoring
of the ambient pressure in the vicinity of the CEG heads. In order
to measure the emf induced voltage the SETS experiment must not
connect the Tether Current Sensor (TCS) to the Orbiter electrical
ground.
This mode can be enterred by the following variuos ways:
- upon external command at power-on events
- automatically (under PDECU control) after any
other mode except EOFF
- upon external "override" command if interruption of
any other mode is decided.
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PICV mode onset shall be achieved via the following steps (steps
1 to 3 below shall take place only at power-on):
1. The TCVC shall be powered by the following external commands:
- to the DCORE power supply (power on, from Crew or
POCC)
- to the SCORE current meter (SA power on, from Crew
or POCC)
2. The PDECU shall be directly powered on by the first command,
it shall perform its self-check and shall send GO/NOGO
information to.crew and POCC
3. Upon PICV set external command, the PDECU shall power on the
DVG, DV.
4. The PDECU shall perform a checkout of the DCORE including, as
a minimum, a limited check of each DCORE unit performance, and
shall send GO/NOGO information for each checked unit.
5. The PDECU shall output the powering status of each DCORE unit
to the Crew and to the PQCC; the various instrument outputs
shall also be sent by the PDECU to Crew and POCC.
6. The TSS-S OEDH shall be on and shall monitor the SCORE. TCVC
status and the SA output.
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STEP
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
/
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
CEG BEAM
SIVC
10
20
' 30
40
50
60
80
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
CURRENT VALUE (mA)
LFCP
10
20
30
40
50
60
80
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
MFCP
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
.45
50
55
60
65
70
75
100 (*)
150 (*)
Table 4.0-3
(*) As design goal.
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4.2 TAG Operational modes
The present section defines the accelerometer
operating modes for the first TSS mission. All Gyro
operations shall be dictated by the TSS-S AMCS
requirements and will not be part of this document.
4.2.1 Dynamic OFF mode (DOFF)
1. The accelerometer shall be unpowered
2. The accelerometer status shall'be monitorable, from
RTUP to Crew and POCC.
The SLA shall enter this mode upon external SLA power
off command or in case of TSS-S power bus undervoltage
for the undervoltage duration. At undervoltage end
the SLA shall enter DES mode as described in 4.2.2.
4.2.2 Dynamic Environment Survey mode (DES)
The TAG shall enter this mode from DOFF mode in two ways:
- upon external command at power on;
- automatically after TSS-S power bus undervoltage.
DES mode onset shall be achieved by external command via
the following steps (step 1 below shall take place only
at power on):
1. The SLA shall be powered on by external command
from POCC or Crew via the TSS-S OBDH.
2. The SLA shall automatically perform its thermal
conditioning and it shall automatically output ,via OBDH,
its own housekeeping data (to Crew and POCC) and
acceleration measurements (to POCC).
The DES mode shall be terminated upon DOFF set external
(POCC or Crew) command.
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4.3 Core Equipment operational profile
The Core Equipment operational profile shall derive
from appropriate sequencing of the modes described in
section 4.1 and, in parallel, of the modes described in
section 4.2.
The Core Equipment mission profile shall be
kind illustrated below:
of the
TCVC MODE SEQUENCE;
EOFF, CQPM, EOFFD x j, STB,
C(SIVC, STB) x k, (LFCP, STB) x 1, (MFCP, STB) x mil x n, EOFF
TAG MODE SEQUENCE:
DOFF, CDOFF, DESD x p, DOFF
where the factors mean j (or k, 1, m, n, p)-times
repeated mode.
In preparing the mission sequence, the parameters of each
mode shall be chosen to ensure overall compatibility with:
- TSS-S.. TSS-D, STS operational constraints
- TSS-S & TSS-D resource allocations
- TSS science operational profile.
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Abbrevations and acronyms
AMCS - Attitude Measurement and Control Subsystem
ASMN - Analog Single Ended Monitor
CEG - Core Electron Generator
CMD - Command
DCC - DC Current
DCORE - Deployer mounted Core Equipment
CEGH1,2 - CEG head 1,2
CEGHS - CEG Head Switching device
CER - Core Equipment Requirements
DES - Dynamical Environment Survey mode
DMS - Deployer Master Switch
DOFF - Dynamic OFF mode
DV - Core Tether Voltage Monitor
DVG - Gas Pressure Monitor
ELF - Extremely Low Frequency
EMC - Electromagnetic Compatibility
EMP - Enhanced MDM Pallet
EOFF - Electrodynamic OFF mode
FPPS1,2 - Filament and Pulsing Power Supplies
FPEG - Fast Pulse Electron Gun
GMT - Greenwich Mean Time
ICD - Interface Control Document
IRD - Interface Requirements Document
KBPS - Kilo Bit Per Second (= 1000 Bit Per Sec)
LFCP - Low Frequency Current Pulsing mode
MFCP - Medium Frequency Current Pulsing mode
MLDT - Memory Load Command
MMA - Martin Marietta Aerospace
MME - SLA Microgravity Measurement Sensor
MMS - SLA Microgravity Measurement Electronics
MNT - Monitor
MPESS - Mission Peculiar Equipment Support Structure '
OBDH - On Board Data Handling
PCB - Power Control Box
PCDA - Power and Control Distribution Assembly,
PDECU - Power Distribution and Electronic Control Unit
PI - Principal Investigator
PICV - PI Current and Voltage measurement mode
P/L - Payload
PMP - Parts, Materials and Processes
POCC - Payload Operation Control Center
PPDA - Payload Power Distribution Assembly
QPM - Quiescent Pressure Monitoring mode
PTB - Payload Timing Buffer
RDCM - Relay Driving Command
RSMN "- Relay Sensing Monitor
RTUP - Payload dedicated Remote Terminal Unit
RTUS - Service dedicated Remote Terminal Unit
SA - Core Tether Current Monitor(Satellite Current Meter)
468
SCORE - Satellite mounted Core Equipment
SFMDM - Smart Flexible Multiplexer De-Multiplexer
SIVC - Satellite I-V Curve
SLA - Three-Axis Accelerometer
SMS - Satellite Main Switch
SRMN - Serial Monitor
S/S - Sub-System
STB - Standby Mode
STS - Space Transportation System (the Orbiter)
TAG - Three-axes Accelerometer Gyro system
TBD - To Be Defined
TBR - To Be Reviewed
TBV - To Be Verified
TCS - Tether Current Sensor
TCVC - Tether Current Voltage Control system
TCVM - Tether Current and Voltage Measuring devices
TSS - Tethered Satellite System
TSS-D - TSS Deployer
TSS-S - TSS Satellite
ULF - Ultra Low Frequency
VLF - Very Low Frequency
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N86-28429
PLASMA CONTACTOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION
Paul Wilbur
1. Simplified schematic of Plasma Coupling process under conditions
where excessive currents are being demanded and a double sheath region
develops with attendant high voltage drops. This condition should be
avoided by designing the plasma source (plasma contactor) so it produces
adequate plasma. The key to high plasma densities is a high ion produc-
tion rate.
2. Plasma contactor performance objectives - This transparency should
be self-explanatory.
3. The basic elements of the hollow cathode are shown. Electrons are
drawn from the insert by field-enhanced thermionic emission and from the
bulk plasma by multistep ionization processes. The bulk plasma is sus-
tained by the expellant gas flow through the cathode tube and orifice
plate in the presence of the electrical discharge between the cathode
insert and anode. Electrons escape from the cathode interior through the
orifice; ions are drawn to the insert and orifice place surfaces where
they deposite energy, heating these surfaces. Some ions are produced
downstream of the orifice as a result of electron collisions with neutral
atoms close to the orifice. Electron or ion currents (J ) can be drawn
6
from this plasma downstream of the orifice to a plasma further downstream
of the hollow cathode assembly on demand and depending upon the cathode
to downstream plasma potential difference. For present tests a 0.6 cm
diameter cathode with 0.6 mm diameter orifice was used.
4. In order to augment the production of ions the hollow cathode based
plasma source was designed and built. Key features of this device are:
o a hollow cathode
o an anode moved downstream from the location used for the basic
hollow cathode
o an enclosure that confines the neutral gas
483
6 ^  & 8 *S * ^ 8 ^
o a reverse feed expellant flow plenum
o a ring cusp magnetic field configuration
For the test results presented the basic hollow cathode and the hollow
cathode based plasma source used an identical hollow cathode.
5. The ion filings map for the hollow cathode based plasma source.
The magnetic field is used to confine ions and electrons and thereby
improve ion production performance.
6. The mechanical schematic of the system being used to study the ion
and emission characteristics of the hollow cathode (shown) or the hollow
cathode based plasma source.
7. The system used to supply power and make electrical measurements in
this experiment. The anode supply shown supplies the discharge power.
The tank supply is used to bias the hollow cathode or hollow cathode
based power source relative to the vacuum tank so ion or electron
currents can be drawn to the tank.
8. Typical comparison of the ion/electron emission characteristics of
the two devices. The power cited is the discharge power. Either device
produces high electron emission currents at modest collector bias
conditions. (This situation was observed at all discharge power and
expellant flow rate conditions with either argon or xenon expellants.)
The hollow cathode based plasma source is a much more effective ion
producer than the hollow cathode. The ion current tends to level off at
what will be called the ion production rate at sufficiently negative
potentials (~ - 30 V for the case shown). The term SCCM means standard
cubic centimeters/minute.
9. The effects of discharge power and expellant flow are shown. Ion
production rates are over an order of magnitude better for the hollow
cathode based plasma source than for the basic hollow cathode. The
hollow cathode based plasma source operates better (more efficiently)
when the bulk of the expellant is fed through the main flow plenum.
484
10. When argon is used in place of xenon in either device, the
performance of that device is degraded.
11. Expellant utilization (fraction of input expellant that leaves the
source in an ionized state) vs. the energy cost of a plasma ion that
escapes the source is a typical plot that characterizes ion production
performance. These curves also show the hollow cathode based plasma
source is a much more efficient ion source than the hollow cathode itself
for the case of xenon expellant.
12. When argon is used the hollow cathode based plasma source again
shows substantially better performance than the basic hollow cathode.
13. A broadly defined performance comparison of the hollow cathode and
hollow cathode based plasma source based on the experiments reported is
given. This comparison is based on performance goals cited in 2. The
comparison suggests substantial gains in ion production capability for
the hollow cathode based plasma source for a very modest increase in ion
source complexity.
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ABSTRACT
Recent data from ground and space experiments indicate that plasma
releases from an object dramatically reduce the sheath impedance between
the object and the ambient plasma surrounding it. Available data is in
qualitative accord with the theory developed below to quantify the flow
of current in the sheath. Electron transport in the theory is based on
a fluid model of a col Iisionless plasma with an effective collision
frequency comparable to frequencies of plasma oscillations. The theory
leads to low effective impedances varying inversely with the square root
of the injected plasma density. To support such a low impedance mode of
operation using an argon plasma source for example, requires Ip - I./30;
that is, only one argon ion must be injected for each thirty electrons
extracted from the ambient plasma. The required plasma flow rates are
quite low; to extract one ampere of electron current requires a mass
flow rate of about one gram of argon per day.
INTRODUCTION
The electrodynamic tethered satellite system requires the ejection
of electrons from the shuttle at one end of the system and the
collection of a compensating current by the satellite at the other end.
While the simplest concept is to collect electrons on the subsatellite
and to collect a corresponding number of positive ions on the shuttle
arbiter, ion collection by the arbiter is acknowledged to be inadequate
* This work supported by NASA/Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH
44135 under Contract No. NAS3-23881.
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to support the desired levels of current. The baseline configuration
has an electron gun mounted on the shuttle. To obtain ampere sized
currents, assuming a perveance of 6 x 10~6 amperes/volt3'2, requires
thousands of volts across the gun. This voltage drop corresponds to an
effective emission impedance of thousands of ohms. An alternative
method of emitting electrons from the shuttle is creating a high density
plasma in the vicinity of the shuttle. Calculations presented below
show sheath impedances are dramatically reduced by the use of hollow
cathode plasma sources.
Passive collection of ampere level electron currents by the
tethered satellite is simple in concept; however, there is also a
substantial sheath impedance associated with the flow of charge between
the tethered satellite and the ambient space plasma environment.
Theory L J predicts that the extraction of amperes of electron current by
a sphere of 1.5 meter diameter requires a potential of ki lovolts. This
high impedance collection is in substantial accord with the results of
the Plasma Interaction Flight Experiment (FIX) I •• which collected only a
n
few mi I Iiamperes of current with a k i l o v o l t bias on a 2000 cm solar
panel. Both theory and flight data demonstrate clearly the need to
increase the current flow between the TSS and the space plasma.
One way to collect more electrons is to increase the diameter of
the tethered satellite, but this is impractical for TSS-1. Another way
is to increase the plasma current in the v i c i n i t y of the subsatelIite.
This can be done by mounting a plasma source, such as a hollow cathode,
on the subsatelIite. The SEPAC electron beam experiments conducted on
Space Lab I indicate plasma sources to be an effective means for
neutralizing beam currents and controlling spacecraft potentials.^
When a plasma cloud was ejected along with a 5 keV, 0.3 amp electron
beam, the spectrum of returning electrons was confined to energies below
the beam energy, and the orbiter potential was clamped to a small value
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on the order of 1 volt. When the plasma jet was not active, however,
the electron energy spectrum developed a peak at 1.1 keV and there were
significant fluxes of electrons above the primary beam energy. The
SEPAC experiments provide clear evidence of the low impedance
neutralization of a high current electron beam by a plasma plume.
The next section gives a brief review of some properties of hollow
cathode sources. The following sections develop a model for estimating
the impedance to current flow across the plasma produced by the hollow
cathode source, and determines the rate of plasma production required to
support a low impedance mode of current collection.
HOLLOW CATHODE PLASMA SOURCES
One device for generating a contactor plasma is the hollow
cathode. Hollow cathode devices have played a prominent role in space
applications, especially in the development of ion thrusters for solar
electric propulsion systems. Ion beams ejected by ion accelerators were
charge and current neutralized by electron currents flowing from the
cathode through the plasma generated by the hollow cathode. The concept
of the hollow cathode as a beam neutralizer was successfully
incorporated into the SERT II satellite, and performed in space flight
tests in the manner expected on the basis of tests conducted in high
vacuum laboratory faciIities.i J
The hollow cathode is a compact, low impedance device. The
simplified features of one such device are indicated schematically in
Figure 1. t5]
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Neutral Gis Fl<
r
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Keeper Electrode
Flow
Heating Coll tnode-^
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a hollow cathode configuration.t^
A neutral gas, such as mercury or argon, flows into the cathode
chamber where it is ionized by field accelerated electrons emitted,from
the coated insert or chamber walls through thermionic or other
processes. The keeper electrode assists in initiating and in
stabilizing the electrical discharge. With these devices nearly
complete ionization of the neutral gas can be achieved, the resulting
plasma flowing through the orifice at the net upstream flow rate.
Various devices of this type have been operated at mass flow rates
ranging from micrograms per second to grams per second, with currents
ranging from mi I Iiamperes to kiloamperes.[5,6,7] por app|jcatjons to
the electrodynamic tethered satellite system, primary interest attaches
to the low flow rate, low current range.
The hollow cathode used in the SERT experiment had a length of
about 10 cm, an external diameter of about one-half centimeter and an
orifice diameter of about 1 mm. It used Hg as the operating gas.
Mercury flow rates of the order of 100 ma equivalent, or less,
neutralized beam currents of order of 250 ma, w h i l e developing potential
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differences no greater than a few tens of volts between various vehicle
surfaces and the neutralizing plasma. Hollow cathodes employed in the
electrodynamic tether experiment may have physical characteristics
similar to those used in the SERT test, but should be flexible enough to
permit the generation of a substantial range of plasma densities near
the vehicle.
Experiments show that the properties of the plasma generated by
the hollow cathode depend upon whether it operates in its spot or plume
mode.I J More complete ionization, higher plasma densities and electron
temperatures, and a lower electrical impedance of the discharge
generally characterize the spot mode. The plume mode is characterized
by less efficient ionization, a lower plasma density and a higher
electrical impedance to the flow of discharge current than the spot
mode. A higher rate of gas flow, shorter cathode to anode distance and
a higher discharge current tend to produce the spot mode. Figure 2
shows an example of a measured discharge voltage current
characteristic.L'J
12
e
(C
o
o
I4
<f>
a
m « 150mA
SPOT MODE
PLUME MODE.
O ' l 2 16 20 24
DISCHARGE VOLTAGE (V)
Figure 2. Discharge voltage-current characteristic.
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HOLLOW CATHODES AS ELECTRON EMITTERS
Hollow cathodes have been used as plasma sources in ground test
facilities and in space flight tests to charge and current neutralize
ion beams of solar powered ion propulsion systems. In the space flight
tests electrons were transported long distances from their source along
the path of neutralized high energy ion beams. There have not been
experiments which bear upon the question of how effectively electron
currents may flow from hollow cathode sources into the ambient plasma in
the absence of an ion beam. Thus, the conclusions reached below must be
regarded as tentative.
Experiments conducted in ground facilities indicate that the
plasma, despite long classical collision?! mean free paths, appears to
behave in a resistive manner.L8»*<10J Previous calculations of .
neutralizer plasmas showed that, at least for regions of .several
centimeters from the cathode orifice, the plasma properties and electron
current flow patterns conformed to a fluid model of electron transport.
The basic elements of the model are the steady state ion
continuity and momentum equations
V • nV = 0 (1)
M
 dT - elE * TJ - -T («
where n = n(r) is density of ions of mass M at the position r and v1
their mean velocity. The motion of the ion .is influenced by the ambient
magnetic field 5, the ion pressure p; (both set to zero in previous
studies), and the electric field in the quasi neutral plasma.
QuasineutraIity, together with the assumption that electrons issuing
from the cathode orifice satisfy the momentum balance equation
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Vp + en£ = ni/e* (3)
relating the electron pressure,
Pe = "0 (4)
the electric field, and the net current density j . Here 8 is the
electron temperature in energy units and i] is the resistivity. If the
plasma is non-resistive, 17 = 0, and isothermal, Eq. (3) yields the
Boltzmann law
n - exp(e0/0) (5)
relating the density and the electric potential. In general the plasma
resistivity 17 is related to an effective collision frequency v by
,-.« ,T (6)
where m is the electron mass and where for a sufficiently dense and cold
plasma v is the classical electron ion collision frequency. If the
plasma is not collision dominated, randomization of electron velocities
may st i l l occur through enhanced levels of fluctuating electric fields,
such as occur in the unstable passage of electron streams through the
plasma. These mechanisms are effective in coupling hollow cathode
electrons into the plasma at effective col I is ion frequencies that may be
almost as large as the plasma frequency.'- -I When augmented by an energy
balance equation, two-dimensional calculations predict temperatures and
potentials in reasonable agreement with ion engine neutralization data
obtained both in the laboratory and in space.
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This theory for electron transport can be applied in simplified
form to electron emission to the space plasma. Consider a spherical
source with- its center chosen as the origin of a coordinate system. The
plasma is assumed isothermal, and its density through space given by
m
to a distance R where n = n . ;
R = r
lnambJ
1/2
(8)
From Eq. (3)
9 Vn - ne
where I is the total current transported to the ambient plasma
(I < 0 for net electron flow outward).
Integrating
amb *(
ro) fe (10)
For a col I is ion I ess plasma, 17 is greatest for strong turbulence, and the
effective collision frequency v isl J
v = a ur (11)
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where a is a number of order unity and wp = /4Tne2/m is the plasma
frequency.
Utilizing Eq. (6) and the density given by Eq. (7), we obtain
amb o pv oy amb
with r i n cm and u in sec . The resistive contribution to the
o p
impedance is
o p^ o' amb
The hollow cathode, I •> operating in the spot mode at a flow rate of 100
12 3
mA equivalent, produced an electron density of about 10 cm at about
1 cm from the orifice. Taking rQ = 1 cm, no = 10 cm" , and namjj = 10
cm"3,
Z = 23 ohms
for a = 0.1. Previous studies with this model required a - 0.1, the
value a = 1 probably corresponds to an overestimate. The magnitudes of
resistance given above with a - 0.1 appear consistent with measurements
made over the much shorter paths of current conduction involved in
Iaboratory fac iIi t i es.
Increasing the density no of the injected plasma by two orders of
magnitude reduces R by a factor of ten. At densities greater than about
10 cm with 6 < 1 eV, classical scattering should be taken into
account, however, since the mean free paths for Coulomb scattering are
short « 1 cm at n = 1012/cm3).
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HOLLOW CATHODES AS ELECTRON COLLECTORS
A sphere whose diameter is much greater than a Debye length w i l l
collect an electron current greater than the plasma thermal current into
the collector's area by attracting electrons across a space charge
limited sheath. To collect a strongly enhanced current the potential on
the sphere must be much larger than the plasma temperature, i.e.,
e^ » 9. The current voltage characteristic of such a configuration is
well described by the theory of Langmuir and Blodgett.
Most descriptions of the passive collection of electrons by the
tethered satellite are based upon space charge limited sheath theory
with some modifications due to magnetic field and presheath ef-
fects.'- -I The theory presented here addresses the changes in the
potential structure that occur when a plasma is generated in the
vicinity of the sphere. This theory omits the effect of a magnetic
field, an omission not totally justified, especially in regions where
the electron cyclotron frequency is comparable to or greater than the
local plasma frequency.
There is little data on the use of hollow cathode plasma sources
to enhance electron collection. Theoretical considerations, however,
support what limited data there is: the effective impedance of an
electron collecting probe is greatly reduced by copious emission of
plasma. Even though the theory is incomplete, it identifies the regimes
of impedance reduction and defines values of the plasma generation rate
which w i l l produce substantial changes in the impedance. Increasing the
plasma generation rate, Ip, first reduces the voltage drop across the
space charge limited collection sheath, further increases collapse the
space charge sheath, and, when the ion generation rate is increased
beyond the electron collection rate Ie, current is transported by the
ions.
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In fact the different regimes of current collection may be
categorized according to the following inequalities between ion
generation rate I- and electron collection rate Ie:
Regime I:
Regime II:
Regime III:
V1.
Each of these regimes is considered below. For convenience, the
collecting sphere is assumed to operate at a constant current.
Reg i me I.
For a n u l l ion generation rate, current collection (B = 0) is well
understood and requires large voltages to extract current much in excess
of the geometrical limit. The effect of generating a small amount of
plasma at the sphere is approximately equivalent to emitting ions from
the anode of a diode. The effect of the electrons created in the
ionization process can be ignored if the rate of plasma production is
much less than the collected electron current. The plasma ions stream
out across the sheath, cancelling a portion of the electron space
charge. For planar diodes it has been shown I J that the maximum ion
current density that the sheath can extract is related to.the electron
current density by
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(14)
This relation, known as the "Langmuir condition", is also the basic
stability condition for a strong plasma double layer. At this ion
current, the voltage required to sustain a fixed electron current is
reduced by one-third. For nonplanar geometries this current ratio can
be exceeded by factors of order two. The resulting small reduction in
sheath voltage is of little importance compared with the dramatic change
that occurs when the plasma generation rate increases beyond the jj of
the double layer stability condition which separates regimes I and II.
Regime II.
Recent calculations of the effect of ionization in electron
collecting sheaths.have shown that when the "Langmuir condition" ion
current is exceeded, the generated plasma remains quasi neutral and the
ions expand hydrodynamically.I J In the l i m i t of the plasma generation
rate large compared with the "Langmuir condition" ion current, and
assuming constant temperature, the potential profile can be described by
the Boltzmann law, Eq. (5). The ion density is determined by the self-
consistent motion in the quasi neutral field. The resultant description
of the potentials and densities is the same as that for hollow cathode
neutralizers used as electron emitters. What is not certain is the
magnitude of the electron transport coefficients. The model described
in the previous section for electron emission can serve as a first
estimate of electron collection from the ambient plasma. From Eq. (13)
the collection area enhancement possible w h i l e maintaining isothermal
quasineutraIity can be obtained by substituting for the total current in
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terms of the ambient thermal current times an. effect!ve col lection area,
i.e.,
I = J0 4»R2. . . (15)
For a collector radius, a, of one meter, this estimated collector area
exceeds the geometric area by the factor
.
a2 " a2 namb
Taking r =1 cm. and n /n , = 10o o aiDD
R2% = 100
Further study is necessary to determine the accuracy of this collection
area enhancement.
The plasma generation rate required to sustain this lower
impedance mode of electron collection can be estimated as follows. At
the effective collection radius R defined by Eq. (15), the ion current
from the plasma source is
I. = 4rR2j. = 4*R2n.V.,i J i i i
and since n. - n , where n is the ambient density
I. = 4rR2neVj = Ie j-
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where Ve is the thermal speed of ambient electrons and V; is the speed
of source ions at the effective collection radius R. As indicated
schematically in Figure 3, the net movement of ions is down the
potential h i l l separating the collector from the ambient plasma.
Ions roll down potential
and obtain velocity
Potential
lectrons from plasma
are sucked up the
potential
Rad ius
Figure 3. Potential profile around the plasma source.
Neglecting the effect of drag, ions starting from rest would attain the
maximum velocity (2e 0c/i"j) ' , so that
and the bound on the required ion current varies only as the square root
of the potential. From Eq. (12) and the discussion following it,
electron currents near one ampere would correspond to potentials ^_ -10
volts. For an argon plasma, with Vm j /me -300, and for 6 -0.1 eV
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J
P < 38
Regime III.
For plasma generation rates in excess of the collected currents
the net electron current is outward from the subsatelIite. In this case
the ions transport the current and the effective mobility of the
electrons plays little role in determining the plasma potential,
provided that the current does not exceed the net rate of escape of ions
1} from the vicinity of the collector. Thus, assuming full ionization
of the neutral gas flow through the cathode, the required mass flow rate
for ion transport is
- >°5 X
where m is the mass flow rate in grams/sec of atoms of atomic weight A
and m^ is the proton mass. Of course, if the cathode does not float
with respect to the collector, the total current through the cathode may
exceed Ij, but any current through the cathode-collector-plasma loop
does not flow through the tether. It is useful to observe that I- - 1
ampere corresponds to a flow rate slightly less than A grams per day.
Since high ionization efficiencies are achievable with hollow cathode
sources operating in their spot modes it is unlikely that such flow
rates for the duration of TSS-1 would significantly impact the satellite
mass.
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CONCLUSION
For both the electron emitting and electron collecting ends of the
tethered satellite system, locally generated plasmas eliminate the space
charge sheath. The high voltages necessary to transport charge across a
space charge sheath makes the sheath regions the highest impedance
portions of the tether system. Reducing this impedance by local plasma
sources, such as hollow cathodes, w i l l greatly enhance the effectiveness
of a tethered satellite system. While parts of the theory are not yet
fully developed and magnetic fields have not been included, the theory
does provide a framework for understanding how currents flow through the
locally generated plasmas. The theory predicts the impedance for
electron emission from the orbiter as a function of plasma generation
rate, Ip|asma; tether current, Itether' an<^ ambient plasma density. For
electron collection by the subsatelIite, the theory predicts three
different collection regimes:
plasma
m
— I. . . , High impedance space charge Iimited
col lection
Ij. j.u < I i < I*, it i Resistive quasineutral transporttether plasma tether' ^ r
of electrons
III. I. ... < I i , Low impedance ion transporttether plasma' r r
Electron emission and all modes of electron collection are well within
•the capabilities of present technology hollow cathode plasma sources.
Regime II is of primary interest, permitting low impedance electron
collection for low plasma production rates. For a plasma emitted into
the ionosphere in low earth orbit the ion production rate I_ required to
extract a current I_ from the ambient plasmas satisfies ID < Ip/30.C \J ^ , C
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BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR TSS GENERATOR
• LOW IMPEDANCE ELECTRON COLLECTION BY TETHERED
SATELLITE
• LOW IMPEDANCE ELECTRON EMISSION FROM SHUTTLE
0 CONTROL OF SHUTTLE GROUND
519
aECTRODYNAMIC TETHER CIRCUIT
O
Transport of electrons to subsatellite and from
orbiter determine the magnitude of the tether
current.
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HIGH VOLTAGE ARCING
• Solar arrays always arc at high negative potentials
• Have caused disruption of power supplies
• This has been demonstrated both in
Lab Experiments Year Voltage
Kennerud - Boeing 1974 -1000 V
Chaky - TRW 1983 -1000 V
Snyder - NASA/LeRC 1984 -600 V
Many others
Space Flights
PIX I and II -250 - 1000 V
• Arcing is not restricted to solar arrays
521
SPACE DATA ON ELECTRON COLLECTION
PIX II 2000 cm2 Vmx = 1000 Volts Zeff = 300,000n
ne - lo 'max = 3
(800 km)
• SPACELAB I 68 m2 Vmx = 1000 Volts Zeff = 10^000SI
ne "
f For shuttle altitudes and above, classical collection
appears valid
522
HOW WELL DO OTHER CONTACTORS WORK
0 ELECTRON GUN EMITTER
PERVEANCE = 6 x 10"6 amp/volt372
FOR 1 AMPERE
V = 3000 volts
3000 ohms
PASSIVE 1.5 METER SPHERE COLLECTOR
SPACE CHARGE LIMITED, ne = 106
Vsat = 250° volts
= 2500 ohms
with magnetic field, Zeff = 6000 ohms
SPACE CHARGE LIMITED, nfi = 105,
Zeff = 8000 ohms
with magnetic field, Zeff = 50,000 ohms
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PREVIEW OF IMPORTANT RESULTS
USING PLASMA SOURCES
0 LOW IMPEDANCE HIGH CURRENT ELECTRON EMISSION
- TENS OF OHMS
• LOW IMPEDANCE ELECTRON COLLECTION
- Ic - 30 lp
0 LOW MASS FLOW REQUIREMENTS
- 1 AMP ELECTRON COLLECTION REQUIRES
-1 gm/day ARGON PLASMA GENERATION RATE
524
IMPORTANCE OF PLASMA CONTACTORS
FOR
ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHERS
• INCREASE CURRENTS DRIVEN IN IONOSPHERE
• FEASIBILITY OF SPACE POWER SYSTEMS
0 TEST NEUTRALIZATION OF SPACECRAFT FOR
CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM EMISSION
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SERT I.I RESULTS
CHARGE EXCHANGE CURRENT
PEAK PLASMA DENSITY
0,9 mA
2 x 1015 nf3
Neutral Izer
Position
Thermal Boundary
Condition 2 eV
Insulating Thermal
Boundary
0.08 2
'
3 e V
'max * 13-8 V
0 = 4.1 eV
max1 = 21.3 V
max
0.10 max 9 = 4 . 5 e Vmax
24
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LOG RHO
0.00 O.X
Logarithmic plasma density (beam plus charge exchange
ions) for SERT II thruster cases, (Contour labels
are common logarithm of density in m~3.)
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Z AXIS
PARAMETERS FOR THE SERT II THRUSTER
BEAM CURRENT 0.085 A
NEUTRAL EFFLUX 0.055 A
NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE 0.06 eV
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 2 eV
BEAM ENERGY 3 keV
BEAM RADIUS 0.07 m
QUADRATIC BEAM PROFILE
NEUTRALIZER RADIUS 0.08 m; 0.10 m
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ION BEAM NEUTRALIZATION CODE
• 2-D R-2 Geometry
• Finite element with fancy numerics
• Code requires as input
— Ion currents
Ion densities
— Boundary conditions on:
Electron currents
Electron temperatures
• Code predicts
Electron temperatures
Electron potentials
— Net currents
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CONSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR BULK PLASMA
• Particle Conservation
V • N? = 0 } ions
. •* ~ (electrons plus ions
J = ne(? - 5e) j
• Neutra I ity
n = N
• Electron Momentum
Vp + ent = J/nej
• Electron Energy
-V
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RESISTIVITY MODEL
• BASED UPON LITERATURE EXAMPLES
Wp
• v - J- when J/jth * 1
2tf
• v - CLASSICAL J/jth « 1
• INTERMEDIATE ION ACOUSTIC
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FORMULATION:
where
ID'13 n1/2 *c
-eJth/J
f\ •*•
a /m \
-1 M \a i r m ! /
0.08;
(Classicol)
(e - e)
don-Acoustic)
(Bunemon)
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PLASMA SOURCE AS ELECTRON EMITTER
• LOCATED ON SHUTTLE
• FLUID MODEL OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT FROM
ION THRUSTER NEUTRALIZATION STUDIES
ve =
0 Zeff - 20 ohms
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APPROXIMATION FOR PRESCRIBED DENSITY AND CONSTANT
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
n =
n r2
o o
R s r
I namb
Vn - ne V^ = jjne
e n ,amb • fc
amb
o - 0.1
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PLASMA SOURCE AS ELECTRON COLLECTOR
LOW ION GENERATION RATE,
m
-S Im. e
BIPOLAR SPACE CHARGE SHEATH
INCREASES Ie BY - 2
MODERATE ION GENERATION RATE,
m
— I < I < Im. e p e
QUASINEUTRAL WITH ELECTRON TRANSPORT
FLUID MODEL PREDICTS 10-lOOOfl IMPEDANCE
• HIGH ION GENERATION RATE,
QUASINEUTRAL WITH ION TRANSPORT
m s A GRAMS/DAY AMPERE
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PLASMA SOURCE AS ELECTRON COLLECTOR
• LOCATED ON SUBSATELLITE
t THREE MODES OF OPERATION DEPENDENT UPON
PLASMA GENERATION RATE
t ALL WILL LOWER SHEATH IMPEDANCE
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PLASMA SOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRON COLLECTION
Given: . Ie = electron current required
6 = ambient plasma density and temperature
Theory States: np s na on effective sheath, RS| surface to maintain
low potentials
For Spherical Collection:
I = 4* R2 j = Air R2 n v
e s Ja s a e
Potential
Ions roll down potential
and obtain velocity
lectrons from plasma
are sucked up the
potential
Radius
= collector radius, potential
• <* Rs J • «* * " "p
Using n s n
v.
4r R n v. = I — = I
s a i e v e
m 6
_e . Ic
m. 6i e
I = I /30 for 4 . 10 V, 6 . 0.1 eV,p e c e
m.
-
1
 " 300m
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SUMMARY
PLASMA CONTACTORS
t PROVEN LOW IMPEDANCE ELECTRON EMITTERS
t ENHANCE ELECTRON COLLECTION
-Ie - 30 Ip FOR ARGON PLASMAS
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PLASMA MOTOR GENERATOR (PMG)
I. General Description -
The first two charts are typical of several being used recently to
describe applications growing out of studies the last 2-3 years at NASA, which
have focused around the PMG concept employing plasma producing devices at each
end of the tether to allow conduction of very high currents to/from the
ionosphere.
Fig. 1 - Use of the tether system as a motor/generator for day-night power
storage in a solar array based power system designed to provide 100
KW continuous power. The tether also provides the capability for
orbit reboost/maintenance and a limited degree of orbital
maneuvering.
Fig. 2 - An expansion on the orbit reboost and "deep discharge" capability
ideas from fig. 1. A 200,000 kg spacecraft in LEO can generate 250
KWHR of electrical power at the expense of 1 km altitude loss, down
to some minimum safe altitude. Conversely, 250 KWHR (plus or minus
efficiency factors) of electrical power can reboost the orbit by 1
km. Therefore the trade-off between 3 months at 10KW and/or 9,000
Ibs of hydrazine propellent. Note that the 3 months at 10KW could
be obtained at the expense of a 90 km altitude loss, instead of
9,000 kg of hydrazine.
The next five charts describe the PMG tether systems being used to
calculate the estimated performance data for use in these studies, as well as
design reference for engineering or theoretical analysis. The workhorse system
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is called the 200 KW PMG. It is sized to suit the space station power levels
and is generally suitable for most other utility applications. Other systems
have also been defined for 2KW, 20KW, megawatt, and multi-megawatt application.
These are eseentially identical to the "200KW Reference System" except for
scaling up or down in wire mass and hollow cathode (plasma contactor) capacity.
Fig. 3 - General description of the 200 KW PMG, including primary design
features and trade-offs. The basic system uses no satelite at the
far end(s), only a relatively small hollow cathode assembly.
Special applications might add a ballast tether anchored at the end
of the PMG cable (a sea anchor, or space anchor, type of function).
Fig. H - Descriptive summary of the "200 KW Reference System," showing major
performance parameters at top, physical description and estimated
mass of each component, summary of characteristics, and a breakdown
of major loss terms to estimate each and show relative effect on
overall efficiency figures derived at bottom line. Performance
charts can be calculated by varying individual contributions
according to operating current, engineering change, mass, or
performance estimates, etc.
Fig. 5 - Same as fig. H, values are for a higher capacity system operated at
a lower, more "efficient" fraction of its peak capability.
Fig. 6 - Summary of most promising applications presently being studied, with
some representative performance numbers.
Fig. 7 - Compares the PMG tether system with fuel cells and solar arays at
various altitudes. The tether outperforms fuel cells any time the
total power required is more than a few thousand KWHR; but for long
term applications solar arrays always win in the long term - except
at lower altitudes where their high drag makes them impractical,
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unless tethers can be used to offset that drag.
II. Operating Principles -
The next set of charts displays the voltage drops and current contact
geometries involved in operation of an electrodynamic tether, attempting to
illustrate the comparative behavior of hollow cathodes, electron guns and
passive collectors for current coupling into the ionosphere. The ionospheric
conductivity itself is simply assumed large (F«1/2 ohm) if the "plasma
contractor" establishes electrical contact such that the return current is
spread over a sufficiently large area.
Fig. 8 - The sketch at top shows the geometry of a 10 km tether wire
operating between a spacecraft (left end) and a TSS size satellite
(right end). Orbital velocity is directed into the paper and
magnetic field perpendicular (up), so that induced voltage is
directed toward the right (causing electron current flow in the
wire from satellite toward spacecraft). Contact currents at each
end will tend to be confined to "flux tubes" along the magnetic
field as indicated, until cross-field diffusion can occur. This
confinement might contain the currents along a flux tube until
reaching the E-region where increased Cowling conductivity allows
closure. Relative initial dimensions are shown, for thermal
electrons, KeV electrons from a gun, or 1-10 eV ions from an argon
plasma source. Other factors, such as formation of magnetodynamic
waves/"Alfven Wings" may be important but are not illustrated. The
entire disturbance is transient, moving across the "flux tubes" at
orbital velocity. The middle figure shows the various voltage
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drops thru the system, assumed operating with a low resistance wire
and a resistive load (RL) located near the spacecraft. Voltage
drops occur at each end in the contact regions (sheath, electron
gun, plasma cloud), which are characterized here as resistances (at
Bl and B2) although they are in general very non-linear. The drop
at the positive current end (B1) is often larger than the negative
current (electron collecting, B2) end. The induced voltage (VXB«L
= 2 KV, here) less the contact drops at both ends is the available
/
working voltage to drive the total load RL. The wire resistance Rw
is effectively in series with RL as part of the total load (RL = RL
+ Rw (+RJ)), which also includes any signficant ionospheric
impedance Rj, therefore reducing the effective working voltage at
the load by I(RW + RI). For motor operation, these terms all add
to the required drive voltage. ' Finally, at the bottom is a summary
of characteristic contact resistance, contact power loss, and
contact area for each of the three contactor types.
Fig. 9 - Hollow Cathode Operation (Inner region): A cathode to anode/keeper
discharge current (not shown) results in a high density core volume
of weakly ionized, highly collisional plasma freely expanding into
the surrounding vacuum (while its center of mass moves away from
the HC orifice at sonic-choked flow exit velocity U). At large
distances this becomes an expanding spherical cloud of low density,
collisionless plasma. We model this as spherical expansion from a
uniform "source region" of radius Ro inside of which collisional
(gas) dynamics maintain equilibrium, through a transition region of
complex dynamics, to a series of expanding spherical shells of low
density collisionless plasma extending to some distant radius where
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they either merge with the ionosphere or become distorted by
outside forces (magnetic field, etc.). Conservation of particles,
i • •
plus estimates that R stays in the range of sonic to "Bohm"
velocities yields an estimated total current conduction capacity of
10- 1,000 amperes, this might be increased if electron heating or
sheath ionization occurs. To first order, the current can flow in
either direction, from inner to outer boundary as frequently
observed, or from outer to inner if the outer boundary is a source
of electrons (probably true for a surrounding plasma, harder to
simulate inside a laboratory chamber). The "ion current" required
from the hollow cathode source is established by the loss rate from
the "plasma ball" (R x n x R2), independent of actual tether
current being drawn thru the system.
Fig. 10 - Hollow Cathode Operation (Outer Region): The expanding plasma
cloud, radial velocity now assumed constant, falls off in density
as R-2 until it is less than (lost in) the surrounding ionosphere.
With no tether current through it, it will assume some equilibrium
voltage distribution such that thermal current densities balance
against the density gradient/thermal current gradient effects.
This probably requires A^ of a few times kT for every two orders of
magnitude A n. This is an equilibrium, with no net current flow.
Any attempt to upset this equilibrium by putting either positive or
negative voltage on the (hollow cathode source) end of the tether
will result in exponential increases in current flow to oppose it,
up to the limit where the tether current begins to dominate the
thermal current densities/equilibrium conditions. Using the inner
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boundary condition of No = io12/cc at Ro = 10 cm, this limit would
be well in excess of 100 amperes at voltage drops less than 10
volts. If the magnetic field acts to impede these currents, the
Bohm Diffusion equation would indicate that either electron heating
or additional ionization of the neutrals would be required to allow
conduction, and either condition could be satisfied by several
mechanisms at relatively small additional voltage drop. Also, if
magnetic connection occurs it will sweep away the plasma at orbital
velocity, resulting in a higher source current required to sustain
the plasma cloud. This will be delayed in practice by EXB drifts
in the charge separation field set up in the finite width of
plasma, which will tend to cause the plasma to continue moving with
the source. The effective boundary of the plasma cloud can be
defined at R = 100 m for a 106/cc surrounding ionosphere, expanding
to R = 1km for a 1oVcc ionosphere. Beyond this radius the ambient
thermal current densities exceed those of the hollow cathode cloud
and conduction becomes that of the ionosphere, rather than that of
the hollow cathode. The plasmas adjust to each other, no changes
in tether operation (accelerating voltage, discharge current, etc.)
are needed.
Fig. 12 - Reference curve used in design studies to estimate hollow cathode
power required versus maximum tether operation current (power for
heaters, discharge current and extraction voltage). Verification
of this curve by experiment data on orbit is a critical issue for
present and future applications studies.
Power used = 100 + 501 (watts)
Fig. 13 - Plot of tether operating current versus power consumed in
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operation, using PMG concept with hollow cathodes compared with
existing electron guns (based on pervience of existing SEPAC and
proposed TSS core equipment guns, extrapolated beyond 1 amp maximum
planned operation).
Fig. 14 - A more general treatment of tether current contactor performance
than fig. 13, plotting voltage drop across contact sheath/beam at
each end of tether vs. tether current (to get power loss, multiply
by I and add heater and controler power). The PMG hollow cathode
design curve (from fig. 12 and fig. 13) is straight solid line at
25V. Actual data values measured in lab fall roughly along dashed
line below that (see fig. 30). The fig. 13 curves for SEPAC and
TSS guns are in upper left corner. Curves for other devices and/or
other assumptions fall everywhere in between:
1) TSS satellite, space charge limited electron collection at >06A-
Q - no magnetic field ® = Parker & Murphy model
2) 30cm Kaufman thruster with electron beam (-1, only)
3) 30cm Kaufman thruster with ion beam (+1, only)
4) S-cubed model for hollow cathode, using NASCAP
5) PMG model, with electron heating/Bohm Diffusion § (a)1oVcc, (b)
106/cc
6) PMG model, with Parker and Murphy diffusion model 0 (a)1oVcc,
(b) 106/cc
Fig. 15 - Insulation requirements and drag area in lower orbits strongly
force moderate power (20KW-200KW) tethers toward maximum lengths of
10-20 km, if normal insulation thickness standards (100 volts/mil)
are applied. Use of very highly stressed (5KV/mil) insulation
could avoid part of this, but probably has severe problems with
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pinhole leakage/breakdown phenomena at high voltage in a plasma
environment.
Fig. 16 - Nature is hostile toward long, thin tethers. Electrically, 100 km
of #12 wire weighs 900 kg and performs as efficiently as 10 km of
#2 wire, which also weighs 900 kg. However, the 100 km wire (2 mm
dia) can expect to be cut 15-20 times per year by meteoroids or
debris, while the 10 km wire (6.5 mm dia) can expect 4-8 years
between penetrating impacts. At this size, debris particles are
the primary hazard. The debris problem is reduced at lower
altitudes due to reduced dwell times in denser atmosphere. The
Megawatt PMG Reference System (20km x 2cm dia) could expect 30
years between penetrations, in a 400 km orbit.
III. Massive Tether Dynamics
The basic PMG design involves a massive tether cable (or pair of cables
deployed one up and one down) with little or no satellite mass at the far
end(s). Deployment is permanent for most applications, therefore control law
reeling for rapid deployment/retrieval is unnecessary. The IXB forces are
dominant, leading to use of IXB time phasing, rather than tether reeling, for
control. Special applications may benefit from use of secondary "ballast"
tethers attached (in place of satellites) at the PMG far ends, but normally any
weight that could be added to end mass to increase PMG tether tension/stability
is more beneficial if distributed along the wire as a heavier conductor,
thereby increasing electrical efficiency.
The dynamic behavior of the massive PMG tethers is distinctly different
from the TSS configuration.
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Fig. 17 - Summary of dominant factors in massive tether dynamics for PMG
applications.
Fig. 18 - Illustration of massive tether (no satellite) under strong IXB
(thrust) force disturbance; superimposed on simple massless tether
model often used for discussions of tether fundamentals. Note the
curvature of tether cable, location of center of gravity (e.g.)
displaced from host spacecraft, relation between tether
tension/deflection angle at e.g. and net acceleration force
transmitted to e.g./spacecraft (T sin ex = F).
Fig. 19 - Derivation of equations providing analytic approximation to two
dimensional motion of massive tether. T (z) is tension in tether
and oi is deflection from vertical (first solution is for T (z) and
sine* if tether is at equilibrium), Xtt is acceleration at
non-equilibrium point.
Fig. 20 - General solution requires computer modeling and has not yet been
completely solved, but GTOSS provides useful approximation with
wide applicability. Figure displays orbit, coordinates, and
general configuration (model) used in following solutions for 100KW
PMG, with optional "ballast" tether as shown and day/night cycle
reversals of current to excite the critical out-of-plane libration
resonant at half orbital period.
Fig. 21 - Results for 10,000 Ib, 65,000 foot PMG system operating at 100 KW
with 50/50 day-night power cycle (power storage/power generation,
to replace battery system used with large solar array). This is
the most critical situation for 2:1 resonance with the out-of-plane
libration, and the libration is seen here to grow rapidly beyond 10
degrees by orbit #3, exceeding 30 degeres during orbit #5. Notice
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the effect on tether voltage (EMF), which is seen to vary with
magnetic field in the "normal" manner during orbit #3» between
roughly 3,000 to 4,500 volts. By orbit i?5, the tether is swinging
so far away from the vertical that it becomes nearly parallel to
the field at 30°N latitude and the EMF drops to only 400 volts! At
this point the tether has become essentially useless, as well as
nearly out of control. Such operation must be avoided.
Fig. 22 - Proposed simple method to avoid problem in fig. 21, other than by
suspending or reducing day/night operations. This is also useful
for the unrelated, but equally troublesome problem of variable
angular rates in eccentric orbits - such as would occur during
electrodynamic boost of a transfer orbit's apogee during perigee
passes through low altitude. (A tether reel controller could be
placed at either end of the "ballast" tether to further strengthen
the control capabilities, in place of the ballast mass or where
electric power is most easily provided by the PMG. The following
calculations indicate this is not necessary. For any given
mission, trade-offs between total mass and complexity/reliability
of operation should be studied.)
Fig. 23 - Comparison between rate of increase in out-of-plane librations
between (a) worst case (50/50 power cycle), (b) real world
day/night power storage/generation (65/35 power cycle, thrust at
53KW during day, power generation at 100 KW during night) with
"bare" PMG, and (c) same as (b) except stabilized by 1,000 Ib
passive ballast tether (no reeling). No attempt to reduce
libration by selective phasing of IXB loading was made in these
runs (i.e., "worst case" assumption, that power load could not be
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adjusted at all to allow use of "electrodynamic control law"). The
problem is substantially reduced in case (b^ but definitely still
present. In case (c), resonance appears to be broken, problem
solved (long term runs would be needed to verify that secondary
resonance terms don't eventually show up, but only if long term
power budget stayed "locked in" to resonance condition).
Therefore, no need for complex tether reeling mechanism is seen for
this extreme case.
Fig. 24 - Corresponding in-plane libration (which is necessar.y factor in
production of power or thrust via electrodynamic tethers on a
single host spacecraft) for the three cases in fig. 23. Libration
appears well behaved in all three cases.
Fig. 25 - Relative libration behavior of massive PMG cable end and ballast
mass, showing relative phase shifts producing damping effect and
disruption of phase resonance conditions.
IV. Jupiter Mission
In 16 years it will be 2001. and some time ago many of us were given a
vivid impression that this might be the year man goes to Jupiter. Maybe the
movie will not prove exactly accurate about the date, purpose, spacecraft, and
crew; but Jupiter does provide a very good focus for considering the possible
uses of electrodynamic tethers outside the "mundane" near earth applications
for power, propulsion and research discussed so far. Jupiter has a very strong
magnetic field (4 Gauss near the surface) providing a very extensive
magnetosphere (extending more than a million miles), ideal conditions for
electrodynamic tethers. While electrodynamic effects become too small for
practical use with existing tether materials within a. few thousand kilometers
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of the earth, they remain strong well beyond 300,000 km at Jupiter. The
Jupiter magnetoplasma may be rather low density, but the hollow cathode plasma
cloud can probably expand to adjust for this. In any case Jupiter provides a
good example to examine some additional capabilities of the PMG tether, and is
the most likely place outside low earth orbit to benefit from, or require the
use of, electrodynamic tethers for its future exploration and development.
Fig. 26 - Plot of orbit energy within the Jupiter system, as shown yesterday
during my general presentation to the opening session. The intense
gravity makes it extremely difficult to get around within the inner
system by use of rockets, either chemical or electric, for orbit
transfer delta-V. The energy required to achieve Low Jupiter Orbit
(LJO) is much more than required to get to Jupiter from the Earth.
Expressed as millions of joules per kilogram (MJ/kg) or kilowatt
hours per kg (KWHR/kg) it becomes clear that these energy levels
are not practical for rocket propulsion, but well within the
theoretical capabilities of electrodynamic tether propulsion. Also
plotted (in green) is the velocity for circular orbit and (dashed
green) corotational velocity of the magnetoplasma. The vertical
scale reads in km/sec for the velocity plots. A very significant
difference from the Earth's situation is that corotation becomes
important, even dominant, relatively close to the planet at 2 Rj
(about 70,000 km above the surface) where electrodynamic tether
forces are still very strong. .(At geosynchronous orbit, GEO, the
magnetic field is too weak to be useful without a superconducting
tether.)
Fig. 27 - The induced voltage for a radially aligned tether in circular orbit
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versus distance is shown, under two different assumptions. The
solid blue line ignores corotation (assumes the velocity in VXB is
orbital velocity, and the velocity of the Jupiter "ionosphere" in
return circuit is zero). The green line assumes 100$ corotation.
As a result, VXB goes thru zero, becoming negative (dashed green
line) beyond 2.2 Jupiter radii. This is a fundamental difference.
In this region, tether power generation no longer produces drag
that decelerates the spacecraft toward lower orbits, but instead
produces thrust that accelerates it toward higher orbit. Near 2.2
Rj, the VXB induced voltage in the tether is rather low, while the
IXB thrust force is still large. At exactly the corotation radius,
the power required to drive a current against the tether EMF is
zero while the thrust (per ampere) is still greater than that
available in LEO at a cost of 8KW/newton! This is not a paradox,
or a perpetual motion machine. It is a simple result of the fact
that the electrodynamic tether couples to the frame of motion of
the magnetoplasma surrounding it. If the rest frame of that
magnetoplasma is not the same as the gravitational rest frame of
its orbit, energy is naturally transferred. Beyond 2.2 Jovian
radii in a corotating magnetosphere, IXB drag does just that, it
drags the tether along toward the corotational velocity as long as
the magnetosphere remains firmly coupled to the rotation of the
planet, or toward whatever intermediate velocity may be the
effective rest frame of the magnetoplasma! The same phenomena
should be seen in the solar wind (where V = 400 to/sec is very high
compared to orbit velocity around the sun, and orbital velocity is
a negligible term for an "Alfven Engine") or in LEO (where
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corotation is about .5 km/sec, much less than orbit velocity -
would produce a small, but noticable difference between posigrade
and retrograde equatorial orbits). If the condition of corotation
is satisfied, the Jupiter Synchronous Orbit (JSO) is a unique point
in the solar system. A space station (space factory, or space
city) located at JSO would be anchored stationary with respect to
the Jupiter magnetosphere. By deploying a pair of tethers, one up
into higher velocity magnetoplasma and one down into lower velocity
magnetoplasma, both tethers could be used to produce power while
providing balanced (off-setting) drag/thrust forces oh the space
station. This particular space station could then consume all the
tether generated power it wanted and never have to reboost (or
relower, in the case of solar orbiting "Alfven Engines" or
spacecraft higher than JSO) its orbit. Somewhat analogous to how a
hydroelectric plant gets "free" power as long as rain keeps falling
uphill from its location, the Jupiter corotating station can get
"free" power from the planet's rotational energy as long as the
planet continues to drive a corotational magnetosphere.
Fig. 28 - Comparison of tether tension and thrust/drag force, for a-gravity
gradient stablized tether system in circular orbits around Jupiter.
The low density of Jupiter causes the gravity gradient force to be
relatively small, even for a very long PMG tether. This would
limit operation to a small fraction of peak available power (the
PMG aassumed for this graph would be capable of 2 Megawatts in LEO,
200 Megawatts in LJO), unless additional stabilizing force is
provided. This is readily done. Jupiter based PMG's would either
use a long "anchor" of low mass (see "ballast" tether in fig. 20,
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22) to maintain gravity gradient alignment, or would use several
short PMG's arranged in a spinning configuration for centrifugal
force stabilization.
V. Demonstration Experiments
Obviously, the PMG electrodynamic tether is a very powerful device; if and
only if the hollow cathode current coupling, as well as the ionospheric plasma
return current conductance common to all electrodynamic tether concepts, works
as it is assumed in these studies. Confirmation of this assumption, even to
order of magnitude, is critical to the validity of all the important results
discussed today. Flight of a hollow cathode experiment on TSS, as well as
detailed scientific study of the TSS electrodynamic interactions, is vital.
It is also important to verify, as soon as possible, the current coupling
performance of a hollow cathode system in LEO to confirm our present emphasis
on PMG type tether designs, rather than passive balloon and/or electron gun
based concepts. Laboratory tests have been performed that indicate the model
is correct, at least for electron emission, but extrapolation of plasma chamber
test data to space plasma conditions is uncertain.
Fig. 29 - A small "experiment of opportunity" is being built at NASA-JSC,
named PMG/POF (Plasma Motor-Generator/Proof of Function)
Experiment. Scheduled for Space Shuttle flight on the Hitchhiker G
carrier's second flight (HHG-2) in 1986, it is designed to measure
the current/voltage characteristics of a pair of hollow cathode
devices operating at 200 meter separation in low earth orbit.
Fig. 30 - Calibration data taken at Colorado State University, using a
prototype hollow cathode assembly (HCA) built for PMG/POF.
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Measured values of electron emission and electron collection
currents (electron collection via "ion production" plasma, lower
curve). Electron collection appears to be limited primarily by
sheath impedances around the hot filament source.
Fig. 31 - Calibration data taken on same prototype HCA, ion production
(plasma source volume) versus cathode/anode discharge power at
various neutral gas input rates (1 to 18 standard cubic centimeters
per minute, Xenon gas). Test results directly demonstrated
electron emission current exceeding 1.5 amperes, electron
collection current exceeding .15 ampere. Resonable extrapolation
-i
of this data indicates ultimate current capacity of this system
exceeding several amperes, emission or collection.
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PMG - 200 KW REFERENCE SYSTEM
TETHER LENGTH
NOMINAL VOLTAGE
RATEO POWER
PEAK POWER
20 KM (10 UP+10 ON) WORKING TENSION 42 N
4 KV WORKING ANGLE 17 OEG
200 KW RATEO THRUST 25 N
500 KW PEAK THRUST >100 N
CONDUCTOR
INSULATION
FAR END MASS
*
TETHER CONTROLLER
#00 AWG ALUMINUM WIRE
DIAMETER 9.3 MM @ 20°C
RESISTANCE 8.4 OHMS 9 20°C
7.7 OHMS 9 0°C
7.1 OHMS @-20°C
0.5 MM TEFLON (100 VOLTS/MIL)
50 AMP HOLLOW CATHODE ASS'Y
(INCLUDING ELECTRONICS & CONTROL)
ELECTRONICS & MISC. HDWR.
(POWER DISSIPATION LOSSES 01% = 2 KW)
3640 KG
ARGON SUPPLY & CONTINGENCY RESERVE
TOTAL
278 KG
25 KG
94 KG
163 KG
4.200 KG
TETHER DYNAMICS CONTROL
TETHER CURRENT/POWER CONTROL
TETHER OUTSIDE DIAMETER
TETHER BALLISTIC DRAG AREA
-11 3
DRAG FORCE 0 10 KG/M .12 N
(300 KM 1976 USSA-400 KM SOLAR MAX)
2
I R LOSSES @ 200 KW
HOLLOW CATHODE POWER
IONOSPHERIC LOSS @ 50 AMP
TOTAL PRIMARY LOSSES
EFFICIENCY
PASSIVE, IXB PHASING
DC IMPEDANCE MATCHING
10.3 MM
206 SQ METERS
ELECTRIC (177 KW NET 9 50 AMP/200 KW)
OVERALL (201 MECH. TO 177 ELEC. KW)
INCLUDING CONTROLLER/POWER PROCESSER LOSSES @ 1%
TOTAL (NET POWER OUT 175.0 KW)
FINAL EFFICIENCY ELECTRIC = 87.5%
.96 KW
19.25 KW
2.50 KW
1.25 KW
23.96 KW
88.5%
88.1%
2.00 KW
25.96 KW
O V E R A L L = 8 7 . 1 %
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Figure 4
PMG - MEGAWATT REFERENCE SYSTEM
TETHER LENGTH 20 KM (10 UP-HO ON) WORKING TENSION 190 N
NOMINAL VOLTAGE 4 KV WORKING, ANGLE 10 OEG
RATED POWER 500 KW RATED THRUST 65 N
PEAK POWER >2 MW PEAK THRUST >40U N
CONDUCTOR 2 CM ALUMINUM WIRE 17,860 KG
DIAMETER 20.0 MM ? 20°C
RESISTANCE 1.68 OHMS 3 20°C
1.54 OHMS 3 0°C
1.42 OHMS 9-20°C
INSULATION 0.5 MM TEFLON (100 VOLTS/MIL) 580 KG
FAR END MASS 125 AMP HOLLOW CATHODE ASS'Y 50 KG
(INCLUDING ELECTRONICS A CONTROL)
TETHER CONTROLLER ELECTRONICS & MISC. HDWR. 120 KG
(POWER DISSIPATION LOSSES 01% = 5 KW)
ARGON SUPPLY & CONTINGENCY RESERVE 290 KG
TOTAL 19.000 KG
TETHER DYNAMICS CONTROL PASSIVE, IXB PHASING
TETHER CURRENT/POWER CONTROL DC IMPEDANCE MATCHING
TETHER OUTSIDE DIAMETER 21.0 MM
TETHER BALLISTIC DRAG AREA 420 SQ METERS
- 1 1 3
DRAG FORCE 9 10 KG/M .25 N 2.0 KW
(300 KM 1976 USSA-400 KM SOLAR MAX)
2
I R LOSSES P 500 KW 24.1 KW
HOLLOW CATHODE POWER 5.0 KW
IONOSPHERIC LOSS 0 125 AMP . 7.8 KW
TOTAL PRIMARY LOSSES 36.9 KW
EFFICIENCY ELECTRIC (463.1 KW NET 0 500 KW) 92.6%
OVERALL (502 MECH. TO 463 ELEC. KW) 92.3%
INCLUDING CONTROLLER/POWER PROCESSER LOSSES (* 1% 5.0 KW
TOTAL (NET POWER OUT 458.1 KW) 41.9 KW
FINAL EFFICIENCY ELECTRIC = 91.6% OVERALL = 91.3%
568 Figure 5
ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER
RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
I. THRUST - USE WITH SOLAR ARRAYS IN LOW EARTH ORBIT TO OFFSET DRAG
100 KG SYSTEM PRODUCING .1 NEWTON THRUST
8 KW/N ELECTRIC POWER CONSUMPTION = .8KW
ELIMINATES DELTA-V FUEL REQUIRED: >1,000 KG/YR
KEEP 100 KW SOLAR ARRAY @ SPACE STATION ORBIT
INCREASE TO 200 KG SYSTEM (3 1-2 N THRUST
KEEP SPACE STATION + 100KW ARRAY IN <300 KM ORBIT ALTITUDE
Nm ORBIT MAINT. FUEL REQUIRED; CONSUMABLES = < 60 KG/YR (ARGON)
USES 10-15 KW FROM 100 KW AVAILABLE
II. THRUST - USE FOR ORBITAL MANUEVERING PROPULSION
2,000 KG SYSTEM (PLUS 80 KW POWER SUPPLY: SOLAR, NUCLEAR, WHAT-EVER)
10 NEWTON THRUST - CONTINUOUS AS LONG AS POWER AVAILABLE
ALTITUDE CHANGE
7 KM/DAY - 200,000 KG (SPACE STATION)
30 KM/DAY - 50,000 KG (PLATFORM)
150 KM/DAY - 10,000 KG (FREE-FLYER)
TOTAL IMPULSE: 864,000 N-SEC/DAY (194,000 LB-SEC/DAY)
17 M/SEC/DAY - 50,000 KG (PLATFORM)
86 M/SEC/DAY - 10,000 KG (FREE-FLYER, OMV, OR "TUG")
ORBIT PLANE CHANGE: 30 DEGREE IN 6 MONTHS MAY BE POSSIBLE
"FLY" ENTIRE SPACE STATION DOWN TO 200-250 KM ALTITUDE & MAINTAIN
GROWTH VERSION: 200 N & 1.6 MW, 20,000 KG + POWER SUPPLY
III. POWER STOREAGE - 100KW SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM
+ 2,000 KG REVERSIBLE MOTOR/GENERATOR TETHER SYSTEM .
60 KW THRUST DURING DAY (POWER STOREAGE AS ORBIT ENERGY)
100 KW POWER GENERATION DURING DARK
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT 40$ OF CONVENTIONAL ARRAY WITH BATTERIES
10% REDUCTION IN SOLAR ARRAY SIZE
60% REDUCTION IN POWER PROCESSING HEAT REJECTION REQUIRED
• <
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Figure 16
MASSIVE TETHER DYNAMICS
TETHER WIRE MASS: 10-10,000 KG/KM
"SATELLITE" MASS: 10 KG —> 0
STRAIN ELONGATION MINOR EFFECT
WAVE PROPAGATION ALL MODES
SHEAR
COMPRESSION
TORSION
"STRING"
3-D OUT-OF-PLANE MAGNETIC & CROSS-COUPLE TERMS
RUNNING CONDITIONS
ASSUME LOAD CONTROL REGULATION OF CURRENT (I)
CONSTANT I»V-« »-IXB'L WITH VARIABLE B, VXB
ALLOW ARBITRARY STEP CHANGES IN I«V
REFLECT "USER" LOAD DEMANDS
DAY/NIGHT CYCLE REVERSALS of POWER/THRUST
DYNAMIC CONTROL BY IXB PHASING ("CONTROL LAW")
ORBIT MANUEVER & CHANGE BY PHASED IXB THRUST
POWER STOREAGE/PROCESSING by I»V=d/dt(ORBIT)
APPLICATION
STABILITY LIMITS - IMPORTANT FOR 5-20 KM TETHERS
IXB THRUST INTEGRATION/TRANSFER TO SPACECRAFT
MISSION PLANNING SIMULATIONS
MISSION "REAL-TIME" OPERATION PLANNING/PROJECTIONS
Figure 17
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PMG/POF "EXPERIMENT OF OPPORTUNITY1
20 KG TOTAL MASS
FAR END PACKAGE (FEP) 10 KG 15" DIA X 10" HIGH
2
0.2 M PASSIVE COLLECTION AREA
1 A HOLLOW CATHODE PLASMA NEUTRALIZER
(BATTERY)
POWER SUPPLY 4 CONTROLLER for HOLLOW CATHODE
SPOOL with 200M #32 AWG COPPER WIRE
ARGON GAS SUPPLY & CONTROLLER
200 METER WIRE 0.4 KG TEFLON INSULATION
2 Ib "TEST" with 4 Ib BREAKAWAY
NEAR END PACKAGE (NEP) 10 KG 16" DIA X 28" HIGH
RETAINS FEP UNTIL RELEASE FOR DEPLOYMENT
1 A HOLLOW CATHODE PLASMA NEUTRALIZER
BATTERY PACK (FLIGHT QUAL)
POWER SUPPLY & CONTROLLER for HOLLOW CATHODE
VARIABLE LOAD & PRECISION AMMETER
POWER 'SUPPLY to DRIVE MOTOR MODE CURRENT
PROGRAMABLE MICRO-PROCESSOR CONTROLLER
WIRE CUTTER for JETTISON
ARGON GAS SUPPLY & CONTROLLER
GROUND TEST PLUG
3-WIRE (ON/OFF) CONTROL PLUG (GAS compatible)
RMS GRAPLING INITIATED RELEASE (FIXTURE MOUNTED on FEP)
DEPLOYAbLE by RMS (COULD USE EVA/MMU IF EASIER)
CENTRIFUGALLY STABILIZED S 1 DEGREE/SEC = 0.6 N TENSION
via STS ORBITER STATION-KEEPING 200 M (-Z)
(QMS) DELTA-V 3.5 M/SEC
ROLL 1 DEG/SEC to keep FEP @ +2 ^30 DEG
DEPLOYMENT SIMULATED 'SUCCESSFULLY AT NASA-JSC
MAX WIRE TENSION 1.2 N
AVERAGE WIRE TENSION 0.6 N
JETTISON AT END OF EXPERIMENT INTO NON-RECONTACTING ORBIT
FROM 250 KM ORBIT, RAPID DECAY OF JETTISONED PACKAGE
DECAYS 1 KM BELOW ORBITER by FIRST CROSSING
REENTERS IN 25 HR
NEP WITH ALL DATA RECORDED RETURNED TO LANDING BY STS ORBITED
Figure 29
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